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: e UNITED STATES AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

~ © cm. TO LAOS . 

| 3) wACTION” MEMO e - 7 i | Y p> mr ; Bd Y/ Zi No,66- 134 s 

June i, 1966 

TO : Distribution List J 

A yb 
FROM : Joseph A, Mendenhall, Director _ j rm | 

SUBJECT: IVS/RD Role (Subject Index No. 220) 

IVS/RD works in Laos under a contract with 4.1,.D, The Contractor, on 

behalf of the United States, renders technical advice and assistance to 

the Government of Laos. 

~ : : . : 
In cooperetion with the Cooperating Government, through the Ministry 
er the Commissioner of Rural «ffairs, or his duly authorized representa- 

tive, and under the general policy direction of the USAID Director, or his 

‘authorized representetive, the Contractor provides personnel and advisory 

services in the planning and implementation of the program of rural 

development activities as selected jointly by the Cooperating Government, 

Contractor and USAID. Emphasis in rural development activities is given 

to rural self-help projects on a village or inter-villege level designed to 

encourege local initiative and promote capabilities for organized 

community efforts leacing to improved living conditions for villagers, 

The IVS headquarters team is responsible for the overall policy, direction, 

fiscal and personnel support of field team members, the assignment of 

staff members in cooperation with the eppropriate Ministry or service 

and USAID, and mzintaining eppropriate liaison with USAID and authorized 

representatives of the Commissioner, The Associete Chiefs-of- Party will 

‘maintain the above menioned liaison between the field team members and 

IVS headquarters, USAID and the RLG Ministries and Services at the 

national level by regular field visits. They will be in a position to discuss 

‘programs et thelecal level with full knowledge of the thinking and goals 
of the RLG at the national level through their contacts with the Ministries 

New and Services, 
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Team members working on Rural Development projects will work under 

the general policy guidelines of the ADRD and cooperatively under the 

general direction of the CDA, administrative organ of the £C. The 
é.gricultural group (including home economists) who are assigned to work 

with USAID/Agriculture will work under the technical direction of the 

chief of that division. With appropriate Cooperating Country counterparts, 

team members will be involved, in planning and implementation of village 

development activities at the Muong, Tasseng, and village level. They 

will also, in accordance with their specialties and egreed upon program 

cbjectives, assist in making preliminary surveys of areas to be developed 

in order to determine the needs of the population and prepare recommenda- 

tions for project plans and activities. 

IVS égriculturists will cooperate with the field personnel of the Cooperating 

Country's égriculture and Veterinary Services by giving advice and 

assistance in planning and implementing agricultural extension programs 

in surrounding villages and developing agricultural training programs ior 

village leaders, farmers anc others. 

IVS Home Economists will work cooperatively with the RLG Home 

Demonstration agents by giving advice and assistance in planning and = 

implementing extension programs dealing with home sanitation, gardening, 

health and nutrition, sewing, handicrafts, etc. They will also cooperate 

in developing training programs for villege women in the above fields. 

IVS Nurses will cooperate with RLG Midwives end PMI Nurses through 
the Ministry of Public Heaith in developing and implementing programs 

of prenatal and child care. Training programs for village women will 

also be developed cooperatively. 

IVS Constructicnists will work with Fundamental Ecucators and other 

representatives by advising and assisting in the organizing and training 

of villagers to construct end repair public facilities such as schools, 

dispensaries, wells, water seal toilets, etc. They will also assist in 

the development of training pregrams for the various minual arts. 

The IVS Generalists will work with the Fundamental Educators, CRs. 

field personnel when available, local teachers und others as appropriate 

by giving advice and assistance in planning. and implementing information 

programs including movies, bulletin boards, etc. They will assist local 

schools in the development of recreational facilities and programs. They 

will further advise and assist in other areas according to program needs 

and the particular skills of the individual volunteer. =
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The field team members will work cooperatively with the CDs, the 

appropricte RLG personnel and USAID technical divisions in developing 

and obtaining approval for all projects. To the extent possible IVS/RD 
will channel requests for project commodities through their RLG 
counterparts in an effort to strengthen the influence of the Lao Government 

over the Lao populace. When this proves impractical, the volunteers 

will request material support through the CDS. 

The.IVS/RD headquarters staff will strive for better cooperation and 
understanding with the RLG by direct contacts with the appropriate 

Ministries and Services in Vientiane. Unilateral programs carried on 

by IVS will be forbidden in areas where £C's, CD4 4's, CD£'s and/or 

appropriate RLG counterparts are present. In areas where counterperts 

are not present, IVS will conduct programs only with the full approval 

of the responsible USAID representative and in egreement with the 

Ministry or Service involved. 

ww 
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To : All IVS Team embers ; August 22, 1966 

From : Chet Brown, coer sfaytd 

Subject: Memorandum from Arthur Gardiner, iixecutive Director, IVS, 

The following nemorendum was received from IVS/W and is bein; distributed 
for your guidance: : 

AID officials Lave expressed concern to IVS about a statenent by a 
volunteer in the Kay issue of tie IVS RUPORTsR, which indicated IVS 
volunteers were free, under certain circumstances, to oppose "U.S. : 
Government Policy". In order to clarify this situation, we have 

agreed with AID on a statement of policy for the guidance for all 
of us in IVS. The statement reads: 

Relationships of IVS Team Merbers 
to U.S. Government Policy 

IVS Team members are not government employees, nor are they 
necessarily qualified to speak on behalf of tie U.S. governnent, nor 

authorized to do so, except in specific cases directly in the line 
of duty. IVS is not ongased in politics, either at home or abroad; 
its role is a limited one, involving only social or economic problems 

in the host countries. : : 

IVS, however, in laos and in Vietnam, is workin, vy virtue of 
government contracts, and its activities mst Larmonize with U.C. 
Government policies in the broad sense. There is, therefore, an 
obligation on the part of IVS team mexbers to endeavor to understand 
the nature of U.S. policy and to avoid actions or statements to outsiders, 
that might impair U.S. policy objectives. The best rule we can sugyest 
is tit we all focus on the constructive role of helping people in the 
host country, and keep coments, to non-IVS collea,ues especially, 
always within tie bounds 6f .ood taste and ood sense. Tuat is the least 
we gan and mist do in order to preserve the propriety of IVS relations 
with our principal, AID. 

| » 

| 4 
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TO : Mr. Chet Brown, IVS Chief~of-Party/Vientiane. 

| FROM : Dennis R. Wilezek, IVS/ADO BP-Thakhek . 

SUBJECT : Monthly Report: (December) 

_ I. SIGNIFICANT ACCOLPLISH.iiTS: : 

a _wWe got the sonth of December off to a clean start, in Thakhek, by sweeping 
and fwnigating out the warehouse, lunizting the sale of ADO tools, and starting 

j a new accounting system. 
' ~The ADO Staff, alom with the IVS/ADO assistants and several renbers of the 

RIG/Agr, staff held several pre rice purchase training sessions and meeting so 
everyone would be informed as to the purchase proceedures, forms an approaches. 

a. tr, Chath, RiG/Agr. Chief, contributed sore very good sugsestions. 
| Close RiG/Aer. cooperation was shown several times in the last month, for 
i example: the assistance of lilu/Agr. personnel in the distribution of rice sacks~ 

to the farmers and informing them of the impending ADO rice purchases. At the 
same time the ADO staff assisted the Niu/Agr. psople in the emergency sorting 

. and distribution of a newly arrive shipment of onion and garlic sets which were 
a. going bad in the waretouse. , 

During the closing deys of December, a slightly altered accountability systen 
wes set Up to afford closer commmications and accounting between the LIG/Agr. 

; Chief and ADO. 

' IL, SIGNIFICANT #VENTS: ; 

i =On 1, December, llr. Froe, of USAID/Agr., itr. Chath, Chief of RUG/Agr. Khammouane, 
a and myself held a conference on azriculture and future ADO projects and programs in 
3 this province. & report of our overall discussion and recommendations for the ADO 

i tool program Has already been subriitted through Mr. Froe te ADO/BC, Out of this 
Sane mecting also came the recommendation to 4DO/BC for the base price of 47 kip 

A ‘per Kilo for AUO rice ia be purciased in the previence. This recommendation was 
E based on prdor investigations by both the RIO/Agr. and ADO agents of the going 

. price Gf pacdy rice in beth the Thaklieck and Tone Ack Cluster areas. The final 
+ approvial of this base price recommendation wis slipbtly delayed because of the 

absence of the Chou Khoueng who wac in Viertiene on business. 
P ~On Ue¢ember, we gratefully received a mich needed English language typrwriter. 

A good deal of Jong overdue paper sork can be facilitated as soon as we got it 
i back from the typewriter repeir slop. _ 

On Decenber, 2, Tom Aattel of ADO/20 steppec to spend a couple days in Thakhek 
aX on a fielé trip. ir. Kettel interests included: relationships, accounting pratices, 
e and current and future ADO prograns in Kha:mnovane Province. As the result of Er. 

a Kattei's wisit, we were given to understand tliat tie major emphasis of this office 
: for the tine being will be the developoont of inter personal relationshiss between 

i : LiG/Act. and ADO. - » 

Til, STATIEOP PROJECTS: » : ; 

A. ALO Tool Sales; ; 
1a) Poben Mia pawticese kek wesctaes 5: 

f Saori | Nowe ss assacencceyoaréecccee “CO 

Sy eae AEC an Pe Wek seit cdenver a cis OL00. Kap 

bial: 
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B. ADO Riese Purchase Program: : : 
| 1.) ‘lo. Farmers contacted to Gate cocecsnnserccesevess 80 

% 2.) No, Sacks of rice purchased to date cscesesscursee 225 - 
‘ 3.) Totol tice purchaced to Gate so. .waacs cosedvccasee T3412 

&.) Total rice collected to date ...ecccsucesecsesvece 14,829 
5.) Total kip spent. for Pice to date aie.cevseessseseelhy310 - Kip 

Y We still have tre lower fon: Bok Cluster (ZD) area to cover = by truck and 
: by boat. ‘“e should be Tinnished very shortly. ‘Je estimate a total collection 

of fron 18 to 20 tons of seed rice, 

¥ TV. ad V. PROBLHIS AND STISTICS: 

F We hope that ADO/BC is still considering pay raises for the ADO Secretaire 
Assistants. One nan in Kharmouane has worked for ADO for almost a year and a 
half and is still at the sate salary, he has been promised a rase now for six 
months and is still waitin. 

, Commodities on hand: 

Pe erGlives<s ¢esdveoveredieucedes 
PeueiePecd TUCO. susscanesnenseuseee 1y823 Ky ; 
Tools: 

; BRGHGUIGS very vecnineetensee 
WAUCTING CONS oveccssrarsnes 
SHOVELS sevsousveecanevwoens : 
SEGA es bpp beeline weasice see 
EATON Coen gpaseinvecenes 233 U6Gs66 seceswsessescatOd geo kip 

ec: ADO/ BC, Vienbie ne 
: AL Kramer, 40AA, Thk. 

f. Stone, Ac, Svat. 
\ D. Froe, Agr. fvkt. 

: BR. tevan, LVS. Vte. 
: DVS 4 7 

File 
i 
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TO: All Forward Area Team Members 

PROM: L. E. Haffner, Chief, Forward Area Program 

As all concerned know, we have had e recent unfortunate episode involving 
| the first IVS combat<type fatality in laos. As is usual with such events. 

those that are intimately concerned or involved find themselves banging : 
against emotional bulkheads on a stormtossed sea of rumors, fears, 
concerns, acqusations and evaluations of purpose and objectives. I have 
spent mich of my life dealing with such circumtences and have always 
found it wortihile to bring the ship back steady on course by departing 

| fancy for fact and taking stock of ourselves and the situation. 

The death of the IVSer was a tragedy - the name as the deaths of two- 
| hundred and seventy-one other Americans killed during the same week in 

Vietnam. All lost their lives in the same war on different fronts that 
reflect our nation's international struggle for free peoples' survival against 
& system that does not recognize fair play or compefition based on example 
and free choice. 

The IVSer carried no gun nor was he engaged in offensive action against the 
| enemy, but he was no less dangerous to them -= he was hitting them where 

it really hurt «<= he was outselling the hell out of them by exemple and deeds. 
The Commies can never compete ani win on this basis - so they use the gun. 
We, in turn, revert to force to cover ovr peaceful efforts and the war 

. continues. Whether it is the Marines. an UN Peace Force, or the FAR, ths 
bullets snap as violently and it is a dangerous environment. 

if any American feels that he can come to laos and ereate his own quict 
| Nirvana and semshow become detacied from the issues at stake, his 
| personal American responsibilities and the risks attendant thereto, then 
| he has either been highly misinformed or is aaive beyond all reason = or 
| possibly both, Cheydieur was certainly not disoriented is regards the 
| situation at rhakkania and his personal place in it. One of his last reports 
| reflected a change in the security situation for the worse but he made no 

recommendation for any agtion other than mintaining our position in 
| Phakkania. Our individual responsibilities as Americans for sharing equally 
| the burdens of our nation's strugzle are not ap .ertioned based on pay, titles, 
| attitudes, religion or race. However, by the same token, my American 
| who is exposing himself to danger on behalf of his country is entitled to equal 

support and consideration for his well being regardless of pay, titles, attitudes, 
| religion or race. That perliaps is what this letter is about. 

. 

/ 

_ : ao
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We haven't identified yet whether the Phakkania incident reflected a 
definite Vietnamese policy of going after rural developers in laos as 
they are doing in Vietnam. The Dong Hene area has always experienced 
the presence of particularly vicious Gommie leadership, as exemplified 
by the massacre of two busleads of civilians last year. Perhaps the 
Phakkania ineident was more of the same. however, if it is established 
that there is now a policy of violence directed specifically against Americans 
in Isos, then an entirely new spectrum has been added to our struggle and : 
major changes will have to be made in our tactics, techniques and procedures 
for dealing with the situation. Until such changes are nececsitated, we will 
assume we are still on the same course in our programs. 

3% should be noted here, however, thet regardless of precaution taken at any 
time or place, ne persons or area in a war situstion such as in Laos ean be 
assured positive safety against attack. The enemy strikes at times and places 
of his choosinz and uncer circumstances favorable to his efforts. He cases 

the situation, determines the routine, bices his time and moves with the 
advantage of surprise. lie did this at Phakkania; he has also done the same 
thing et the vast fortress of Da liang and the airfield at Bien Hoa, This is the 

. nature of the ball game, and the best we can do in plekirg our Forward Area 
sites is to consider all facets of security and conclude we can ge in and 
operate uncer conditions of a reasonable calculated risk, In the consideration 
of these fucets of security, we are dependent upon current intelligence. This 
is intelligence mede up from raw information picked up at the local level and 
aise from civil and military briefings at the headquarters level, Given the 
nature of the war and the mobile anc offensive makeup of the enemy, our 
batting averaze has been good in the collection of information anc the subsequent 
development of intelligence. Intelligences on a given piece of real estate and 

. on the small mobile enemy units within cannot be perfect, but our record has 
| been good with the worl: of professional people we have in the field, as well 

@s your constant ear to the ground, 
. 
. Forward Area Team menbers, with few exceptions, are not militarily trained 
| and oriented. They have not bcen brought into the profession to engage in 

military combat action, not even for purposes of survival. In fect, in 
. accordance with internetional law, as reflectcd in the rules of Jand warfare, 
. their being armed for participstion « guinst opposing militery forces while 

they are civilians and not in uniform, or wearin: markings easily identifiable 
) ae military cosbatants. can cause them to be subjected to the severest 
| reprisals if captured, This is sovetuins all USAID members should be aware 
| of wien they run around carrying a weapon in the back country. Many 
. fmericans prefer to run the risk of going down in a shoot-out ratler than being 

captured and allowed to rot in a caze on the Plain ces Jarres, but they should at 
deast be aware of the entire extent of the ramifications of being armed civilians 

. in combat ercas before they decide to carry a weapon. In any event, IVSers and 
| other nonemilitary Ascricans should not be deployed to danger areas where their 

safety depends unon their participation in armed aetien. This has been thoroughly 

| considered in all cases in tic Forward Area Program and in the orlentetion of 
FA Team personnel, I reiterate again, that your involvement with the military 

. in seme local episode does not require your participation as a combatant. For 
example, your buy~our instructions stress as a primary course that you join the
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lecal militery garrisen headquarters and move with them until USAID can pick 
you up. “hile there, it is perfectly permissible and advisable for you to serve 
in some non=-combatant helpful capacity as a firsteaid assistant, etc,. 

All Forward Area Teams who have to use airlift as their primary means of 
commmications to and from their posts heve been issued small survival kits 
containing the essentials for first aid and minimum food requirements for a few 
days in the open. Keep your kits conplete by requesting replacement items from : 
the Group Chief. IVS also hes a pamphlet on survival instructions perteining to 
laos. If you haven't become familiar with it, do so. All forward Area Teams 
involved with aircraf+ support have air-ground radios. Keep tiem operable and 
readily available at all times -= they are one of your major survival items. All 
Forward Area Teans no% on main lines of commmications hzve been given specific 
bugeout instructions. In most eases, these have been verbal and based on the 

| leeal defense ard terrain situation. In practically all cases they are the sams, 
and I will cover tiem ayain to refresh your memory. In the event of brewing enemy 

t action, let us know by £23, couching your corversation in the simplest terms, 1.e. 
| “We anticipate a visi: any minute from the boys cut in the bush, We are going up 

and join the colonel in the fort. We will keep you informed by 853 cor via the 
FAR military ciannel." This action wos t:.ken twice at “uong Met Jast winter 

| and is typical also of one incident at Xieng Lom and the resent episcde at Nam Bac. 
In the case of a sudden attack ayainst your area, walk «don't run - to the military 

| garrison which, in all but one FA Team area, is close by. I say walk, because 
the soldiers are jittery and trigzer—happy in 3 shooting episode. If yeu should’ 

| be eut of from the garrison or for any other reason have to take to the wilder= 
ness, remember your instructions, Attempt to grab your survival kit and air- 
ground radio. In any event, if it is dark, move only far enough into the jungle 
to hide. Abt the crack of dawn, move carefully away from the directicn of enemy 
attack, avoid villagers, stay under cover, and when you have moved at. what you 
consider « safe distance from the troubled area, find an open spot (slash-and= 
burn plot, etc,) and wait for the sound of an approaching aircraft. Remember, 
we are going to come looking for you with everything available. 

When you hear or see the aireraft, use your radio if you have it, or make a signal 
with your underelothes and get their attention. From that point on, you have been 

| docated and your reseue is imminent - mors than likely via chopper. If you are 
. in a mountainous area try to pick your rescue site on as high a ground as possible. 

| As far as radio cormuinieations are concerned, don't forget your daily check in, 
and inform the Area Coordinator and Vientiane operator whenever you are going 

. off the air. If your radio breaks down, come on out by any means aveilable. 
| if wore tian one day goes by aud we haven't seen or heard from you, we will 
| come back in and find cut wiy. Don't forget, all FA Team radios can talk 
| directly to Vientiane anc ci.ec!: in at regular times. However, don't hesitate 
. to cali in at any hour of the day or night if you are in trouble. Ask for ms at 
| my house, wich you have all done at one time or another, or ask for Tom Dunton 
| at leeville. We are the victins of an erratic phone system, so if you ean"t 
. get us, then ask for ix. leyson or Mr. Ostertig, his relief, whe can be reached 
| at their quarters via vadio. Remember, when you make a report of trouble to 

us down here, we will see that it triggers certain action by support agencies << 
| air support, attache offices, NO, etc., as necessary to respond to your situation. 

/ 

| : 
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Unfortunately, the one flaw in the system is the fect that your immediate 
closest support echelon, the Area Coordinators, do not maintain an around-the- 
clock SSB wate. However, by the time you get tiis letter, certain arrangements 
will have been made to enable you and us to switch into some alternate channel ~- 

perhaps the attache channel - and vet the word to the Area Coordinator concerned 
so that whatever coordination is necessary at that level can be worked out. 

As far as enemy intelligence is concerned, we have always had a fairly effective 
close-in intelligence capability at the result of the FA Teams keeping their ears 
elose to the ground with the villagers and tio local military. Keep going with 
tuis process and cet the villagers thorouguly oriented towards the *dea that if 
they turn their backs: on us in the matter of safety, we will move to some other 
area and bring wells and dams to people whe are as concerned with our well 
being as we are with theirs. This is the onething that is still fogzy about the 
Phakkania incident. Where were the villagers widle hundreds of PL/VH 
organizec and moved through the ares towards the target? ‘ 

| We are going to establisi: immediately a better system of disseminating 
pertinent enemy intelligence from above down the line to USAID personnel 
concerned in the field. Tuis will have to be handled primarily at the Area 
Goordinators* level. 

} Well that's about it gents - the Forward Area Pregram continues steadily 
onward. Some sites will clese out this year, others will probebly phase into 
clusters, and we are sighting in on sone new areas, 

The Forwarc Area Progran hasn't yet been roci.ed off course by the recent 

unfortunate incident -- in fact, we are somewhat wiser, more resolute and, like 
all voterans, more professional. <nesy action on several fronts has buffeted 
our efforts, but we get sironger by adversity — so tiie hell with ho and Go = 
Go = Go! 

| 
| 

Re-issue October 20, 1967 
IvS/Vte:PBasler:sp 

.
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February 1, 1967 

TO : All CDAAs and CDAs 

FROM : Joseph A. Mendenhall, Director IAM 

SUBJECT: Program Planning (Subject Index No. 1000) 

I want to reiterate our policy that CDAAs and CDAs should maintain 

continuing contact with the IVSers at their levels in program and project 

w planning and submission. All proposals put forward by IVS colleagues 

should receive appropriate consideration in this planning process. The 

IVSers are part of the U.S, family in the Rural Development field and 

should always be made to feel that they are in on the program and project 

take-offs as well as landings. 

If there are IVS program and project suggestions which, after due 

consideration of all factors, including relative priorities for the use of 

limited resources, you feel cannot be recommended, the IVSers can 

propose these projects to the Chief of Party 1VS/RD for further consid- 

eration with appropriate USAID officiais in Vientiane. You will, of 

course, be fully consulted in any such instances before any final USA'D 

decision is reached. 

DIST: F 

. ADRD 
Ivs/RD
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INTERNATIOWUAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES IN LAOS 
(Coimunity Devclopient Principlos) 

Bob Lovan 
Associate Chief-of~Party 

A 1948 Rural Development confersnee at Cambridge University brought into 

popular usage the tern "co.mnity development." They defined their tern 
as ",..a ovement designed to promote better living for the whole community." 
But, if this initiative is not spontaneously forthcoming it is sought 
through the use of techniques for arousing and stirmlating the community's 
active end uentiusiestic response to the movement. Thus, community develop- 
uent can and should be a dyneiic force leading to economic lisprovunent, 
social advancement, and orderly political growth. 

In 1957 a VARDA (voluntary cgency for rvrel development administration) 
contract wes signed with the old United Stetes International Cooperetion 
Administration (now the agency for International Development) providing for 
seven teams of seven members vach, (Several yeers later an education tear 

under a scperate contract began work at the Sisavang Vong University -- 

Dong Dok.) These origional seven mamber tvuams were directed by arve tean 
leaders under the general’ guidance of a Chicf-of-Party stationed in Vientiane. 
fhe first term of six agriculturists were stationed at an isolated post in 
Xieng Khouang provience. This origional epproach was a pretty loose concept 

in which uncooridnated progrems grew and limocd aiong. former tea: mnemoer 
(1958 - 1962) and Chief-of—Party (1963 - 1965), Welt Coward onew remarked 
that “...back in '58 Usail pretty well considered the IVS team es just a 
bunch of religious nuts up on ths Plaine des Jarres." 

Starting in 1961, tean strength begon to grow end by 1963 IVS nuxbers in 
laos quadrusled., In 1963, USsID began comaitting nore personnel and neterial 
to the develowment of laos, and the "cluster.villaco" program got under way. 
At this time more RLG personnel such as Fundaientel Jducators, Home and 
agriculture 4xtuision Agents, and Veterinary .gents were sent to tle ficld, 
Consequently the origional seven member IVS teams opercting out of vrovincial 
centers were replaced by small teams of two to three IVS'crs and noveld into 
areas where there wore natural cconowic groupings of fron five to twonty 
villazes. In 1965, dus to the need to diversify to ueet the necds of other 
Iso villages, IVS/RD was asksd to send IVS'srs to "forward areas," Thuse 
areas are usually recently freed from Phethnet Lao control and have becoie 
relatively secure, Tius, throughout this transition period an integrative 
approaci: on a notional scope was developed and co-ordinated through the 
technicial services. This integrative approacn provides for a large scczle 
teennicial and finencial committucnt involving o structure of co-ordinating 

bodics ct caci sditinistrative level of goverment -~- RLG and USAID.
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This evolution of the Rursl Duvelow ent program brougnt into existence 

on ea national scele « structure through which cormrmnity developuent prin- 

ciples could be used to attempt to bridge the gep between the nore aifluent 
people of the citics and the rural population; to over-come traditional 

suspicions end hostilities between peoples and arens; to foster civic 
responsibility; and bring about political maturity through experiences in 
co-operative decision making and ection on all levels. To achieve this, 
locel develowcent seeks to up-grade and instrument the motivations and 
aspirations of the people, to integrete then with national aims and efforts, 
and to assure social, political and economic evolution through popular 

involvencnt in directing end carrving out change. 

To illustrate the trenendous potential impact of comunity development work 
in developing countrivs such as Laos, J.D. hezirow is quoted concerning 
wict he hed to say about Nehru's "Silent Revolution." 

The ascent of corimnity developient es cn international 
moverznt during the lest decade has been little short of 
spectaculer, The quest for a democratic social technology 
to constructively involve their rural populations in the 
econoiic and politics1 processes of nation building has 
dea sore tivn four score of the nowly duvcloping countries 
to foment whet Nehru.has called "the Silent Revolution." 
Corzmnity develop wnt has been ardently chlcimioned on 
every continent «2s the most preetical means of translating 
the ideological promise of Western democracy into specific 
attitudes of behrvior chenge in the closed socivty of 
traditional village’ life. 

In transleting this ideological provise to the villegers the major emphasis 
should be placcd upon those activities for the improvement of the basic 

living conditions of the coimmnity including the setisfaction of sone of 
the villages! non-material neecs = health, education, and recreationcl 
facilities. in ali cormmnitics there ere resources which can be tanned 
if the people went to and know how. Often the motivating factor is in the 
Vitlege ena idic imech ofthe year. The motivating factor cxn teke the foru 
of hoerded scvings; contributions of land end loerlly available rinterials; 
intimate ikmowledge of the loc] environient which exn be used to complement 
technicial knowledge brought in from the outside; ond tie locel leadersiip 
potential. Ticre is in oll ceveloning cow:tries under-cmployed manpower 
(not unerlor2d menpower ) which can be riarshalled in the creation and 

inereese of community assets sucii as rozds, wells, fish ponds, schoola, 
libraries, end community centers. iiven if a fraction of the sveilable 
surplus inbor of the rurel manpower is mershalled, this voluntary contri- 
bution not only wll greatly reduce costs, but most importent show the 
villagers whet they con accomplish from within their own communities and 
give then the experience of orgenizing e: effort and working together for 
mutual eivie advencenent. 

o
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Commmnity develop wnt should denend upon things supplied end developed 
from within, rether t.an dupend solely upon benefits supvlied from without. 
Concern with belance end integrsted duvelopant of the whole comunity life 
implies the integration or co--ordinetion of technicial so cialities with 

planning based upon the "felt" nueds of the people, Tiere should be a 
euntral concern for identifying, uncourczing, ond treining local leader- 
ship cnd provisions for technicial assistence in the form of personnel, 
equipment, and meteriels. In so doing en effective co munity develoment 
progrem will provide tic national services with up-to-dete inforration 
on tle wants and neds of the people, ond inform the people whet national 
services ore aveileble and how ther ean be obtained. 

again, it should be understood thet the basic education of the populace 
in democretic perticipetion in discussions of co-operative problem solving 
will in time stimulate material dov.lopicnt through the use of latent and 
unused, or underused labor, skilis, and/or knowledge. 

There are importent factors th t in haste -re often overlooked in the use 

of the tools of coimmumitr develomunt. The cultural factor of religion is 
one such iiportant factor. Spece will not allow any lengthy corient, but 
by wey of illustration a few factors are presented. 

Buddhisn in laos is of the Thuraveda (Hineyena - lesser vehicle) school 

which is elso know as Coylones. Buddhism. This particular school of 
Buddiisn rejects study end exeitinetion and ¢llows many superstitions to 

dive side by side. It is entirely exempt fro: philosophic speculation. 
The prevading individualish of lao Buddhist life and its implicit emphasis 
on personal responsibility for self is reflectud in the leck of overt 
guidance the young leo child receives, Punisinment takes the form of shame - 
"no child of mine would behave that way," rather than sin - "that conduct 
is wicked." Also, the worth of surplus goods to the lao lies in the 
potential it gives hin for satisfying his two foremost concerns: religious 
merit and pleasure. Giving, feasting, end gaiety are not only vleasurable 
to the Leo, but erinently logicsl as well. To the lao the most readily 
grasped of the Budduist tents is its central purpose of eradicating suffering, 
and pleasure is evidence of success, Thus, it must be kept in mind that 
corimmittics are highly integrated units held togeth:r by religious affilia- 
tion, agricultural activity in a contiguous territory, and strong conscious- 
ness of idenity. Community development mist involve all of the comunity 
aspects and take into consideration the effects of change in one area upon ; 

those in another. 

These principles of community developrient provide the media through which 
IVS as an orgenized grows of young volunteers cen make en important contri- 
bution to internstional good-will, A co:mitticnt mede through a private, 
non-profit, non-cvenoitinetional, service progrem whici. the people of the 
host country want end in which they will parti¢ipate. While the IVS focus 

is centered on direct personel contacts, the IVS volunteer has the bencfit 
in Laos of th. support ef the. United States Diplomatie and Aid Missions,
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As long as IVS is not swallowed by the larger agencies, the USAID - imbassy 
support enhances IVS effectiveness. In so doing the IVS teain member assists 
the local population to identify their needs and to obtain & use the 
assistance available through the RIC & USaID. This IVS assistance at the 
local level inplerients & expedites the use of USAID iatorials & technicial 
resources. Thus, IVS'or goals & motivating principles differ only slightly 
from those of the Jimbassy & USAID the difference being more a matter of 
emphasis than definition. But when the USaID-imbassy principles are tran- 
sforned into written programs and blown-up by a multi-illion dollar budget, 
the semingly subtle disparitics between the two positions are often thrown 
into striking relief. These subtle disprrities are likely to exist between 
any two grouns for coismunity develon.ent approaches will often lead to 

inconmatibilities and conflicts in ediinistration, pianning, and evaluation, 
With this in mind IVSters should be a group of thinking, acting, and respon- 
sible individuals. 

Following are some coitunity development princivics as set forth in short 
statements taken from the U.N.'s bulletin :; Social Progress Through Community 
Developnent. In application they can be greatly expanded upon, 

-- aActivitics undertaken must correspond to the basic 
: needs of the comsunity; first projects should be initiated © 

in response to the cxpressed needs of people. 

; ~~ Local iaprovenents may be achieved through unreleted 
efforts in caci: substantive ficld: however full end balanced 
comunity develop.mnt requires concerted action and the 
establisiiient of multipurpose prograris. 

-~ During the initicl stages of developrient changed attitudes 
in people are as important as the mterial achievenents. 

-- Community developuent ains at increased and better 
participation of the people in cormunity affairs, 
re-vitalization of existing forms of local governuent 
and transition towards effective local administration 
where it is not yet functioning. 

-- The identification, encouragement and training of local 
deadership should be a basic objective in eny progran. 

-- Greater reliance on the particivation of woren and 
youth in commnity projects invigorates developrent 
prograis, establisivs thei: on a wide basis, and secures 
long-range expansion. 

-—— Implementation of a co:mmunity develop:ent program on 
a netional seale requires: adoption of consistent policies, 
specific adninistretive arrangetents, recruitment and 
treining of personel, mobilization of local and national 
resources, and orgenization of research, exprimentation 
and evaluation.
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-- Economic and sociel progrvuss at the local level 
nocessitates parallel development on a wider national scale. 

It was not the purpose of this study to answer any questions, but rather 
to raise questions and idess to the render. If this has been accomplished 
and the answers are actively pursued in ficld application, then a postive 
step has been nade. Possibly some of your own strtements and ideas appear 
in the study; if so, no intent at plagiarism was meant nor an attemnt made 
to present all material as that of the writer's. Two boots were used as 
reference works: Social Progress Through Comunity Development, bulletin 
of the U.N.'s Bureau of Social Affairs; and Dynacics of Community Develop- 
rent by Jack D, liezirow. 

IVS/RD: BLoven: sp 
3/20/67



ROL! OF THe IVS VOLUN 2cER 

Beecuse of the ieny end veried tasks assigned to IVE volunteers, 
it is extremely difficult to define precisely what is expectvd of hin. 
But for the purpose of better adzinistration it becomes necessary to 
outline in general terms certain points of emphasis in order that the 
volunteer be cwerc of and understend certein creas of expectation. 

1. FUNCTION: 

For the new IVS team member who has joined IVS to work with his 
hands in the field with the peonle the channels of bureaucracy 
are tine-consuming and coldly iversonal. But also the new team 
number may be naive to the many pitfalls which have caused those 
channels to be formed. It is imperative thet IVS team members be 
awere of and follow the channels of communication set up for then 
for develovrient of projects and planning-level contact with both 
USAID and RLG officials. Our Associate Cihicfsof Party know these 
channels and can tell you what to do. Let them take the resgon- 
sibility for direction - this will keep you out of trouble. One 
good rule to remember: avoid making comuitionts until it is certain 
they can be fulfilled, 

it is inmortent that the team muber learn to distinguisi his role 
as that of community developucnt teaimicien from tiet of an ordinary 
technicien. A eormunity develepuent technician, wiile concentreting 
on projeets within his special field of training, must understand 
the human motivation end social system fectors for greater assursnee 
of sueccss in his werk. The mejor hurdle, as any agriculture cxten- 
sion man will say, before he can aghieve his goals is human ecccp- 
tance of new methods end ideas, whieh is in addition to the netural 
hurdles of the develep:ent of these methods and idves in a new envi- 
romicnt cs is the prinary concern of th: ordinary technician. But 
wien oneloeks at lis future and the jobs available to him. He finds 
thet actuelly very few jobs are for techniciens in the tive sense 
of the word, thet each position of higher responsibility ealls for 
an increased understanding of these very fectors ef hunan notivation 
an¢ social system. 

This experience as an IVS community developaent technician therefore 
beeomes &@ very valueble asset in future werk, particulicriy if one 
wishes to continue in overseas work, It is in this light thet IVS 
hopes the volunteer will appreeci: nis job.
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2. CONTACT WITH TH 140 

The expression thot we are "guests in someone else's house" has a 
special meaning for the volunteer oversvas. A wissionary locet.d 
in a rural arce in Leos said recontly, "One rash impolite act to 
these peovle take years to make tiwit forget." It is immortent for 
us to recognize thet we are invited to come to Laos br the sovern- 
ment, and thet we should mekce every proper vffort to be resnectable 
guests. 

Cultural shock is defined very descrivtively in The Oversees american 
but no description scums to bring home its reel meaning to the new 
errivel in e foreign country. Perhzps the word siiock is misleeding 
becruse it indicrtes strong ané sudden suotional reaction to visuol 
experiences, It nay be better understood to say that culture] shock 
is not simply the definition for the cxpression of oo.un-iieuthed 
disbelicf ct a villeger, cooking a jungle lizard alive over a small 
fire in preparation for the evening meal, but thet it is much more 
cotisrchensive and encompasses everything related to becoising 
accustoned to a new onvironnent. 

One of the first cultural si:ocks for the newcomer to Laos is the 
anperent lack of initietive end industriousnuss on the vert of many 

' Ieo p-ople. The imacdiate reaction is to lose respect for the lao 
causing en offensive attitude bordering on contempt which can 
seriously prejudice working relationships and tend to precipitate 
withdrawal from working with th: Lao. The sooner this attitude 
can be overcome the faster a person is ready to approach his work 
eonstructively and make a contribution. It takes little time in 
the field to see that few people arc busier then the leo farmer 
maintaining himself on his subsistence cconomy. It also dovsn't 
take imch’ study to see that the attitude of the peovle is a product 
of their low levels of cducation and cconory. If the Lao were the 
wey we would want then to be, then we wouldn't have any reason for 

being here, 

The tea member's closest contact with the Lao is with his inter- 
preter assistant. His interprvutecr-assistant is the first person 
with whom he has o working relationship, and fron: whom he receives 
his first i:pressions of what it is(like) to work with Lao xeople, 
It is this person who is also the first to bear the brunt of any 
cultural shock frustrations on the part of his american partner, 
which are often the results of the American's own mistckes and 
dack of peticnce. It is in this working rclationship with 
his interprceter-assistant or with his counterpart in the RLG that 
it is iaost necessary to heed the first advice he hears upon coming 
to Leos, thet of the requirement to have "patience, more patience, 
and still inore patiznee." It is only througn peticnee and under- 
standing, no metter how difficult it may be, that good working 

relationships and wari fricndsiiips can develop.



It is very casy to pass the blame for mistakes or mis-understand- 

ings by saying, "my interpreter wasn't any good." What we ask in 
IVS is for cach team momber to rationally evaluate his actions by 
saying to hinsclf, "Is there anything I could heve done differently 

which would have ade things turn out better?" 
His assistant will be hurt if ordered to work like a coolie, but 
will pitch in willingly if he is to work side-by-side with the 
volunteer at coolie-type work or if he is asked politely to do the 
work, 
Remember, our interpreter-assistants and counterparts are hosts in 

the country in which we are guests. 

3. ATTITUDS TOWARD WORK: 

It is necessary to develop a positive attitude toward our work in 
order to become meximuly effective, The motto we've found best 

to use is, "Make the best of what you have with what is available." 
A great many obstacles challenge the voluntecr, both technical and 
social, many of which are a combination of both. These obstacles, 
although quite different from those we have experienced at hone, 

are not unsurnountable and with thought and communication can be 
compromised or avoided. ven negative results have positive value, 
and must be considercd in thet manner to guide future cfforts. 

Hach problem needs to be approached constructively. If it is a 
problem which can only be solved by the team member himself, he 
should make the best use of tiie local resources he can, His assis- 
tants er counterparts can be very valuable if he is willing to use 
them, If the problan needs to be referred to someone else for help 

; then the words of en USAID administrator become a valuable guide, 
: “What I appreciate is a written statement describing all the factors 

relating to a problem, attempted solutions, results, and at the end 
a list of recommendations whieh may lead to a solution." 

i A valuable tool in convincing other peonle of the merits of a project 
or the impertance of a problem is to present them with written 

docuizents (proposals, memos, etc.) The person of responsibility 
rust know the pertinent detzils of a situation in order to make 
a judgment. In any situation, whetier it be a problem or a project 
proposal, if it can be outlined clearly and thoroughly in writing, 
this person is then provided the material he needs to make his 
decision. Writing thoughts, ideas, problems, etc. om paper serves 
two purposes: it helps organize and correlate a person's own thoughts 
toward a specific project or problem, and it established a definite i 
source of refcrence which can be evaluated and acted upon. Good and 
frequent communication is the most valuable aid to progress.
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One significant differonce between the job with IVS in laos and a 
job baek hoite is the leck of direct and constant technical supervi- 
sion. Although this is true for overseas work in general, it 
particularly applics to the rural development technician. It is 
a part of his job description to determine projects on the basis 
of the needs and interests of the peoplc. Although IVS and USAID 
provide a certsin aisount of direction, it is not near as meh as 
they would like, and much is dependent upon the initiative of the 
individual, Chapter nine in The Overseas American deals with this 

- subject very adequately, cnd the italicized print on page 133 is 
an exeellent summary. For a person who uses his initiative 
resourcefully and is cble to adapt himself to his working cnviren- 
ment successfully, imny opportunities present themselves both 
during time ef service with IVS and for future work. In general 

USAID teehnicians are limited in their personal contact with the 
basic problems in the field, enc they depend upon us to relay 
pertinent infermation to them. If an IVS technician, for instance, 
ean gather data leading to the establishment of a project, then 
follow through to some degree of accomplishment, he has made a 
valuable centribution and is recognized for it, An effective 
technician, however, is not ome who charges ahead arbitrarily, but 
one who makes use of all sourees aveil:ble to him and follows 
channels by consulting those in positions of responsibility. This 
is the person who is most likely te suececd, For those who do 
suecced, the future is bright; experienced technicians are in 

demand for overseas work. 

4, PERSO CONDUCT : 

In geucral it would suffiee to say that we expect IVS personnel to 
conform to strony moral principles and high personal standards 

in keeping with IVS tradition and the IVS image in Inos, In addi- 
tion, we expect the volunteer to be interested in his work, the 
people about hir: ineluding their customs, religious activities, and 
personal intcrests, the activities ef IVS, USAID, RLG cnd other 
réinted missions, the political situation and its implications, and 
be able to seek infornetion relative to these areas of aetivity. 
It is often necessary to be aware of activitics in related areas in 
order to properly exploit one's own ficld. Also, by exhibiting this 
interest, the teehnieion gives IVS increased confidenee in him to 
ecaury out his eeqtivities in the field. 

Finally, we expeet the tvam miner to have respeet. For good work- 
ing relationships eonducive to maximum cffectiveness it is ussential 
to respeet fellgw tcam members, RIG officials, interprvuter-assistants, 
USAID tcehnicicns, the IVS headquarters staff, and the Lao peonle 
themselves. It is very casy to find fault with administraters and 
peoole in other offices, but it should be remsnbored that each office 

or porson making a dceision makes it on the basis of a number of 
faets relevent te the situation at hand which are not ordinarily 

undcvstood by the casual opscryer « Until these relevent facts are 
undenstood, it is wise to laintain proper rosnect and not be oritical.
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IVS has high expectstions of cach voluntecr who is sent overseas, Because 

of the level of his work, he cxperienees a much more abrupt change fron 
life and work at home than higher level overseas adainistrators, but his 
willingness to aceupt these difficultics enables him to sevk constructively 
his ost vffective use at lis assigned post. he works with a cheerful 
attitude equally well with his leo acquaintances and his fellow ancricans, 
and is able to follow direction when given, He conducts hinself in a 
respectful imnncr so that wien he has successfully completed his tour, 
his many fricnds will help him step out into a career which we hope will 
be enhanced by his IVS cxpericnces, 

IVS/iD: BLovan: sp 
3/28/67
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To : Members of the Orientation Planning Comittee 

Fron : Chin Smith, IVS/Vientiene 

Subject : dnd-of-tour renort on the Orientation and Language Training 
Prograi. 

I. Purpose of the report 

This report is intended primarily for those who will plan the IVS 
orientetion and lenguage training programs to be held later in the year. 
Most of the discussion is directed toward the longer program, the one 
expected to begin in October and lest from eight to ten weeks. But many 
of the ideas will be applicable to the short Septenber program also. 
The hope is that the planners will be able to use this material as a point 
of departure for their deliberation. 

ly job has morely been to hunt up, sort, and group the many ideas 
contributed by IVSers and a few outsiders into what seems a workable pettern,. 
Unavoidably, evidence of my personal biases crops up repeatedly, and to 
this extent the report is definitely mine. ore important, however, is 
the fact that the content has developed out of IVS as a whole, anc thus 
the ideas imst be identified with IVE and not with some particular indi- 
viduel. In similar fashion leter in the year, it will be a united IVS 
wnich will collect the praise and the criticism when the final version 

of this exciting, responsible plan is put into action. 

II, Significance of the Orientetion and language Training Program 

(a digrassion) 

The arguments for holding a full language and orientation program in 
Laos have been reviewed often. Usvally such discussions hinge on whether 
leo or Vasiiinston is better suited for the undertaking; and, thus, the 
mejor issue is skirted, touched on only briefly if mentioned at all. That 
issue can be simply stated: .1V5's responsibility for improving the quality 
of indivicual performances in tiie field, 

Awareness and acceptance of tiie responsibility has developed steadily 
but in piecemeal fasiion, over the past few years, The reliability and 
efficiency of logisitic support is far better now than two or three years 
ago. To this early exemple of the trend can be added several others: 
(1) the shift from Team Leaders to ACOP's, with the latters' responsibili- 

ties in personnel placement and in maintaining, open communication (although 
in practice cormmnication has been concerned almost exclusively with logistic 
problems); (2) the move toward closer IVS-RLG counterpart relations on all 
levels and, consecuently, toward a more meaningful identity for IVfers in 
the field; and (3) the extablishment of a Program Committee, an act which 

reaffirms IVS's responsibility for its own organization and activities, 7 

and its concern for issues related to IVS woals in laos,
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Recently, moreover, awareness of still another responsibility has been 
developing. And this one is at the most fundamental level. All the other 
enanges have involved the IVfer's environment; tie aim has been to improve 
support, counterpart relationslips, coimmnication and planning. Attention 
is now being turned te the IVSer hi:self, Gains mde here will be automa- 
tically reflected in each of the areas previously treated separately. A 
more higuly qualified IVSer will wake better use of sunoort materials and 
services; will have smoother counterpart reletions, will heave more to say 
and the patience to get it across, and will be more tiiorough and sensible 
in arranging nis progrem, 

To date this challenge has been only half-acknowledged. Recruitment is 
mostly a negative process, ruling out those who simply won't mske the grade. 
Alsc, «so real commitment has been made by either Washington or Leos to pro- 
vide IVcers with the basic skills and attitudes essential for sucess in the 
fielc, working with the RLG and USAID. The first important step Js recogni- 
tion---to say, These cttempts have not been enough. IVS-laos has taken that 
first step and is presently moving against the situation on two fronts. The 
ery has gone up tuat IVS-Washington must actively seek out more qualified 
people, that tuey attack the personnel problem positively. And in laos, once 

the necessity for more and better training was affirmed, the question of 

location was grappled with and laos was selected. 

The fundamental responsiblity, therefore, has been recognized and action 
is being tsken. Important also is the fact that an amorphous group awareness 

of group responsibilities is slowly, noticeably hardening into a composite of 
individual IVSers' recognition, acceptance, and desire to act. The orienta- 
tion program being discussed here is based on the stated willingness of 
field team members to participate in all phases of the undertaking. The 
gap between administration and those whom the administration serves is being 
attacked from both sides. 

“hen field personnel have often been satisfied to officially register 
their complaints or, in private, to finely detal their list of frustration, 
they are now turning their attention to the general measures recuired to 
improve their individual situation. It is important that the administrat- 
ion team member gap be closed, Field people hold the experience and the 
close-range knowledse of specific situations. Administrators have the 
time, a wider, less obstructed view, and access to policy—making levels of 
US.ID and the RIG, The conclusion: iffective commmnication between the 
two grouvs should result in more informed, more efficient performance on both 
levels. To date, the emphasis in this respect has been placed on the Vientiane 

steff's getting our to the field, and this objective has been pursued with 
some success. It is now important that field personnel complement the 
previously one~side effort by becoming administratiors themselves part of the 
time. Involvement in the orientation program is a significant step in this 
cirection. Field representation on the Progrem Committee and the anticipated 

formtion of study groups in several project area are important also. 

4s a result of these efforts, IVSers are beginning to wake up. Responsi~ 
bility for improved performance in the field together with its various sub- 
concerns is beginning to catch their attention and imagination. IVS-the fuz~ 
zy, overall image of the organization suggested by its policies, procedures, 
and the action of a few exposed people - has hinted for some time that a trend 
was developing. Now it is IVsers who demonstrate the trend, The idea and 

|
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attitudes are taking hold in « way that will yield results, IVS~as a group 
of thinking, acting resoonsible individuals ~ is approaching maturity. 

And with maturity will come rewards as well as the burden of continuing 
resopnsibility. As IVE makes use of its accumulated experience to improve 
field performance through effective commnication, throughful self-oriticism 

and progrem planning, and, most importantly, by meens of a prectical, relevant, 
and determined orentation anc language training program - only then can it 
really expect to win the general respect of USD policy-makers and the itlG, 

& skilled, responsible worker in a difficult and relatively unpolular po- 
sition can mke himself o11 but indispensable. 4 skilled, responsible, and 
indispensable worker will be sought out for his opinion and cannot be ignored 
when he urges change —- expecially when he is fifty or seventy workere and not 
just one. IVE's zoals and motivation principles differ only slightly from 
those of the smbassy and US.ID, the differents being more a matter of empha- 
sis than definition, But when the .isency~Gmbassy principles are transformecd 
into written programs and blown-up by a multi-million dollar budget, the seem— 
ingly subtle disparities between the two positions are thrown into striking 
relief. It becomes clear that IVS would be morally oulvable as well as sim- 
ly foolish if it did not strive determinedly for t..e »nower to influence po- 

licy-making in accordance with IVS exnerience end conviction. 

To pursue this goal, however, demands thoughtful perseverance, a keen 
pragmatic as well as mora sensibility, and, primarily, t.e courage to act. 
The altermative course is a far, far easier one: unprovocative, busy inac- 
tion. It is the dilemma of this fundamentsl decision which gives the our=- 
rent discussions of tie orientetion program an extra dimension, an added sig- 
nificance, 

III. Organization 

A. Overall responsibility rests with the two Chiefs-of-Party, But for 
practical oursoses, genersl orgenis tion nd circction of the program 

will be in the hands of an Orientation leader, Marty Clish, aided by a 
second ACOP, Bob Lovan. (Preferably one mn, an Ass, Chief-of Party for 
Programming and Orientation, would devote his tie strictly to orientation 
and lenguage training, including the preparation of study materials, and 
to tie work of the Program Vommittee, of which he would be secretary, The 
two jobs go well tosether end there is certainly enough work to warrant 
one man's full time,) 

B. Materials and the footwork and phonecalls of organising the program 
will be handled by Paul Altems, hopefully up to the time Bob Lovan and 
the September group arrive in laos, Preparation of study materials is an 

4 especially big job now, before the first run of tie program. lster there 
: will be revisions, additions to mterials on hand--there will alweys be 

something to do in this area--but the big job will be out of the wey. Bob 
y Loven has expressed a definite interest in the orientation and language 

‘ program, and he can pick up smoothly where Paul leaves off in September, 

Someone on the Education Team stationed permanently in Vientiane should 
also work closely with Marty and Paul in setting up the details of the
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program. Pat 3asler was montioned for this position in April (with re- 
ference to the sumaer group tiat didn't show). Provided he is interested 
in the job, there is no reason to pick someone else, A suggestion that 
might conceivably crop up is that Marty and Pat--dD and 1i)--should share 
equally the decision-making power at this level, Where there are a large 

mumber of day-to-day problems, however, ecuality tends to jam things up. 
Final power rests with both Chet Brown and Bernie Wilder, 

C. The program plan is an essential first stop that has pretty much been 
finessed up to now. Not that activities to date have been randomly con- 

ducted--the objectives outlined in a following section have firmly guided 
my actions, But the sorting,editing, and tle value judgments implied in 
these operations have rested with one person only. The seriousness of ~ 
tue program, however, demands that the group and not an individual bear 
the responsibility of major policy decisions, ‘iven if an all-purpose 
master-mind could be found to handle things, it is doubtful that he would 
want to separate himself from tue idess and experience of interested team 
members, . committee of eight or ten is a workable group and, if well- 
chosen, should be ideal for tne critical task of fixing objectives and 
deciding which system, study subjects, and learning methods are best 
suited to achieve the objectives. 

The committe should include ti.e three men responsible for setting up ‘the 
progrem and from four to eight field people representing the various spe~ 
cial-interest groups in the combined IVE team, The Program Committee 
would presumably be included also, as ex~offici members, All the indi- 
viduals on this Planning Committee should be encouraged to provoke discus-: 
sion within IVS and with othersinterested people so that as many opinions 
and fresh ideas as possible will shape tlie committee's decisions, 

D. additional help in setting up the program eould be provided by team ~ 
members who find themselves with free time during the coming months, Also, 
when the program is in session, field personnel who spend a week or so 
living with the newcomers and participating in their activities are cer- 
tain to come in handy as administrative field-lieutenants, 

IV. Technical personnel ; 

A. language Training Leader=-A capable and cuslified person must be found 

to take charze of training the teachers and working with them thrarghout 
the eight-week period. It is not necessary, however, for this individuel 
to be a trained linguist. The essential qualificatims are that he, or 
she, 

1. understand thoroughtly the FSI method, 
2. be able to teach, criticize and bolster the confidence of the 
lao instructors. 
3. be competent in lao and English, so that answers will be aveilabl: 
when legitimate problems arise which the teachers cannot handle, 

The reasons that a linguist is not specifically recuired for the job 
include:
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1. The FSI lessons 1 to 8 have been prepared for instuction using a 
mative speaker as a model only. He is not expected to "teach" the 
grammar, the written lessons teke care of that, (He would have to be 
able to read the phonetic system however, unless-~and it would probab- 
iy be worth the effori---he went through his copy of the lessons and 
wrote down the Lao equivalent next to the phonetic word.) Thus the 
tesk of teaching the teachers is not a very demanding job if the right 
people are selected to be teachers. 

2. Fine corrections and revisions of the lessons can be left to the 
linguists at FSI. issentially IVS has the services of a staff of lin~ 
guists by relying on tiis set of excellent core materials and its 
authors. 

In addition to linguists, then, there are three other types of people who 
might ovalify for the position: (1) an IVSer who knows lao well and is, 
or can becoe, familiar with the FSI method, (2) a lao who speaks Inglish 
well, has taught at FSI, and is able to teach other lao, and (3) a bright, 

responsible Iso who speaks English well and can femiliarize himself with 

the FSI method. 

It is quite possible that a person already holding another job might be 
berrowed for part-time work as the language Training leader, Preparing 
the teachers will require a concentrated amount of time over a two or 
three week period, Once tle program has started, however, the director 
could get away with as little as two hours a day at times (an hour ob- 
serving the teachers and an hour talking over difficult points in the 
lessons). lost of the session, however, he should be prepared to devote 
at least one hour more to the teachers at the end of t he dey, going over 

the next day's lesson. 

This position is an important one and it mst be filled with someone with 
the necessary qualifications. The points covered above, however, should 
make it evident that such a person will not be too difficult to find (assum- 
ing, of course, that the position will psy the salary it deserves). 

B. Teachers--The qualifications of the teachers are th-t they 

1. know how to read and write lao. 
2. have sufficient intelligence to enable them to understand what the 
job of instructor entails. (The position, as was pointed out in IV, A, 
is not one which demands a grammarian's knowledge of lao not competence 
in English. The instructor's function is to serve as a model, to re- 
cognize good pronunciation from bad, smooth speech from rough, and to 
let the lesson and the language Training leader handle the res.) 
3. have the self-confidence to criticize smerican students and not ace 

cept inferior oerformance as the real thing. 

It wes decided at the June 11 meeting of the Program Committee that two 
people be hired and trained as full-time language instructors, They would 
be able to serve as the nucleus of the teacher corps required for any
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given orientation program, A ratio of five IVfers to one teacher is de- 
sirable and fewer than five would be better still, Timis, for groups of 
ten or less, no additional teachers would need to be hired, For groups of 
15, 20, or 25, IVS assistants could be brought in from the field to TDY as 

instructors without extra cost to IVS. 

C. Orientation speekers, seminar leaders, etc.--Vientiane is loaded with 
interesting and knowledgeable people, and so is IVS. 

D. Practical Training instructors-~In almost all cases these individuals 
ean be either IVS assistants or IVSers. The best situation would be to 
have a tao instructor carry out the training in Lao--the new IVSers would 
have their training manuals for reference and vocabulary sheets to prepare ‘ Oo £ 4 

them for the instruction session, If an IVSer handled the training, he 
could have his assistant explain the steps in Imo while they and tue new~ 
comers go through the actual procedure. ‘uestions asked by the new people 

should be in Lao also. 

E. Other important jobs which IVSers can perform, 

1, They can take charge of the new IVSers during their week~long vis- 
it to the field before the regular srogram begins. (See proposed sche~ 
dule below.) 

2. They can spend a week or so living with tie new people and parti- 
cipating in their program's activities--attending classes and discus- 
sions, listening to speakers; answering questions as they corie up and 
asking some when the main points seem to be overlooked, 

Note: 

1, Whenever someone (IVSers as well es outsiders) is asked to par- 
ticipate as demoribed in 0,), and @ above, they should be (a) care- 
fully selected so that they are equal to the job,(b) fully and pre- 
ciscly briefed as to the date (s), tive (s), and nature of the service, 
the size and make-up of the group, and so on, and (c) sent « remin- 
der restating and confirming the agreement a week or so before the 

date (s) in question. 

2- specially in the cases of IVSers involved in B,1 or 2 above, a 
careful discussion of what is expected of them is e mst, 

3. lew people who carry out study projects (eg. on small industry in 

leos, the role of tlie National Assembly) cen be used as lecturers, de- 
baters, or discussion leaders, The new people should not be overlooked 

for any job. The more they can genuinely contribute, tie better, 

4. In D above, new IVSers who are competent enough to serve as instruc- 
tors of practical skills should be encoureged to do so. Such abilities 
should be sought out in order to prevent boredom from setting in and 

to increase the degree of participation in the progrem.
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Vv. Objectives . 

A. Study environment--The aim is to develoo and maintain a learn- 
ing situation where ti) high motivation is sustained through active par- 

ticipation in all asvects of the program; (2) inquiry and independent 

discovery are encouraged; and (3) cometition, mutual distrust, anda 

buildip of inhibitions are overcome by a genuine sense of cooperation, 
of community. If the proper environment is established, the newcomers 

will soon take advantage of the rich sources of inforuation and experi- 
ence which Vientiane offers, This objective, therefore, should be kept 

foremest in the minds of those running the program. The actual subjects 
studied are secondary; to a large degree, they will take care of them- 

selves if the setting is right. 

B, Subject matter--The specific learning goals have been outlinedbefore 
in the minutes of the April 50 program Commitee meeting: 

1. The Lao language: to prepare the IVSers so that at the time 
assignment they are thoroughly familiar with the basic sentence pat 
terns of Lao; are able to speak clearly and understand the known 
words in resvonses or cuestions of native sneakers; are fully prepar- 
ed for continued self-study in the field; have mastered a vocabulary 

. covering couion conversation topics and key technical words in the 

. IVSers' particular work fields. ‘ 

2. The Lao peonle: to familiarize the new IVSers with the Lao and 
their culture, history, and governmental system. 

3. Four additional work tools; to develop in’ them 

a. an understanding of the IVSer's job and his relationships wit! 
other people--counterparts, assistants, USAID adainistrators, and 
technical advisors. 

b. an ability to verform the basic practical skills required in 

field work. 

c. a working knowledge of the sower structure of USAID, the LG, 

and IVS. 

d. an understanding of the "big picture"--the political, social 
and economic situation in Southeast Asia and Laos, 

C. Field assistants--Another important goal is to establish a friendly, 
workable relationship between the new IVSers and their field assistants, 

Vi. Approach and methods 

A. Before entering Laos--The critical period between the time of a per- 
son decides to join up with IVS until his arrival at wattay airport 
should not be ignored or considered as something separate, without 
significance for in country training. Rather it should be recognized as 

the first part of any program Laos undertakes, And since it is first,
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; it is particularly important. Some points worth considering are 

1. A wrong impression of the Laos situation given by IVS-Washington 
introductory materials and the Harper's Ferry orientation program can 

cause anger and resentment when the truth is discovered. Such emo- 
tions are directed at IVS in general and thus can effect the newcom- 
ers! willingness to cooperate with IVS—Laos, 

Two things can be done about this situation, one of which is already 
underway. First, materials which ashington distributes to new IVSers 
should be rewritten. Second, IVS-Laos should »vress for full informa- 
tion on speakers, discussions, briefing sessions and other: activities 
held during the VJashington phase of orientation. (An IVS-Laos veteran 
might take part in the program and report his observations to Vientiane. ) 
After the new people arrive, a careful discussion of the Washington 
program should be first on the agenda, Attempts should be made at 

this time to feel out the degree of disparity between the newcomers! 
image of Laos and the real situation. where differences are great 
corrections should be made without fanfare. The new people should not 
get the feeling that truth is being hid from them, but neither should 
they be given the impression that Washington is incorrigibly "out 
of it." Confidence can be built up through judicious frankness, 
but it can be undermined by destroying the sense of continuity of the 
overall program, 

2. Even when the pre-arrival period is handled perfectly by Washington, 
it is important to keep in close touch. Repitition of material 
already adequately covered is a sure sign of an amateur, And besides, 
it's boring. by neatly meshing the Laos and washington programs the 
new people will not be irritated into a loss of confidence--in fact, 

they will probably be hizhly imoressed, 

3, The stay in the Phillipines has been highly praised by the most 
recent ground. A week there studying trovical agriculture and comi- 
nity developnent methods would be a good warm-u» for everyone. This 
visit combined with an immediate trio to the field on arrival in 
Laos should build motivation to a peak just before in-country training 
begins. 

B. The schedule -~ A suggested orientation schedule follows for the period 

following departure from \lashington and continuing through to the final 
assignment to field stations: (See Appendix at end of resort.) 

C. Notes on the schedule -— weeks A through D: 

1. A one-week stay is included, as was recoimiended by the April 
group. ; 

2, After the group's arrival in Laos, a day is devoted to meeting 
the Director and Deputy Director of USAID and, most important, to 
a discussion of the new IVSers' activities in Washington and the 
Phillipines,
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3. A one week period in the ficld is recomended as soon after arrival 
as possible. The only item which mist be covered before this field 
trip is the discussion of pro~arrival program. No brutal revelations 
contradictory to washington pronouncements should be allowed to occur 

an the field, 

4. Language classes bezin immediately after the return from the field. 

5. There is a thorough presentation and review of the Orientation and 
Language Training Program at the start of the regular program. Thus, 
the feed-back process begins at once. The newcomers should discuss the 
objectives of the prozram with staff members and veteran IVSers and 

either decide that the zoals settled on before their arrival are the 
prover ones or alter the objectives to suit their needs. (The point 
to be stressed here is that disagreements between the staff and new 
people should be resolved by convincing arguments rather than by apparently 

arbitrary rulings. Authority is not at question in such discussions; 

and the less it need be called unon in support of decisions, the firmer 

will be the control of those in charge.) 

The availability and locations of source materials and veovle should 
be carefully detailed at the start; and »renarations can be made early 
for IVSer varticipation in selected work projects (urban development. 
English teaching, etc.) or study projects (reports, interviews, organi 4 

zing seminars, oreparing for instruction in practical skills, and so on). 
Committees can be sct un or individuals appointed to handle orzaaizational 
and planning tasks in areas such as recreation, entertainment, special 

social events, transyortation, breakfast or sneeks, clean-u», and others. 

Any time a problem comes u» which can just as well be taken care of 

by the new comers, they should be encouraged to deal with it theusclves, 
with vetcran IVSers standing by for information and advice when snags 

develov. 

The orientation prozraa should be »resented to the group as a problem 
in community develovnent with themselves as the community. They must 
become actively involved in every asvect of the vorogram and feel then- 
selves responsible for its sucess or failure. 

These statcments do not mean that the program should tend toward anar- 
chy. Control is required for two reasons: First, the Lao community 

must be protected from offensive or improper behavior resulting from 
cultural ignorance. Second, IVSers will adapt most quickly and suc- 

cessfully to the new environment if inter-cultural tensions are pro- 
voked and overcome in a controled, friendly setting while direct con- 

frontation is readily available acarby. 

The task of those in charge is a highly refined and difficult one. For- 
tunately, there is one saving factor: Proper direction will flow smooth 

ly from an understanding of the whole situation and of the cducational 
goals at stake. The bigzcst problem is revresented by the term flex- 
ibility, finding and teetering along on the balance point between free- 
dom and control, recognizing the difference between criticism based 

on confidence and participation and criticisia tending toward anarchy.
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The new people will oper .te well at this early st..ge only it they 
sense that thiigs are in safe haixnis, that the program is serious, 

ano that IVS has put time ana effort iuto working out the best method 
for their cevelopnent. First, conficence must be establishei, Then 
within this protective sheli t:.e group must be allowed, and often 
prodded, to worry out their own best solution to what's disturbing 
them. 

The functions of the Orientation Leader and other veteran IVSers in 
this situation will include: 

a. Being a source of reliable information, of facts anc not nece- 
essarily judgaents. 

b. Asking questions which will point out to the new people in an 
unabrasive manner wher they have gaps in their knowledge. 

c. Attempting in other indirect ways to keep the program balanced 
and motivation high. It has been wisely pointed out that people 
learn only what they want to learn. If the group is not responding 
well to certain topics, special efforts should be made to have them 
discover the importance of the material, to make them want to learn 

about it. 

d. Sensing the balance point between the pressures of group acti- 

vities and the newcomer's desire for an individual identity. 

e. Knowinsn wiich jobs are best hendled by the Vientiane office 
. and which can be left to the group. When failures occur, assess= 

ing accourately (and often with the help of tie newcomers) where the 
blame lies and then making the necessary adjustments. 

De. otes on tie schedule--ieeks 1 through 8: 

1. ‘The period from 9:40 to 10:30 each day may well become the most 
liaportant hour in the day=-ag.in, if one accepts the fact that the 
learning envirome:t is the primary concern. At this time the IVSers 
will meet with the orientation leader and discuss such things as: 

a. Froblems which have come up in language training or in other 
aspects of the program. 

b. The speaker or even scheduled for the 2:30 to 4:00 slot in 
the afternoon. Tiven better, perhaps, would be to present the back~ 
ground material for the following day's speaker so that questions 
ean be prepared or some reference reading Cone the before. 

; ce. Other organizational concerns, such as which groups will go 
wher during the project and recreation period before dinner, and 
wht events are planned for the evening and what preparation is 
required. 

2. The period from 2:30 to 4:00 can be used for language study if no 

orientation even is planned for that day.
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3. From 4:00 to 5:30 the large group should be split up into small 
sub-groups cifferent froa their language-study groups. Activities 

inciude: Practical training. project work, recreation, preparation ; 
for an evening event, language practice using tapes. 

4. ‘The evening slot from roughly 7:30 to 9:00 or 9:30 can be used for 
additional orientation pro;rams or for group meetings of the 9:40 to 
10:30 A.M. variety. There should probably be at least one such meeting 
a week, at which time problems, suggestions, and complaints can be 
Gealt with in detail, also, group and inter-personal criticism, with 
its sometimes pointed give-and-take, should be encouraged in order 

to break down walls of misunderstanding and build a sense of community. 

In general, however, evening events should probably to scheduled rather 
: sparingly, to permit an ample amount of free time for study, for fol~ 

: lowing up on special interests, and for simply exploring Vientiane. 

2 5. Language training sessions should be held Saturday mornings unless 
a special Saturday or weekend activity is planned. 

E. Training--materials anc methods--the Lao language: 

1. The schedule: at least four hours of language training will be held 
each day except Sundays for the eight week period. ihile the IVSers 
are meeting with the orientation leader from 9:40 to 10:30 each 
morning, the teacher will have time to meet with the Language Training 
Leader, IVS assistants, and one or more of the veteran IVSers parti- 

cipating in the program during any given week. They can discuss 
problems that have come up that morning, criticisms of particular 
teachers! inethods, and difficult material or changes in plans. After- 
noons will also be free for extra work with the teachers, 

2. Teaching approach: Evaluative comments made by IVsers and USAID 
people have indicated the following: The FSI method should be used~- 
i.e, controled introduction of curefully selected materials followed 
by intense drilling. The Lao writing system should be introduced at 
the stert, at the same time that the Lao sound system is exhaustively 
presented. The FSI lessons employ a phonetic system throughout, and 

3 the students can rely on it if they choose, Written Lao should be used 
ec i: the classroom, however, anc the language supplements all assume a 

knowledge of the written language. 

5. Other methods: As the eight week period comes to a close, =ttempts 
should be make to combine orientation activities and language training. 
In the classroom, this process may take the form of acting out some 
of the typical Lao scenes that have been written up in the Dialome sec- 
tion of the language supplements. Or it may involve role~playing or 
writing and giving speeches for certain mock situations. Veteran 
IVSers and field assistants could take an active part in these acti- 
vities. Also, learning games, songs and other boredom breaking meth- 
ods can be interspered with regular stucy.
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Outside the classroom, the orientation activities can make use of spoken 
lao whenever it will be constructive to do so-~in practical training, 
on field trips, or when questicning lac speakers. (In the last 
ease, if appropriate, sn [VS-assisutant could act as a special kind 

of interpreter and tradsiate the speaker's answer into the class! 
simple lac, slowizy spoken. Thus. IVSers would become familiar with 
an important method of using assistants. and the assistants would 
come to understand better what their role in the field should be.) 

4, additional comments: IVS field assistants and veteran IVSers who 
are living with the newcomers should spend some time in the class- 
rooms each day to help when problems come up and to participate in 

conversaticn with the teacher and students, 

F. Rraining--material anc methods—~practical skilis 

Materials are in the process of being prepared, For suggestec methods 

seo 1V,0; for scheduling, see VI, B. 3. 

G. Other orientation topics 

Folt.owing is a suggested approach for dealing with the four other ori- 
entation objectives (lao studies, the IVSer's job and interpersonal 
relationships, UsalD-RLG-IVS power structure, and the "big picture’ ) 

1. IVS should not attempt to prepare papers covering these subjects -- 
although a written analysis of the power structure might prove helpful. 

2. instead, topical or question outlines should be drawn up which at-= 
tempt, to define the area of study and lay bare the important problems 
which [¥Ser should be prepared to grappled with. These outlines 
shoulda be given to the IVsers to guide their study and aid them in 

' making proper use of the speakers who appear before the group. 

3. The orientation Leader or some other vetern IVSer should give 
full, deteilec background information on all speakers, movies, and 
other sources which appear before the group. Treferably this inater- 
ial would be presented the day before the scheculec event so that the’ 
IVsers will have an opportunity to prepare theuselves properly for it. 

4. A wide variety of information transmission and discussion methods 
can be usec to get the most out of each source and topic. Also, chan- 
ging the pattern of group activities will help sustain interest and in- 

* voiveacnt, Cértain’ methods (lectures, forums and debatés, for ex#lple) 
are best suited for the direct transmission of information; while others 
(including seminars, role-playing, and case stucies) are useful in test- 

ing understanding once most of the facts are in, 

5. In most cases the role of the leader is critical if group sessions 

are to come successful, This person must be selected carefully.
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6. If lists of possible speakers. films, and other sources are 
prepared and presented to the new [7Sers with:the topical outlines 
(mentioned i: 2 above) and jnforastion ou group discussion methods, 
they would have most of the essentials necessary for a do~it-your- 

self orientation kit, Lost of the programs planned for the first 
few weeks will have to be arrangec: 2heac of time to assure the 
availability of the speakers. as the new people become more aware 
of what they don't know, however, they should be encouraged to set 
up their own programs. 

7. a bibliography of books available in the Vientiane area is being 
prepared, During the actual orientation period, books related to 
the subjects being studied should be kept on hand in a conveniently 
located, comfortable reading room, 

&, «a new IVser should be assigned to take notes at discussion and 
planning session. He should then see that his summary of important 
questions, arguments, and conclusion is printed up and distributed 

to the group. 

H. Field assistants 

The following suggestions have been hinted at throughout the preceding 
pages: 

1, IVSers should be introduced to their field assistants as soon as 

they return from their week's visit to the field. 

2. IVSers should be encouraged to establish a close relationship 
with their assistants during the eight week period, assistants 
should particip.te, whenever it is constructive to do so, in IVSer 
orientation activities, (It would be constructive for assistants 
to sit in on language classes for an hour or so each day; go on 

tours, field trips, and visits to Lao officials; and play volleyball 
in the afternoons or attend practical training classes. It would 

not be constructive for them to be present at lectures or discussion 
sessions, since they don't k:ow enough English to contribute or 
benefit in any way from them.) In project work the two groups can 
work together anc, in many cases, it will prove profitable for the 

IVSers to consider their assistants as mock~counterparts curing the 
orientution period. also, assistants would presumably be helpful in 
introducing IVSers to Vientiane, to the Luo people and culture, 

3, If the relationship does not work out, the discovery will be made 
in Vientiane and not out in the field; and appropriate steps can be 
taken éarly. 

I. Follow-up 

The Orientation and Lenguage Training Program must not stop when the 

new people are assigned to the field. It will simply enter a new and 
final phase. Some items to consider in this respect are
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1. The new people sho 1d be prepared for continued self-study of 
lao by going over helpful. leaning teehniques—-how to build vocabu- 
lery, how to use assistents in a way thet will build language abil- 

ity rather than make IVcers dependent on interpreters. 

2. Two teachers from the language course shaild be kept on perman- 
ently, to make follow-up visits to the field. They will be able to 
furnish further help as specific field problems arise and, at the 
same time, will keep the pressure on for continued study. 

3. As difficult situations develop in technical areas covered by the 
orientation prograia, the ACOP's shaild keep an eye on how the new 
pecple handle themselves, In talking over these situations, rela- 
tionships should be drawn between the field incident end mterial 
covered in the orientation program, In some cases the relevince of 
the training will be brought home; in others, a gay in the program 
will be revealed which mst then be filled in, 

4, valuations of the program should be conducted et the end of six 
weeks and six months. Content, methods, and objectives should be 
modified in response to valid criticisms, 

VII. logistic Problems 

A. Housing z 

1. The Lido Hotel is available at very reasonable rates for groups 

of any size, 

2. Unusually large groups will be sent over, most probably, only 
in the summer months when Dong Dok is available, 

3. For smell groups the IVE hose could be used. But tie seclusion 

and privacy needed for study would be hard to find there, IVters in 
from the field and looking for distractions would distort or destroy 

the controled environment which the program is after. It is almost 
a necessity tiat tue group be separated off to a certain extent, al- 
lowed access to the IVS house and IVters in their free time, but mot 
inescapabley rooted in the middle of the holiday atmosphere, 

B. Classrooms and conference rooms 

1. The Lido Bar is available during the day and the IVC house is va- 

cant during working hours, 

2. It might be possible to convert a couple small rooms et the Lido 

into classrooms during the day. At night they could be used for 
reading, study, practice with language tapes. The convenience, quiet, 

: and central. location would be worth the cost. 

3. The possibility of using Wet classrooms or grounds should be looked 

into.
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4. During summer months Dong Dok and the ..merican school are free. 

C. Feeding 

1, Contracting with local resteurants is far superios t o a simple 

catering arrangement with the AVA less Hall. This statement holds 
even when the group is quite large. For example, if the group of 
forty had been sent over and housed at Dong Dok during the summer 
months, the following set-up would probably have worked out wells: 

a. Breakfast and snacks: Handled entirely by the gromp. They 
would probably have formed a committee to arrange such tasks as 
purchasing food from the commissary and market, cooking (for those 
who went hot breakfasts) and cleaning-up. 

b. Innch: Contracted to four or five restaurants for tue two 
month period. The large group would need to be rearranged into 
smaller ones (different from the language classes, so that people 
would get a break from the rings of faces), and these would ro- 
tate through two-week eating stints at each of the different res- 
taurants, (As many different food varieties would be represent- 
ed as possible.) A school bus would teke everyone in at 12:30 
and pick tuem up along a pick-up route after a specified interval. 

The advantages of this set-up are obvious: (1) the IVSers get a 

break from tue school-dormitory setting in the middle of tue day; 
(2) they have an opportunity to try the various kinds of Southeast 
Asian cooking; and (3) they are put on their own for a while during 
tue day, freed from the group and group pressures. 

ce, Dinner: Up to the IVSers, Transportation would be provided 
into town and prople could eat where they choose. Some would 
probably contract with their favorite restaurant for evening meals; 
those who hanker after American cooking would head for the Compound, 

2. Regardless of the size of the group or its location (assuming the 
availability of trensportation), the above arrangements would be pos= 
sible, They are well-suited to the group and its needs, and the or- 
ganizational demands on the IVS staff are next to zero. 

D. Transportation 

i. At Dong Dok: 

a. Buses capable of carrying the entire group would be required 
for four runs a day (before and after lunch, before and after din~ 

ner) and for tours, field-trips, etc. 

b. A shuttle bus set-up would need to be arranged to connect Kii 6 
to KY 9 and permit a reliable method of getting to and from the 

city. (The motor-pool could be called on after hours.) 

ce, sn extra car or two might be required at 4:00 when tle groups
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move into project work and practical training which may be lo~ 
cated off the school grounds. Careful planning would eliminate 
most of these demands for extra veliicles, however. 

2. In town; ‘transportction is obviously a matter of less concern, 
especially if the Lido were used for classes and discussions as well 
as for living accomodstions. To be on the safe side, however, attempts 
should be made to have assigned to the program a vehicle capable of 
carrying everyone in the group. Dependence on i:otor Pool transpor- 
tation jeopardizes scheduling and the smooth flow of the program, Ir= 
ritations, even minor ones of this kind, shoulc be avoided when they 

can be countered with rel:tively little effort, 

VIII, The short Orientation Program 

Much of the preceding discussion contains useful implications for the 
Short Orientation Program, The overall treatment of the problem—determining 
objectives, assessing resources, and then searching for the best approaches 
and methods--is certainly applicable. ‘There are a few other observations 

that also seem to be worth imentioning: 

A. Iueally the objectives of the short program would be the same as 
those for the long one. The time period is too small, however, to permit 
the kind of direct invovement which is the key to the long orientation 
program. The short one will, by necessity, be fixed, with almost no flex~ 
ibility. For this reason it will be important to choose careful which 

suojects will be taught and which questions discussed, 

B. Since constant evaluation and change will not be possible, it is cri~ 
tical that the judgements and suggestions of the most recent arrivals (the 
April group) be careful considered in setting up the September program, 

C. although criticiam of the newcomers will heve little chance of effec- 
ting major change immediately, the Orientation Leader should be aware of 
the group's reaction and encourage the open statement of objections through 
evaluation sessions. These free-wheling discussions ean have very bene- 
ficial affects on the group's general outlook and on individuals! relation~ 
ships to one another and to IVS. Moreever, their observation should be 

of value in setting up the long-orientation program. 

D. The group should be presented with a Lso self-stucy kit (ie, a Lao- 

American dictionary, language surplements, und FSI lessons which they did 
not receive in Washington) almost as soon as they get off the plane. 
There should be at least two hours of language study each day during 

their stay in Vientiane, (The permanent IVS language instructors can 
get a good breaking in with this first group. IVS assistants who may be 
callec on in the future to teach Lao to large groups might be brought 
in for some practice teaching at this time.) The major objectives of 
these instruction sessions would be threefold:
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2. To drive home IVS's concern that field neople learn the language. 
3. To vrep.re the new people for self-study at their field stations, 

E. Meetings with non IVS people should be restricted to 

1, Required visits to the Director and Deputy Director of USAID. 

2. Meetings with technical and administrative personnel with whom 
the IVSers will have to deal during their two year stay. Sub-group 
ings should set up here: agriculturists going to agriculturists; 
home economists calling on people in their field. Simply herding 

people from one speaker to the next should be avoide. 

3. Meetings with RLG officials with whose Services the IVvers will 
be working. 

4. Visits by or to interesting people from the Vientiane area who 
can speak knowledgeably on the leo culture and history, and on the 

present political and economic situation in the country. 

F, dA short visit to the field should not be included in t..e program. 
Instead, everyone might possibly be called in for a weekend evaluation 
and discussion session after six weeks at thei posts. 

IX. Concluding Observations 

This is the place for comments which did not seem to fit in anywhere else, 
Unless otherwise specified, they refer primarily to the long orientation pro- 
grame 

4. A firm resolution mst be made by the Vientiane staff that regardless 
of the pressure for early assignment to field stations, no premture 
placements will be made, 

B. A high level of mturity, motivation, and responsibility should be a’ 
guiding assumption in deciding which methods will be used in the program, 
Two important implications follow from this: 

1. Signs of immaturity and irresponsibility must be dealt with on 
an individual basis and not through group sanctions, despite the rele 
ative case of the latter course, 

2. If a general disaffection for the program develop, the conclusion 
should be that the program and not the newcomers are st fault. 

C. In planning out the detailed schedule, proper attention should be 
given to what is happening in the city and countryside during the eight 
weeks in question, Full advantage should be taken of Iso holidays, re- 
ligious and governmental ceremonies, 

D. The dates of the next USAID orientation should be determined in ad- 
vance, if possible, so that the IVS and USAID programs mesh instead of 
overlap,
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The undertaking discussed in this report is definitely a demanding one, 
But the resources and personnel are demonstrably available; and so other ad- 
jectives predominate over demanding~-rewarding, unifying, exciting, and re- 
Sponsible seem more to ti.e point, The contributions of IVSers have been 
easily shaped into a firm, realistic, end comprehensive program plan. Since 

you, the planners, have at your disposal the requisite ability and raw ma- 
terials, in closing I wish you the confidence and courage to see your ideas 
through to their successful end, 

8/30/68:bep
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TO : Bob Lovan, Chief-of-Party, IVS/2RU, Vientiene August 30, 1968 

be FROM : Marcus C, Bordsen, IVS/Pakse 

hit * SUBJLCT: ND OF TOUR RaPonT 

I. A HISTORY: 

During my two years in laos, I witnessed some changes which occurred in 
this southern region: Dry season cropping of rice under irrigation was 
started and expanded, Fertilizers became more available and farmers began - 
using them. USAID grew from a small work force and operation to a large one, 
as did the organization and size of the "house next door", Security 

decreased. The last eight months I was not permitted to go to Paksong by road. 
Other notables include: the introduction of Coca Cola and Pepsi Cola into 
laos, and the coming into being of a ferry at Champassak designed to carry only 

motorcycles. I have had no connection with the majority of these events, 

I applied to IVS for a number of reasons, Basic ones were: a) weariness 

of university academic study, b) not really wanting to become a soldier, 
c) not knowing what I wanted as a career, and d) wanting in some way to be 
of service to man, I chose IVE rather than Peace Corps because I thought 
that IVS, being an organization which historically had done a good job in 
contributing to development, (and now being contracted to USAID to continue 
the same good work), would offer me more freedom in working and perhaps a 
better chance to use the knowledge (entomology) I had gained through 
university study and sumer jobs, I also thought that maybe I would like 
@ career in developmental work, and perhaps my two years could be a step 
stone to work with USiID (that great American azency, improved since 
The Ugly American and doing so imuci. good in tlie world! IVS can indeed be 

@ step stone, but I have changed my mind about working for USal), More ‘ 
about thet lAter.). I also appreciated the fact that IVS had its people 
ldearn the lanzuaze in country, which I thought wes better than the Peace 

Corps method of teeching it in the states. 

I heard about IVo from two former IVSers (Viet Nam) who were studying in 
gracuate schools at lontana State University, My contact with these two 
people grew from a mitual association with MEU's International Club, and 
in larry Ulsaker's case, the Intheran ‘tudent Association; with ilay Borton, 
the fact thet he was also an IFYi (participant in the International Farm 
Youth sechanze) who became known to me as I became an IFYS, 

In‘ anticipation of going to South ast ijsia, I enrolled in a one quarter 
: graduate level sociology course: Social Change. That course introduced me to 

the idea of commmnity development, at least in the world of theoretical 
ideas. 

I had receivee some newsletters which IVS/‘ashington sent me. A fellow 
named Bob Lovan cescribec “sweat soaked beds" and some insights into 
treditional lao culture.
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The MSU library had a dearth of any kind of publication on Laos. For 
one of the papers in the course, and for my own benefit, I used the 
letters as a basis for suggesting what goals and aporoaches a change 

agent in Laos might have and use, As it turned out, I had not fully 
understood the situation and these svecific plans about CD in Laos were 
not very feasible. The course and the exercize of trying to understand, 
and then forimlating a plan of aetion was later valuable to me during my 
IVS experience, 

I eventually went to Jashington D.C. where orientations were held. To my 

surprise, we settled down into ten weeks of Lao language training at the 
Foreign Service Institute. This was supposedly a trial, to see if this 
ap»roach was better than the in-country language training. I was, admittedly 
prejudiced against language training in the states, But being as objective 
about it as I can, I belicve we were given the poorer choice. 

Having had the experience of being plunzed into a rural area in a foreign 
country where nobody spoke English, I knew how rapidly I had learned a 
second languaze. (This was my IFIE trip, Poland} 1964). ithen I made a 
comparison of my ability in Lao after six months in Laos, I found I was 
woefully lacking as compared to how mich Polish I had learned in Poland 
in six months. There are several reasons for this difference, but I am 
firmly convinced that in-country Lao languaze training would have been many 

times more beneficial than the FSI fiasco. 

Other disadvantages of the FSI program were: 1) the concentration on 
conversational Lao. To hels us remember, we were supposed to use the 
phonetic writings, which itself was like a foreign language to me. I think 
that merely learning the Lao alphabet would have been more useful because 
it would have taught us the phonetics and given us a start in learning to 

read Lao. 2) The second ridiculous factor was the exvense of keeping us in 
Washington - $18,00 a day perdiem! 3) The third was that the ten weeks in 
D.C. delayed our jump into Lao culture, and that was damening to our 
motivation. 

Conversely, advantazes of learning Lao in-country are the opportunities of 
mingling with the Lao vopulation after class, and the chance to become 
faniliar with Lao society, 

The training in the Philispines was my introduction to rice culture. This 
short but effective training gave me the initiative to try working with 
rice in Laos. 

A chopper flight from Nong Khai to the high part of Vientiane, near That 

luang, and I was in Laos. The chaos from the flood certainly didn't 
improve the in-country orientation, whigh left much to be desired. One 
of the things our grouo did do was to make a trek to a villase which had 
been flooded. The fellows were supposed to soray the houses with DDT, the 
girls ended up by trying to wash mud off the school's desks, the Lao Boy 

Scouts dug a passable roadway through a wall of trash that the receding 
waters had left piled across the main roadway through the village, and a 

health team gave vaccinations. E
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I believe USIS was taking motion pictures. The whole episode, proabably 
because it was so haphazard and short, and more as a symbolic action than 
anything else, left a bitter taste in my mouth, 

Finally, I was in Pakse and at the IVS mansion at Km. four, JI had anti- 
cipated something else, you know,,..the bamboo hut in the village, But 
here it was: hot and cold running water, electricity and all its associated 
conveniences, a houseboy, and the best cook in southern Laos! I must 
confess that I had misgivings as to whether I could survive in a village, 
eating mainly Lao foods. And so, when I was pointed to the IVS House, that 
problem vanished. To this day, however, I fecl it would have been better 
had I lived in a more humble setting. I could survive on villaze foods, 
especially since we had access to the Pakse market, Many IVSers are doing 
what I should have done, and I commend them, 

we employed three Lao for the purposes of cooking, housecleaning and washing, 

and yard waintenance, This enabled us to run the house as a guesthouse for 
the field's personnel to stay when they came to Pakse. It also accommodated 
the orientation groups which visited southern Laos, The guesthouse was 
intended only for IVSers, and it was paid for by those who used it. First, 
jointly with EJ, and later by myself, I learned the practicalities of minor 
administration: the operation of the house, bookkeeping, and wanagenent of 

employees. I had a lot to learn and it's good the ao had a lot of patience.. 
I am grateful to Howard Lewin, who was boarding with us at the time, and 
whose help I enlisted several times because of my inadequacy with the Lao 
lantuage. 

Living in the "mansion" was a barrier to communication with the neighboring 
villaze. The sarie obstacle probably existed concerning Lao Agr. personnel, 
although that was effectively overcome. Agr, agents freely call on me, 
either for business, for a bit of relaxation, or a drink of cold water. 
The house and grounds also served as a place for working on projects. I 
set aside a room for entomology work, and we threshed, winnowed, and weighed 
rice here since the Lao Agr. office did not have facilities to conveniently 
handle these overations. 

I first regarded IVS grounds as the property of IVS and it infuriated me 
when my Lao neighbors freely picked the fruit from the trees, and washed 
on top of the well, thus contaminating it, All my cries merely served 

from tine to time to lessen the ineidence of infraction end never stop it. 
The one way of stopping it would have been to make the place off limits to 
the Lao. I considered that but decided that I didn't wish to alienate the 
villagers that much. I'm glad I didn't. 

When EJ and I first started managing the house, we replaced two employees,
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I also trjed.iater to revlece our cook, These efforts taught me the value 
of skilled end responsible lebor, «nd about tio problems of training new 

personnel, 

Two more comments: I think that it is better for IVSers to try to eat and/ or 
live with families (Iso) rather than to become an employer for personal 
services. In my isolited situation, I think it was good to hire from the .. 
village. I believe that the one man in the village who would take the effort 
to warn or help me in an emergency is the man we employ for yard work. 

It wasn't until my arrival in laos that I understood what I would be doing, 
USAID wanted IVSers to staff ADO (Agricultural Development Organizat ion) field 
positions, I had been told that sDO would involve me with farmers, and we 
would be working to set up a cooperative, That wasn't exactly in my line of 
experience, but it sounded worthwhile, so I agreed to try it, later, I learned 
that the only "cooperation" in this thing was t.at between USAID/Agr. and ; 
RIG/Agr. They cooperated to set up ADO! Another revelation was that the IVSer's 
main responsibility as :DO field secretaries was to be a bookkeeper, accounting 
for -DO funds and commodities! 

I shall not recount whet happened in detail, There are memoranda on file which 
adequately describe how the six IVS/ADO appointees felt about their jobs. 
In due time, USAID agreed that the ADO position wes really not suitable for 

IVSers and we were replaced by direct hire contract personnel. 

With the ADO assignment came a new form of transportation for me, I probably ° 
never would have driven a motorcycle had it not been my official transportation, 
I eventually purchased my own cycle, a 90ce Honda sport model, and used it for 
my work purposes. One of the by-products of that experience was my decision ~ 
to learn to meke minor repairs on the cycle myself, I am not much of a 
mechanic now, but I am ten times improved over what I was, 

My monthly reports describe tne aspect of transportation, I need only add that 
. a cycle was perfectly appropriate and adequate to my work at Lao Agr, When, 

for special projects, I needed a jeep, or when lao Agr. urgently needed extra 
transportation, I usually could be provided with a jeep from the USiDD Motor 
Pool, The use of a cycle, I think, helpéd me be closer to agr, agent who also’ 
had only cycles for their transportation, I think it gave face to the lao Agr. 
chiefs for me not to have a vehichle matching theirs, and therefore not be 
their equal, And not having a jeep kept me out of the role as cheuffeur for 

RIG Agr, errands, 

During the time I was assigned to 4DO, some significant events occurred 
(with regards to me, personally), These stemmed partly from my frustrations 
with and my desire to get out of the bookkeeping job, 

One source of frustretions was my lack of leo languaze ability. In ADO/Pakse, 
I was replacing Bob Griffin, who spoke Lao very well, Thus, I had little 
contact with the majority of personnel at lao Agr. who didn't speak English,
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Secondly, the £00 work was full of many problems, The fledgling bureaucracy - 
was just beginning to know itself, and the systems of paper work, forms, etc., 

were ina state of change and resulting mis-understandings. It was frustrating 
also to be called to Vientiane to discuss ADO's part in the rice program, only 
to discover that the progrem had already been decided and the purpose of the 
meeting was merely to dictate it to us. It was also very disturbing to be 
told to participate in a program which I felt was more useless than good for 

Lao agriculture. 

(The national meetings in Vientiane did serve to bring the six IVS/ADO 
secretaries and their common complaints together. It was at these meetings 
that we began formulating our resistance. In our demand thet we be removed 
from ADO, we also presented some judgements on ADO's policies, and some 
recommendations as to how we thought it could be improved. Happily, we were 
removed, and some of our recommendations were acted upon.) 

There were the little frustrations in the execution of the job, like the many 

times, for example, when I arrived at the warehouse to move rice out. That A 
little task required in addition to my presence: the lao ADO secretary, a 
couple of lao Agr. ADO agents to assist us, the RIG/Agr. agent with the key 
to tle warehouse, the commercial truck, and the coolies. Invariably, one of 
the persons came late, i.e., the man with the key shows up at 0900 instead 
of 0730. So the next day, the coolies come an hour lete. And so on seces 

Another deep frustration came from the refusal of lao Agr. personnel to 
listen to my ideas, I didn't know much about rice, and I didn't try to say 
much about that. But I did know about insects and insecticides, I could 
see from very short field trips that agents did not understand entomology. 
And I saw many cases of mis~applied insecticides. I tried to say something 
about that. But no one would listen, my BS degree in ntomology, mever mind! 

I decided that since I found no Lao who was willing to let me try to help 

him, t:at I would best make use of these two years according to my own 
selfish interests. Thus, what I wanted to do became top priority. So I 
began to devote my time to general insect collecting, reeding, sports, and 
other activities which I found interesting. I considered working with 
youth and tried to start something with students at the WP. Of course, 
this attitude only made me much more irritable when someone at lao Agr. came 
late and therefore wasted my precious time, 

Then, @ remarkable change in my attitude occurred. I am not sure why or 

how this came about, but surely it was a milestone. Perhaps because 
I had grown to dislike USAID so much, I decided that if I was going to 
work on anybody's programs, it would not be USAID's, but those of the Lao 
people. It was easy to see that USAID was politically oriented, and § ~
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that its activities frequently did not coincide with what the lao themselves 
-wanted, So I decided to try to bs of service to lao agriculture, the 
RIG/Agr. Iwas here in laos not for myself, but for them, So what if they 

came late? I would wait for them because I came to be of help to them...... 

Still, RIG/agr. found no use for m3. 
EJ Johnson, tiie IVSer assigned to the JNP, was also feeling frustrations 
from his job. We had been in the Philippines together. A result of our 
mutual bitching sessions was a decision that if as agriculturelists, we 
were going to make a contribution, it would be with rice. Is it not true 

that nearly 90% of the lao populetion are farmers and that their main 
eros 18 rice? 

Thevs was an irrigetion system (tue Am 3 project) which had been completed 
sufficiently enough to get water down to one of the Ban Nahek flats. 
Taiwn seed, shipped from that country to laos in order to permit farmers 
to raise a crop efter flood waters nad receded, was nonsensitive to 
photoneriod and could grow in the dry season. Since the time was shortly 
after the start of the dry season, we thought thet paddy land not normally 
used et this time of year would be cheap to rent. So HJ and I decided to 
try to grow Taiwan rice in the dry season under irrigation! 

The main puroose for this was for our benefit. We wanted to learn about 
rice. We would do everything, except the plowing and harrowing, ourselves. 
We elso decided to try a few new ideas, like Dapog seedbeds and fertilizer. 

A secondary purpose was to spite UtsID and ADO. We wanted, if successful, 
to prove that farmers could get commodities from other sources besides 

"Uncle Santa US:ID or aDO, So, with our own money, we purcliased fertilizer 
from a Pekse business. 

Of course, we sought permission from lao Agr. for this project. They 
themselves were not interested in doing it, but Mr. Keopraseuth, the 
Provincial Agr. Chief, gave us his approval. He instructed his Irrigation 
agent to help us locate land that was irrigable, and introduce us to the 
owner. 

Those four paddies of Taiwan rice yielded many things besides rice; 
Mr. Keopraseuth was impressed enough to go right out and buy three hectares 
of land that could be irrigeted. The use of fertilizer was shown to more 
than quadruple the reported average yield of local lao rice, It was 
shown that certein kinds of rice could be grown in the dry season, with 
irrigation. And BJ and I learned a lot about rice. (A report on the 
project was written up and filed.) 

For me, there was an even more important result. The project served to prove 
my credentials in knowing something about agriculture. lao Agr. personnel 
now recognized that maybe I had something to offer. Mr. South, Chief of 
uxtension, began to invite me to accompany him on his field trips.
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All tuis occurred while I was assigned as ADO. After Wayne Johnson arrived 
to take over ADO work, I began to spend full time with lir, South and his 
extension program. 

It seems very boring to recount what has perhaps been my most significant 
contribution; that of the last 14, months, Mr. South and I worked mainly on 
getting demonstrations of fertilized Ii-8 rice established, and then in getting 
farmers organized to visit these sites, 

Mr. South and I a chieved a real counter-part relationship. I was useful to 
him and he was useful to me, We complemented each other in many ways. He 
learned more English and taught me more lao, He showed me aspects of rice that 
he had learned only from long experience, And I, with my scientific education, 
was able to understand the new innovations is: rice culture being tried, and 
helped him to understand and use them. 

At the end of the rainy season of 1967, Mr, South found himself deluged with 
the paper work his office requires. I instigated a sampling of rice yields 
to determine exactly what local rice yields were, Mr. South and ir, Keo 

agreed to this project, and authorized six agents to help cut, thresh, and 
weigh the rice. This project has also been written up and the resort is 
on file. 

The completion of that project left me without anything particular to do. 
While I recognized that many agents really did not understand some important 
aspects of rice culture, I could hardly propose a training class without 
perhaps causing loss of face and embarassment. It was my thought to approach 
this through an English class, In teaching Inglish to the agents, I would 
also emphasize certain technical words, hoping to instigate a discussion 
and understanding of the things I felt agents were unsure of. (It included 
from “safe use of insecticides" to "how does an extension agent operate 
in the field and wheat are his goals and responsibilities.) Mr. keo and 
lir, South (and the agents) were enthusiastic for the “nglish class, However, 
they refused to make attendance mandetory, and occassionally would send 
agents off on errands during classtime. This is not their fault (except 
that better administrative planning could have lessened the number of 
interruptions) beceuse they had an office to run. MNone-the-less, it 
effectively sabotaged the classes because of constant student turnover and 
the leck of continuity. The English classes did permit me to become 
mach closer to the agents than I had ever been before. 

It should be noted that I undertook this Imglish teaching attempt 
after having had some experience teaching two and a half terms through 
the ULiS sponsored lao-American Association. I enjoyed these classes 

immensely. Often, they were the bright spot of my day. 

While I nevei did manage to set up a disguised training program, I did somewhat 
cause a little discussion by occassionally taking the role of the farmer: 
"I want to apply some fertilizer, so how much do I apply?" And we'd 
discuss kinds of fertilizer, etc. Then, "200 kg. per hectare, but how much 
is thet for one paddy?". And so forth. ‘When agents didn't know the answer, 

I would help them work it out or send the to ask their superiors.
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This was, however, nothing like wiat a good training program could have 
accomplished, 

I noticed that Pouthane (the agent assigned with me on entomology) was envied 
for being able to study with me. Had I had more time, I might have been able 
to organize sessions for agents on that subject because the agents were aware 
that Pouthane was learning new ideas. Also, Mr. Keo and Lr. South were 
coming to realize thet I did have special, useful information about entomology, 
and they might have consented to holding training for the agents. Hr. South's 
and kr. houthong's visit to the Philippines increased their awareness of the 

complexity and importance of entomology in rice. 

For a long time, I had been wanting to try working in earnest on an entomology 
project. ir. Keo and lr, South agreed to this, but they did not appoint a 
man to work with. Mr. Oroth's appearance on the scene, with Dr. Bell, 
resulted in Oroth's authorization to lr. Keo that I be given two agents to 
work with, How this came about is somewhat interesting end frightening: 
I overheard a conversation at the lao Agr. office. A suspicious sounding 
Mr. Oroth was demanding to know what tue IVSer was doing. He asked it in 
such a way that it seemed as if he thought I wes secretly trying to undermine 
the Agr. service. Mr, South and Mr. Keo were both present, but neither of 
them said a word. Then one of the USAID men said that I was working on some 
kind of entomology project. later, face to face with me, Mr. Oroth spoke 
not of wanting to know what I was doing, but that I take agents with me 
where-ever I go, He told me that I should have agents working with me on the 
entomology project, at which time Dr, Bell asked how he thought that action 
should be implemented, That's when Mr, Oroth gave the order to Mr, Keo, 
Mr. heo told Mr. South, and he appointed one agent from Crops and Soils, 
Phouthane, and one agent from iixtension, ihamphouk. 

I still don't fully understand that incident. lr, Oroth told me that he 

wanted agents to go along with me because I could tesch them much, However, 
I suspect that he wanted to know in detail what I was doing, and thet having 
agents with me, he would have e source. The confusing fact for all this is 

that I have taken agents along with me. I have really tried to avoid having 
my own unilateral programs, and I heve cleared all of my projects with 
Ir. Keopreseuth, Those ideas he didn't agree to, I forgot about. Leo Agr. 
in Pakse has known what I have been doing. But apparently they don't 

communicate this to lao Agr. in Vientiane. 

The purposes for the entomology project were several: The main objective was 
to teach the two agents something about entomology, As they learned, I was 
having them make a little field guide to paddy insects, with the insect 
specimens numbered and labeled, I also planned to teach them proper 
spraying, how to be safe with insecticides, and repair and maintenance of 
spraying equipment, JI was also endeavoring to demonstrate that certain 
kinds of minor pests did not damage rice sufficiently to warrant spraying. 
Based on these goals, the two agents and I sprayed and made larva counts, 
collected specimens and white heads and reared insects to obtain the various 
stages of the life cyeles,
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Since my emphasis wes on training instead of producing a material thing, we 
didn't get the field guides made, The month long tour I took around Laos 
also interrupted the project, 

Khamphouk was sent off to training in Thailand, ‘When Mr. Kouthong returned 
from his study, the 1968 rainy season was coumencing, end he recuired 
Phouthaneé to work on the Crops and Soils activities. That ended the 
entomology project. The only results I can claim are e few more skills 
known by Phouthane and Khemphouk, and an increased awareness on the part of 
the lao Agr, staff that entomology does indeed play an important role in 
improved rice culture, and that is a discipline that must be fully understood 
in order to deal with it correctly. While I attempted very strongly to 
commnicete a good understending of the hazards of insect poisons, I mst 
conclude tet these efforts failed to provoke any action on lao igr.'s part 
that might have reduced the hazards. I recently devoted an entire memo to 
this subject, also on file with IVS/Vtn. 

Mr, Kouthong's return from Thailand gave him a new attitude about working 

with IVSers, He was exposed to a little entomology in Thailand, and he came 
back with a greater appreciation for me and my studies, He invited me to 

work closely with him on this season's field (variety and fertilizer) trials. 

Then we learned that Mr. houthong end Nr, South would be going to The 
Philippines for a month-long study at LinI, Mr, Kouthong requested me to 
assist his agents to correctly set up the field trials, I found I was again 

working with Phouthane, He was placed in charge of the variety trials. 
Mr. Ky Noune and I worked together on preparations for the fertilizer trials. 

During 211 of July and the first week in August, this consumed my time and 
efforts. Transplenting of tic variety trials was completed before I left on 
a trip to Viet Nem, Mr, Richardson, USAID/agr, returned from home leave, and 
I left him the responsibility for ensuring that the fertilizer trials were 
properly established, 

The week after my return from Viet Nem has been spent in trying to close 

out tivo years of life and labors, and prepare for departure to the U.S.A, 

Il. A SUMMARY OF CONFLICTS. WITH This BUAMAUCLACY: 

I once described my problems to a friend, and in a return letter he wrote, we. 
"looks like a classical case of the bureaucracy intruding into the domain 

of personal rights." He was a sociology who was studying bureaucracies. 
Apparently, I am not the only person who has had this kind of problem, But 
had they not been satisfactorily resolved, my IVS experience would have been 
a lot unhappier, 

The first began by moving into a house where the former IVSer, Gary Haynes, 
hed established an irrigation office in one of the rooms, Since we hada ~<' 
USAID/Ivrigation man living with us (Don Kobiyashi, who was replacing Gary), 
he continued to use the room, USAID/Irrigation at this time did not have an 
office at the main USAID building, In fact, the room in the IVS House soon 
became the USAID/Irrigation office. For awhile, we ate breakfast with Lao 
trainees roeming freely through the house, IVS tools were considered Irriga- 
tion's tools and disappeared along with USAID's tools. It became « nightmare 

of little, but usettling incidents until I finally demanded that USAID/Irriga- 
tion move out lock, stock, and barrel, ACOP Ken lewis really backed me up
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on this, a support I appreciated. 

I also had probloms with USAID/Public Works. I learned one day, (they 
started building a shed on IVS House grounds) that they were going to set 

up a 24. hour operation machine »owered woodsho». They also took it for 
granted that IVS grounds was to be a storaze area for PWD equipment. It 
was my ooinion that they could build thcir shop and storage area on the 
Area Coordinator's House grounds instcad of at IVS. I hollered loud and 

long, wrove memos, and nothing was buil at either place, 

Also, at one time, the PSO notificd us that we should zet prepared to move 
to a new location. More memorandums raising a fuss thwarted, or at least 
postponed that plan. Now, however, USAID says IVS has to move as a matter 
of security. I wonder if maybe it isn't more a metter of the FSO's bureauc- 
racy trying to make things more convenient for them. Unfortunately, one 
cannot arezue the matter of security. 

III. SOME CONFLICTS FROM AMERICAN-LAO CONFRONTATION: 

Whenever persons from two distinctly different cultures get together, 
it is possible a confrontation will manifest itself. Once I heard an 
American state that, "They must be communist. why else would they be so 
interested in knowing where we are going? They are always asking, "Where 
you go?", ", This person obviously did not understand that a common fori 
of greeting is the "Pi Si?" or "where you go?" question. Adinittedl,, when 
the question is phrased in Enzlish, it becomes the kind of question that 
strangers usually don't ask, and to which Americans might cormonly reply, 
"None of your business! I thought that perhaps I was above such cultural 
conflicts. The following examples show that I was not i:mune. 

I came from a society where peonle respected each others' possessions. 
To my dismay, I discovered that Lao friendship includes a "what's yours 
is mine, vice versa, and bopenyung" concept. That's a pretty nice rela- 
tionship if you don't have much and the other guy has a lot. I could 
never quite accept that, and I rigidly refused to lend or give out what 
I considered my more »recious possessions. Perhaos I was wrong in having 
such things as a camera, record player, ctc. 

I quickly discovered that the American concent of "giving" in the USA 

and "givin" in Laos had to be different. I scttled for what I called 
"judicious" giving. The Lao astounded me by the requests they made. As 
most children know, the Lao know that it doesn't hurt to ask; esvecially 
when Americans obviously have unlimited resources. 

For a while I was distressed about the non-vork use of Lao Agr.'s motorcycles. 

I had worked for the US government, and I knew that US government vehichle 

for only work purposes? I think not. And especially when the employee can 
never expect on his low salary to buy a vehichle on his own. It is possible, 
however, to draw some lines of control. For example, make the employee 
pay for his own gasoline when he uses the cycle for non-work purposes. 
Such a control would be reasonable, and would help not foster corruption.
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It is important that if such regulations are imposed on the Lao, the rules 
must also apply to Amcricans. 

I am troubled by corruption. It isn't a Lao custom. If we ever reach the 
stage when we must overlook and supnort corrupt officials in order to stop 
communism, it seems to ine that we've already lost out. 

This might not be the most approoriate place to record this incident, but 
it also reveals a confrontation of sorts, lir. Sang, our cook, had a 
couzh which we thought inight be TE, so we had OB Hospital in Paksong give 
him a ohysical. The X-ray was poorly done and thus began a veritable circus 
in events, trying to deterwine if indeed Mr. Sang had TB. I finally had hin 
comaitted to Pakse's hospital with the understanding: that he would undergo 
tests for TE. A couvle days later I discovered that‘no testing had been 
done, but that they were feeding him isedicine! For what?. I intervened, 
had the hospital take a better X-ray, and sent it to the Embassy Hedical 
Health Unit in Vientiane for diaznosis, There was no TE. The moral of 
this, that Leos has no means of diagnosing an early case of TB, is a fact 
that still astonishes 1tac~the American who corics from a country where the 

fight azainst disease has a top priority. 

IV, AGRICULTURE — RICH: 

The following discussions and recomendations are based on my contact with 
rice agriculture in the Pakse arca, I believe that anyone involved in 
planning a national rice program ought to consider these comments about 
a local situation, or at least periit enough flexability in national programs 
so that various areas could try using the approaches or methods which would 
suit them best. 

1, Get in gear with regards to insecticide safety training. 
2. There is work to be done in teaching agents extension techniques. 

The Lao Agr. agent vicws his job as that ordered by his superiors, He 
(and maybe his supervisors) does not realize that an extension azent has 
a responsibility to farmers, and should work to create communication 
between. farmers and himself, At present, the way the system works if it 
works at all, is for the furuer to seek out the Agr. chief, who then 
responds and directs the azent to a specific task, It may be that Lao 

Agr. service would prefer to retain this authority. In my opinion, 
however, agents will never be effective extension agents unless they are 

given limited freedom, authority, and initiative to respond to local needs. 

I realize that an agent will not be effective if he has no real confidence 

in what he is suppos-d to recommacnd. And agents do have a lack of training. 
But I think that most of the agents in the Pakse office are competant in 

advising about fertilizer aovlications, and they could begin to be extension 
agents with just this minimum knowledge. Incidentally, I cormend the 
training that RIG/Agr. agents have been getting in Thailand and The 7 
Philippines, ‘his training will enable the agent to be sure of himself, 
and become a real extension azent. Extension in Lao Agr.'s definition, 
considers its funetion one
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of establishing demonstration plots and organizing farm tours. 
5. For fertilizer demonstrations, usc siaall ones, maybe one vaddy 

in size, Get thea on as many faraers' lands as possible. This year I 

tried fertilizing half a vaddy, and then planting two varieties so that 
four cormarisons resulted: 1) local rice with fertiliser, 2) local rice 
without fertilizer, 3) imoroved rice with fertilizer, and 4) improved rice 
without fertilizer. These plots should be evaluated, as should the farmer's 
reaction to these plots! results. Such a domonstration as this has the 
benefit of being on the farmer's land, and of showing whether or not a 
particular local varicty will respond to fertilizer, (Note: a couple plots 

were all I managed to gct set up as I started this late in the transplanting 
season. For evaluation purposes, see Chandler Edwards, IVS/Cheipassak, as 
he knows the locations of the plots there. If this method id to be used 
again, I suggest again the use of an imoroved variety. But who over tries 
this should plan on growing his own seedlings, not davog either because 
many paddies have too much water for short seedlings, of improved varicties 
and take them along with him when he established the plots.) 

4. Give one agent in cach provincial center thorough training on the 
safe use of insecticides and entomology. He should also be responsible for 
sprayer maintenance. Then he should be given the authority and responsibility 

at the Agr. office. 

5. Try using colored slides as an exteasion device. Slides taken 
in a local vicinity have the effect of publicizing a good farmer whom 
everybody knows (thus making him happy). They also will catch the interest 
of local people to sce someone from their arca, whom they know, in a 
slide show. Also, a series of slidvus often can casily demonstrate sone 
technical stens, i.e., how to fertilize, USIS has agricultural films of 
a more general nature and slide shows often go well with then. Also, UsIS 

would probably coonerate in providing slide projectors and generators. 

5. Try using farm »lans as an aid to farm development. Encourage 
the use of farncr kept records, written (Possible CD/IVSer project). 

6. Encourage farmers to*cxoerinent with fertilizers and varicties 
on their own. Let them try all sorts of changes, i.e., spacing. water 
level, ete (But don't let them experiment with pesticides!) so that they 
dearn from experience. Keep in contact with such trials, bccause they may 
discover useful information. 

7. Encourage a rice comoetition for farmers. Have a rice fair, with 
prizes for the best yield. (Note: this is something a CD/IVSer in a village 
could help organize for the village.) 

8. Keep experinenting with upland rice. 

9. USAID should set up a soils and entomology laboratory. 

10. Markets for rice, and fair prices must be guarantced. I have heard 
that ADO is not buying IR-8 rice because it has poor milling qualitics. 
However, all is not wasted because the kinds of practiccs needed for TR-3 avo 
applicable to other high yielding varicties. But at this time, markets for 

|
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IR-8 ought to be guaranteed at least until another high yielding varicty 
can replace it. 
11. Determine if the wornout Hudson sprayers are really repairable, I 

discovered that those I helped repair had a very short life afterwards. 
Perhaps I did a poor job, or perhaos these sprayers are not repairable. 
If they are repairable, make certain that parts are available at the 
stores where they are sold. 

V. AGRICULTURE -— VEGETABLES: 

An old IVSer once told me that in his time all IVSers were required to 
plant their own gardens. He further informed me that none of them ever 
grew. And that, likewise, has been my experience. This is not to mean 
that vegetables cannot be grown in Laos. The Lao and the Vietnamese do 
a marvelous job of supolying the Pakse market. But, I think that inpro- 
venents could still be made. 

1. Get qualified personnel. I had no problems growing gardens in 
Montana. Presumably a skilled technician, horticulturalist, would have 

overcone my problems, 
2. Use compost. If you're going to raise a garden, absolutely the 

first thing to do is to start producing compost. 
3. Get a seed source other than the US. Many US plants are not 

adaptable to this climate. 
4, Consider the use of row irrigation. I believe that the hard work of 

watering is the limiting factor on vegetable production in Laos, I also 

know from experience that most comion Lao watering practices are poor; i.e., 
they tend to wet only the surface soil. Woody Friesen and his IVS assistant 
had a fine demonstration of row irrigation in gardening until buffalo broke 
through the fence and ate the vegetables, 

5. Try to get information on some factors vital for certain varicties 
of vegetables, especially for new varietics: 1) sensitivity to photoperiod, 2) 
improver temerature for sctting of fruits, 3) susceptibility to wilts and 

other diseases. 
6. Keep carcful records. These ouzht to be consolidated in a coxmon 

information center. I am afraid that most vegetable atteapting growcrs 
start at the bezinaing and everybody makes the same mistakcs over and over 
again. 

7, Make an inventory of all vegetables produecd, I'11 bet there is 

not one person in IVS or USAID who ean go to the Pakse market and give correct 
cormion names for all the various types of vegetables which are sold there, 
(I'l) ake the same bet for scientific names, too.) 

VI. IVS ASSISTANT: 

When I first came to 2akse, I was sent a Lao boy to be my Interpreter-Assistant. 
I wanted to be sure that he was a good man and that he understood that if he 
was working for ne, he would be expected to work as hard as I worked and 
without me; and that he should get used to getting his hands dirty, It 

developed that there was a “housing problem"
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in Pakse. He said he could find no place to stay, and he wanted to go to 
Vientiane. Since he was reluctant to try to find a family to live with in 
one of the villages near Pakse, I took the "housing problem" as an excise. 
I advised IVS/Vtn and they told me that if the Assistant returned to Vientiane, 
he would be fired. I told him that. He went to Vtn anyway, and in my travels 
around Laos, I discovered that he was still eaployed by IVS. The IVSer to 
whom he was assigned told ne that his assistant was pretty worthless. I think 

that IVS/Vtn should have backed me up and fired him, or at least advised me 
why they kept him. If he is incompetant, he should be dropped. 

The next man sent to mo as Intervertcr—Assistant was Boun Seuy. He was an 

exceptionally good worker. He was no doubt most necessary to the success of 
the Rice Experiemnt. At that time, he was our key to the Lao language and 
Lao people. And his basic knowledge about rice was most practical and 
helpful. Boun Seuy also assisted me on other »orojects: The Yield Mcasurenent 
survey, The check on measurerient procedures, Entomology, a small fertilizer 
trial, my vegetable gardening attermts, and so forth. Those which were 

successful owed a part of that success to hin. 

A problem developed when I found myself working with Lao Agr. Boun Seuy 
did not have the initiative to launch a project on his own. I thought 
trans ortation might have been a problem, so I arranged for him to use a 
USAID/AGR cycle. Another limiting factor was poor security. He did manage 

to spend 30,000 Kip from Social iclfare, and build by himself a very nice 
pig house at Oudomsouk. But he never got the pigs, and thus never proved 
hinself capable of attaining the Special Assistant rating and the ability 
to work on his own. Consequently, IVS has decided to release him upon my 
departure. He currently has gotten a job with USAID on a one month 
trial period. 

Another probleia concerned pay raises. Boun Seuy had been given a raise every 
year for four years and had come to expect them automatically. He knew that 

I had to approve the raise and he felt quite let down when it didn't come. 
I explained that had I given him the raise, it would have delayed his promotion 
to Special Assistant to a year from the date of his last raise, if he 
qualified, I preferred to wait until he »roved himself, and then nominate 
hin for Special Assistant. I'm not sure he understood this although I tricd 
explaining it several times. 

I had other reasons for delaying the raisc. Boun Seuy was a good worker, 
but I wasn't sure he qualified for 27,000 Kip a month, which is twice to 
quadruvle the salaries of Lao Agr. personnel with whom I worked. There was 
even one agent who applied through me for a job with IVS. Attempting to be 
diplomatic, I let the IVS staff handle that one, and they wrote a negative 
reply and the reason why. I never delivered the reply because I never saw 
the agent for a long time. When I last talked to him, he told me he was 
being transferred to Vtn. 

Granted, that at 6,000 Kip a month, government salaries are low. But it 
remains imoortant that IVS does not pay its personnel wages excessively 
higher than what government employees got. IVS presently uses USAID salary 
grades, but they ought to make their own and handle the subject more carefully.
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IVS Interpreter-Assistants should not come to think of that job as a career. 
I affirm the new IVS solicy of leaving an Interoreter-Assistant with a new 
IVSer for a maxinun of six uonths, and then moving him elsewhere or dropping 
him. I suggest that if the Interoreter-Assistants does not show hinself 
worthy of becorting a Special Assistant after two years of employment, he 
ought to be dronoed. IVS should view them as trainees, and after two years 
they should have learned enough in new skills to be able to persue another 
line of work. 

At various times, I had other personnel workin; for me, Some were hired 

under petty cash and one was under the Student Sumer Trainee progran. 
Mainly, these boys worked with me on entomology. At most, I could say that 
they received some insight into biology and perhaps pricked their curiousity F 
a little more. 

VII. POSSIPLE -OSITIONS FOR IVS'ERS: 

Opportunities for IVS work abound all over this region. At the Lao Azr. 
office itself, there could be one IVSer assigned to extension activities 

and another assigned to crops and research, These are both technical 
positions and the IVSer so assigned must exrect to spend at least one growing 
season, Maybe planting his own paddy, before he should try to make any 
contribution. Perhaps he ouzht to be assigned to the Agr. Chief for 5 months, 
and let the Chief use hin as an agent. I think Lao Agr. in Pakse now would 
welcone qualified IVSers. 

There is a need for an IVS/Home Economics person to work with the Lao Home 
Se girls. They would also welcome an IVSer, 

It is conceivable that in cooperation with RLG Agr, anda fertilizer company, 

an IVSer could be resdonsible for setting up fertilizer demonstrations. 
Perhaps the comnany would be willing to set up a special fund for IVS use. 

A person skilled in handicrafts could find onsortunities aiong Lao and Hill 
Tribespeople refugees. Possible markets might be found in Vientiane. Pakse, 
or Ubon, Thailand. Yransportation of these commoditics to market would be 

a major difficulty. 

With a sericulture station located (I understand) in nearby Thailand, it would 
seem worthwhile to investigate the vossibilities of silkworm voroduction. 
Charley Whalen, SW, is havine mlberry trees »lanted in Oudomsouk, 

In ny travels throughout Laos, I saw the need for training on the use of 
insecticides and equipment for both IVSers and Lao, This is important enough 
that a position to solve this problem should be created and filled. In 
cooperation with Lao Agr. and IVS, a trained Entomologist could travel to 
every Lao Agr. and IVS field station, set uo safe facilities, and run a 
training vrogram until Lao Agr. and IVS personnel are qualified to safely 
handle insecticides. If ought to be withdrawn from their resvonsibility. 
This job could be a continuing position as follow-up would be necessary. 
And perhaps that individual could eventually graduate to a position of roving 
entonologist. Of course, this position would eventually be filled by a Lao 
who has been counterparted to the IVSer.
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Since there is so mech work to be done in the crea of besic scientific study, 
perhaps IVS ought to consider assisting Masters and PHD candidates, (I know 
there is a need in tie area of entomology. I suspect the same of other 
sciences: forestry, wildlife, botany, grasses, and such studies such as 
sociclozy.) This IVSers' main responsibility would be to study sonething 
about which little or nothing is known, (i.e. how to control the rootworm on 
uplend rice) and which would ultimately be of value to Laos (i.e., how best te 
control the rootworm), The IVSer would also be living in the area he was 

working, and be responsive to tie needs and wants of tiet commnity in so far 

as this did not interfere with his main work. 

VITT. EVALUATION OF IVS/1..0S 1D Taihs 

IVé/L.0S has improved itself immensely during uy two years, The RD leadership 
now has a staff which is very conscientious and responsive to the volunteer, 
IVS/laos, however, still has « lon; woys to go in order to reach the state 
of beings the organization that it could and should be. 

IVS has began to stand for something. The efforts cf the Program Committee ~ 
and the staff to search out the meaning of IVS has been important and helpful. 
People and organizations mst have definite goals. Once IVE establishes a 
policy and maintains it, the other agencies with whom we work (including the 
lao ones as well as US/.ID) will then know howto respond to IVE, whet IVS is 
willing to support, and perhaps in the future, leo ministries will seek out ‘ 
IVS for help, (I might add that IVS/Viet Nan is already counted this among 
their achievements, so why can't we?) 

IVS has started to try for internationalization of IVS. The more of this, 

the better. (Here agein, IV5/Viet Naim has taken the lead. I was most 
impressed with the non-/merican IVSers serving there.) 

IVS's move to handle its own affairs is commendable, This is sorely needed, 
and will continue to be a fight, just to keep what has been gained. The 

additional staffing positions IVE has recently won will help this. 

IVS ought to give more consideration to the needs of acequate staffing. The 

present staff, while aduirably dedicated and hardworking, has lacked exper- 

ience, ilso, there is the very real problem of ciscontinuity anc retraining 
caused by the rapid turnover of young leadersiii>, Perhaps IV.. will have to - 

pay higher salaries in order togzet a more professional and permanent staff. 
Qn the other hand, I would alist prefer the present situation to a profess-=- 
ional, permanent staffthet lacked the dynamic drive and close contact to tue 
volunteer wisich our present youthful leedersiip displays because IV. needs 

that vigor very ich. 

The problem of continuity of field projects is a toug: one. IVS mst take 
a lon; hard look at t.is and try to solve it. I acmit that I myself vreferred 
to start uy own progrems, to be an acventuresome pioneer, rather than inherit 

somebody else's old project and continue it.
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How many other IVSers think as I do? What steps can be taken to ensure 
continuity? It seems that scme kind of overlap might be necessary. There's 
no gucstion tuat tiis is vital to ary long range development contribution. 
This is also where a vrofessional staff could be of value in determining how, 

if, cr when IVS has worked itself out of a job. 

I also think there is value in informing people that IVS is unique; that it is 
not the same as USAID. We've got a comparison here to exploit which can help 
us. I kave told lao people I am a volunteer, and it has made a difference, 
It has gotten me Iao prices for things I've purchased and it has resulted in 
appreciation for my being here, and thus a greater willingness to ccoperate 
with me. I do think that IVSers' actions and ways of living set us apart from 
USAID. But the Lao are not going to understand why that is so by our deeds 

alone, It has to be told. 

Ivc/Viet Nam uses attractive insignias on their vehichles, homes, etc. where 
IVSers want them. I think it helps, 

IVS annual meetings should continue, The Program Committee is aware of 
possible improvements. 

IVS Orientation-improved a hundredfold! 
IVS Recruitment: Icng suffering volunteers (a result of deceptive recruitment 
in the past) shall, I hope, become an extinct creature, I have tried to get 

all ideas on recruiting and I shall endeavor to recruit in such a manner which 
will be mtually beneficial to IVS volunteers and IVS/laos. 

KK. COMMENTS Oi USAID: 

I really wonder if it is worthwhile to constructively criticize UfaIb? I 
recentiy saw an 4.1.D. publication which superbly explains the best approach 
to development (something like "Points a Technician Overseas Should Consider"), 

It seems some what ridiculous to repeat those opinions, especially since the — 

booklet says it better than I can, 

There are all indications that USAID should know better, Tu INING is a sacred 
word, and yet genuine training never catches up to material inputs, most of 
which go to waste because no one knows how to properly use them, 

But... maybe someone will listen to this and try for improvements. Besides, 

the IVS handbook solicits End of Tour comments on USAID. 

Force account projects, by those I meen that which is built, financed, 
completed, entirely without local lao support, are OUT! If USAID continues 
resorting to such "development", they should realize that the only wey these ; 

projects will be effectively used is if the people are dictated to use them, 
If the US must .resort to promoting change in underdeveloped countries by that 
means, then perhaps it would be better to let the communists do it; they'd 

undoubtedly be more effective. 

Force Account projects ruin conditions formerly favorable for self help. The 
countryside cries out its witness to this in every place that there has been
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foree account work, (I would exempt some things from this ban, such as roads 
and some irrigation systems. Please note and understand that my use of the 

phrase force account is not meant in the same way by which USAID labels some ~- 
of their work. I would call a lot of USAID's self help projects force account, 
because when the lao refuse to provide labor, USAID usually ends up hiring 
paid laborers to complete the project. And if that's the case, then the 
projects weren't really self help to begin with.) 

USAID programs in pllaces which have qualified personnel, are sometimes good. 
Conversely, a number of potentially good programs are wasted because of inept 

or unconcerned personnel, Programs can only be as good as the people who 
effect them. It would be better for USAID not to have unqualified personnel 

‘ and no program than the present situation. I mst point out that IVS mist try 
: to get the most out of its personnel, but I am also emphasizing that useless 

USAID personnel are a mech greater expense to American taxpayers than are 
volunteers, and these USAID employees aren't sent back home after a two year 
period, either, 

USAID cannot rely upon yearly Congressional appropriations. Even if USAID - 
does become development-oriented, as all its propaganda describes it as being, 
it could not be effective without good basic planning, and a committment of 

. funds for a long period of time, ises, three years or more, or as long as it 
took to complete a specific plan, 

Training. Iam the first to agree that material inputs are vital to develop= 
mente But as has been said many times before, "Fertilizer does no good if the 
farmer doesn't know how to apply it." Flooding laos with materials‘and 
without matching effective training only leads to waste, corruption, and 
negative attitudes toward development. Training should be increased, and the 
supply of material inputs reduced until the two aspects equally complement 
each other, 

I have had experience with government agencies before coming to Laos: the 
ASCS program, the Soil Conservation Service, and the Agricultural Research 
Service, all of USDA (U. S. Department of Agriculture), None of these 
organizations (at least to my experience) were plagued with the problems of 
poor personnel and bad programs. And unlike USAID, these organizations really 
had to account for what they did. USAID unfortunately enjoys the benefits 
that accrue from being the "FRONTLINES" against the communist Advance, If the 
coffers get a little low, scare tactics about the Looming Red Tide are the 
magic words which get the heavily flowing financial well flowing again, It is 
a paradox that while USAID employs so many accountants, there is still 

tremendous waste of materials and money. 

I think this goes back to the lack of longterm goals, The USAID bureaucracy 
has become notorious for cranking out national programs without regard for 
different field conditions, I'm not claiming to know the answers, but I do 
have some ideas, Only once in my entire two years has a USAID man visited 
me in Pakse, intentionally seeking me out to hear my ideas about conditions 
in the field, That man was Dr, Bell of USAID Agr., and I remain overwhelmingly 
awed and grateful for his consideration,
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The USAID bureaucracy ds notable for all sorts of blunders, basically the 
result of poor timjng and/or planning, Some examples that I remember 
include ADO toolg arriving just after the gardening season was over. Seed and 

fertilizer has arrived too late for programs. USAID has also spent mich money 
by double transportation; rice has been shipped in and shipped back out. And 
that has been the case with other commodities. I also watched a lao build a 
very nice house because USAID was either unaware or closed its eyes to the fact 
that this particular lao was ordering twice as many commodities as the institu- 
tion he worked for actually required, ; 

Of course, my humbly offered suggestions will be somewhat impossible to fulfill 
as long as USAID objectives remain political instead of developmental. 

I do want to give credit where credit is due. It is my opinion that USAID's 
emphasis on rice is one of the best actions the institution has taken. For 
once, a program is being offered that has the capability of raising incomes, 
and thereby, the standard of living in rural communities, 

look at the facts: Approximately 90% of the population is estimated as rural, 
And a high percentage of rural dwellers are rice growing farmers. 

Perhaps with additional incomes beyond subsistance, villagers may even decide 
to spend their own money to build their own schools, etc. Perhaps in the 
distant future, these incomes could be taxed to support the lao government. 

USAID mist not let this agricultural program fail through some fault of 
USAID's, I have said this before, but it bears repeating: Fertilizer inputs 
mist continue to be made available and personnel mist be trained to teach its 
proper use, The same applies to insecticides, although extreme caution mst 
prevail with its use, New varieties of rice mist be received and tried. 
Investigations into lao culture should be undertaken and the information 
gotten shaild be applied. All these facets: new methods, machinery, and 
credit should be equally developed. And finally, the market for excess rice 
must be maintained, USAID has done mich good work in this already. May it 
continue and improve, : 

9/9/68:be
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Mr Al Best, ACOP/Admin 

The undersigned 

Monthly COL Allowance 

This memorandum concerns the cost of living check which all iVSers receive 
eech month. It is our concensus that the money ellotted is insufficient 
in light of the relatively high cost of living in urban, as opposed to 
rurel, erease IVSers ere finding it increesingly difficult to make ends meet; 
indeed, it is not uncommon for an IVSer to be in the red at the end of any given 

month. Bdlow is e sample cost analysis for a typical month. 

Food (purchased primarily from the local market and supplemented by $50.00 
goods from the commissary, with occasional meals in 
restaurants ) a 

Maid (cleaning house, waching clothes, marketing, cooking) Ae 

Transportation (taxi, motorcycle) 15.00 

Misc. iteme (reading matter, film, soap, haircuts, shaving cream, 20.00 
etc) 

Enterteinment (movies, guests, gifts, beer etc) 20.00 

TOTAL $130.00 

On the basis of the above it ie quite obvious that the present COL of §100 per 
month is inedequate to meet the needs of an IVSer living in an urben areas 

In some ceases IVSers can get by on less than the above figure, in other 
cases IVSers must spend more moneys In either case, however, a financial 
pinch is present. | 

And there ere vacations to consider. In spite of the fact thah an occasional 

change in environment is necessary for all IVSers, few find that they are 
really able to sfford financially to take s vacation. 

In short, we, the undersigned, feel that the present monthly UL is inedequate . 
to mest the exigencies of urban living. We propose thet, in light of the 
above statement, the COL be reestablished at $150 per month. |
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ON THE WITHDRAWAL OF IVS FROM LAOS



Introduction 

Within four months , three IVS volunteers have been killed in acts 
of political assasination. It is tragic that it has taken these three 
deaths to foree all of us in IVS/Lacs to examine our role here and to 
recognize the extremely political nature of our work here. But the 

question here is no longer whether IVS is political ,every volunteer 

agrees to that ,but what we should do about it. The question has becomes 

Can IVS becomes sufficiently non-political to justify staying in “aos. 

We believe that IVS cannot now become sufficiently non-political 
and that it should withdraw from Laos. We believe in the non-political 
humanitarian ideals of IVS. We feel these ideals have been irrevocably 
compromised here. We feel that if IVS is to perform a constructive, 
non-political role in other countries in the future that it should now 

end its involvement in Laos. 

We do not believe that the damage to the integrity of IVS is 
compensated for by the small good that we can now do for the people of 
Laos. No changes in job locations or job descriptions can significantly 
change this . We recognize that no organization like IVS can function 

completely non-politically . But in Laos the degree o political invol- 

vement is unacceptably high, however one defines"non=political"i 

Seme individuals feel that they can perform a useful service by 
remaining in Laos. This my or may not be so. But the question facing 
IVS now is what it should do as an organization. We do not believe 
that IVS as an organization should be: backing upona side in a war, 

evenif it feels that side is be right. It may well be that the people 
of Laos wohd be better off if the RLG wins its war. But it is not 
IVS's role as a non-political organization to back up the RIG any more 

than to back p the PL. 

The basic fact is this: neither now nor in the near future will 
IVS be able to serve all the Lao people. It will always be working 

for one side here with its work trerefore taking on unacceptable 
political overtones. 

If IVS is to mean anything as a non-political, people-to-people 

orgenization,it cannot take sides. It must do so in Laos,and therefore 

hes no honorable alternative but to withdraw.
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1. IVS is politically involved here in Laos to an unacceptably 
high degrees No change in job description or job locations can 
change this. 

Leos is a nation at war. Two factions,- the RLG supported by 
the Americans,and tie Pathet Lao supported by the North Vietnamese- 
are engaged in a struggle for political power. As an organization — 
made p mostly of Americansfunded by the American government,working 
only in RLG territory,and working in the name of the RLG, IVS's role 
simply carries too many political implications for it to function as 

an honest volunteer organization here. 

fs Director Menn has pointed out,the entire American aid program 

to Laos was jeopardized in the early 1960 by revelations in the United 

Stetes. of widespead corrption in RLG circle. Unable to stem this 

corruption directly,the American government decided to set up its 

own structure parallel to the RLG and channel aid money and commodities 
from Washington down to the villaze through American hands. IVS,as 
the organization providing village-level personnel,alweys has and 

always will be,an integral part of this parallel American structures 

The expressed goal of the American aid program is to strengthen 
the RLG in its political battle with the Pathet Lao. By involving 
itself in this aid program,IVS has unavoidably involved itself in the 

political conflict as well. We do not question that some may feel 
that the RLG or American government should counter the insurgency of . 
the Pathet Lao. We do qestion whether such counter insurgency is IVS's 

role. 

The fact is that IVSers have found themselves in the anomalous 

role of woeking to strengthen the RLG politically in rural and urban 
areas. Through their presence they have often encouraged RLG officials 
to go into areas they might not visit otherwise. Through their pre- 
sence they have often helped maintain an image of the RLG in village 

eyes which was simply not true when the RLG functions alone, IVSers 
work along side the RLG,in support of programs designed to build up 

the RLG in the eyes of its people,to win their hearts and minds. 

In addition to strengthening the RLG politically to some extent 
I¥VS's role carries political implications vis-a-vis /‘merican intentions 

towards Laos. Most laotians identify IVSers as Americans first and 
yolunteers second,if ever. In fact,volunteers are often taken for 
TS41ID employees or even soldiers. Leotians tend to interpret IVS acti- 

vities as a sign that the American government has long-term,irrevocable 

_ commitments to Laos.
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The political implications are obvious. The IVS's role in the 
American coujter-insurgency effort here is not negligible. IVSers 
make up some 13~15% of all Americans working for the U.S. government 

here in Laos. More then that,IVSers comprise close to 70% of all 

Americans operating in day-to-day contact at the village levei. More- , 
over,former IVSers occupy many USAID and other government posts here in 
Laos, As 9 result,IVS as en organization has been and is,making a 

sizable contribution to the American counter-insurgency program. 

Of course,any volunteer organization mst be politically invol- 

ved to some extent. But when a group like IVS in Laos finds itself 

actively engaged in a political struggle,with its volunteers 

systematically singled out for political assaassination by one side . 
in a political war; when moreover,it finds itself closely identified 
with one of the major blocs in the cold war in the midst of a shooting 
war with the other side,the level of political involvement is clearly 

too high to justify remaining. 

2. The proposed changes in job descriptions and: job locations 

would in no way change the curreat unacceptably level of political 
involvement. 

lor example,it is suggested that IVSers work directly with lower 

and middle level officials. This has been tried beforesindeed the 
majority of IVS work to date has probably been with such officials. 
It is only recently that USAID has left the field to IVSers so that 

they have begun dealing daily with higher-ranking officials, such 
as district and provincial governors. Previous IVS experience in 

working with lower and middle-level officials suggests that there is 

little likelihood that IVSers can have mich influence on the basic 
problems facing the RLG, and even that the lower they work the less 
of an influence they can have. Moreeover,continuing to work with 
RIG officials at whatever level, IVS will be continuing its politi- 
cal involvement and identification with one side in a political war. 

Whether IVS pulls back to the cities or not,it will still be 
made up mostly of /‘mericensfunded by the American government,and 
work in support of the counter-insurgency program to strengthen the 

RLG against the Pathet Lao. l we es 

« : i 4 : —*
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Moreover ,the danger of political assassination will only be reduced 

by a pull-back to the cities,not eliminated. It is highly unlikely 
that IVSers will not be called upon to travel out to villages as long 
as they remain in Laos, even if they sleep in the towns- and it is 

quite possible that even the suburbs of Mekong River valley towns 

will not remain free of political assassination in the future. 

The basic objections to IVS's political role in Laos will 

remain whether or not IVS pulls back to the towns. 

3. 4s for the education team,the political nature of the job 

is a bit more subtle, but there nonetheless. It is perhaps not so 
obvious due to the safer locations in which IVS/ED members work. 

It is true that there is nothing inherently political about 

teaching English or math or perhaps even civics. It becomes political 

however,when the schools we teach in-take their pupils from the RLG 

side,when students we train mst sign contracts to teach for the RLG 
in the future,and when the pictures on the wall are of RLG officials 
onlyo 

The educational opportunities offered by either side to the 
most capable avd ambitious of rural youth is a key to sucess in the 

political struggle currently being waged here. By engaging itself in 
svaching on one side only IVS has irrevocably ranged itself on one 

side of the political struggle also. 

4, Due to its political involvement, IVS brings undue danger 
upon the Leotians with whom it is associated. Two Laotians employed 
by IVS have been killed in political assassinations. Dozens of other 

Laotians -government officials and simple villagers alike- have been 
killed,wounded,or endangered due to association with IVS. As we pull 

back to the cities and make new friends with Laotians who presently 
have no association with Americans,thig problem is in no sense elimi= .. 
nated. Rather we are endangering people who are now safe from this - 
problem. 

5. Somé volunteers argue that, although it is true that IVS 
is political,it can still do some good in Laos. We do not deny that 

_ Some individuals can be of some help to the Laotian people. But we 
feel that once the level of IVS's politicality is admitted,thet it as 

en organization has no business in Laos.
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Individuals who are willing to function politically while doing 

good might more logically think of joining an organization like USAID 

which is openly political. This makes more sense to us than trying to 

change the non-pohitical,humanitarian ideals of IVS,which is after 
all one of the few non-profit volunteer organizations in existence. 

USAID has a $48m. budget to administer this year. It is clear 

that if IVS pulls out of Leos they will be forced to find anway to 
administrate it. There is every reason to believe they will, probably 
by making contract positions available. Clearly,former IVSers who 

knew the country and language would «have top priority in obtaining 
such positions. 

6. There are others who argue that IVS is dty-bound,by its huma- 
nitarien principles,to remain in laos. They argue that in this time 
of war the Laotian people need our help even more. 

There is no doubt that the Laotian people need all the help 

they con get. The question is,however,whether IVS as a non-palitical 

volunteer group is in ae position to give it. 

Even if it is Agreed that IVS cannot remain in the present 
situation,tiere is nothing to prevent individuals truly conscience- 
bound to remain on in Laos from doing so. Even if our proposal for 

palling out is adopted,it will be 6 months to a year before the step 

is taken. During this time any individuals wishing to remain on in 
Leos could easily save enough maney ta support themselves for another 
year or two here on their own. In such a case they would individually 

be in @ position to offer non-political,disinterested aid. 

Moreover,we see a basic contradiction between position that IVS 
should stay in Laos due to the ravages of Wer upon it,and the position 
that IVS should pull back to.the cities. Clearly,if a major reason for 
IVS to remain in Laos is to help it in a time of war,we should not 
pull back to the cities which are relatively untouched by the war. 

Either we stay out in the villages in the war zones,risking our own 
lives,helping the sick and wounded,or we pull out of Laos. Pulling 

back to the citieg will in no way meet the needs of war-torn Laos. 

7. Some other volunteers argue that IVS should remain in Laos 
because it offers more " leeway " to volunteers than would USAID
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This is, to begin with,a highly questionable assumption. The 
amount of leeway given to IVSers seems to depend far more upon the 

personality of individual superior then whether they belongs to IVS 

or USAID. But even if it were true that individual volunteers have 
more leeway under IVS than USAID,we do not feel that this is sufficient 

reason for IVS as an organization to remain in Laos, The current 
level of political involvement of IVS in laos compromises its very 

integrity as an organization. That certain individuals find it more 

conveniént and free than they would find USAID cannot compensate for 

this threat to IVS's identify. 

8. There are those who suggest that we should wait another six 
months or a year before making a decision on whether to pull out or 

not. But, why ? Either the basic contradictions of IVS's position in 

Laos,between its non-political goals and its highly political role, 
call for it to pull out of Laos or they don't. Another six months or 
year won't mke a differsnae,any nore than a pullback to the cities 

can alter IVS's political role. 

As it is,the present proposal for IVS to pull back will take 
six months to a yeer to implement. During this period IVS will con- 

time functioning politically and-not inéidentally-more IVSers may die. 

We see little reason to puti off a decision on this basic issue. 

9. We would like to stress that the decision of what IVS is to do 

in Laos must be taken of Laos itself. 

There are some ,for example,who suggest that because IVS has 

remained in Vietnam it should do so in Laos as well. 

Looking from the outside,we feel that any comparison between 
IVS's position in Laos and Vietnam is inexact at best. For one thing, 

IVS's political role in Vietnam has been lessened by the arrival of 

550,000 American troops and tens of thousands of civilian personnel. 
In Leos,as we have shown,IVS's role is of far greater significance. 
Moreover,there is no evidence that the Viet Cong have systematically - 

selected IVS as targets for political assassination as have the Pathet 
Lao here. In any event, 1IVS/Vietnam is also doing a good deal of soul- 
searching abot its role,end more and more of its members seem to feel 

_ thet it has no future there unless it cen become truly internationa- 

lized.
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But this is only looking from the outside. We do not feel that 
any decisions made about IVS/Iaos shohd be taken with reference to 
what is going on in Vietnem, the situation here should be evaluated 
in and of itself. 

10. Finally, it met be stressed that there is no foreseeable 
alternative for IVS as an organization in laos that does not involve 
employnent by USAID. Such employment will always involve IVS/laos 

politically to a degree which is simply not acceptable. 

It is not that employment by USAID is unacceptable per se. In 
countries at peace an IVS contract with USAID might be judged by the 
board as an acceptable level of politicization for IVS. 

But it mst be clear that in a country at war like laos,where 
IVS is unevoidably identified with one side in a highly political war, 
thet IVS can simply not remain. 

Conclusion 

IVS should withdraw from Leos. It is functioning politically here 
in a way that is simply not consonant with its most basic principles. 

Some individuals may feel that they can be of service to the Lao people 
even, though they are functioning politically. It is only logical that 
such individuals accept the contract positions with USAID that would 
most likely become available were IVS to withdraw from Laos. 

Others individuals may wish to function in a humanitarian: way,fxee 
of political considerations. It is logical that such individuals remaik 
on in laos at their own expence,living on what they can save in the 
next 6 months to a year from a rather considerable IVS salary in 

terms of the cost of living here. 

But whatever individuals may do,there is no doubt that IVS can 
no longer function here as an organization dedicated to people,non- 

political volunteer principles. 

We stress that if IVS remains in Laos,it mst no longer mask the 
political implications of its work here,. It must make clear to all, 
particularly prospective volnteers long before they come to Harper's 

Ferry,that IVS is backing up one side in a counter-insurgency effort.
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It would be inconscfiencé@able to send any: more voluntéers to Laos and 
a possible death without their having e through understanding of the 
political issas at stake. But such a course of frank honesty to all 
would do jncalculabkeharm to IVS both in attracting new volunteers 
and seeking new positions elsewhere, Since this is therefore not an 1 

acceptable course for IVS, the only honorable alternative is withdrawal. 

We believe in the fture of IVS. We believe that as one o the few 
private volunteer organisation: with any kind 0 standing and experience, 

IVS has a ftiure throughout the developing world. But the trend through- 

out Asia, Africa,and Latin America is against politically-oriented 

groups. Unless IVS takes a clear stand against politicization of its 

role,it is jeopardizing future opportunitiesin developing countries. 
Meny nations in Africa,for example,have either ejected the Peace Corps 
or expressed their distrust of it. Such nations might be mich more 

amenable to a group like IVS if it can demonstrate its political 
independence. 

Of course,neither IVS nor any other organisation can ever be 

completely politically independent. But by directly involving itself 
in a counter-insurgent effort here in Laos,by doing so,moreover,on 
behalf of one of the two great blocs in the midst of the cold war, IVS 
has exceeded an acceptable level of political involvement... 

It may well be that IVS should never have allowed its role to 

become what it has in Leos. But what's past is past and can't be 
undone. What is important now is that we look to the future. Such a 

perspective demands a clear and firm decision to withdraw from Laos. 

In closing,however,we wish to stress that IVS involvement in Laos 
is unfortunate in and of itself. Even if withdrawal from Leos did not .. 
have appreciable effects on contract possibilities in other countries, 
IVS would be duty-bound to terminate its present operation here. 

IVS's organizing principle,its rdison d'etre, is as a private 

non-political,people to people organization. Continuation in Laos 
violates this most basic tenet. 

In closing,we woikd note that many of us who favor withdrawal of IVS 
from Iaos feel a deep personal commitment to the laotian people. Through 
on collective years of service here,we have come to respect them ag 

individuals and collectively. Many of us have close personal attachments 
mmy have: other reasons for staying,and do not plan to leave as individuals. 
' We feel as acutely as any the needs of the Laotian people but this in 

no way diminishes our conviction that IVS,our organization, should 
terminate its commitment here. Neither the interests of the Laotian 
people,or of IVS itself,are served by the, continue presence of IVS in 
Leos.
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~ A Brief History of International Voluntary Services, Inc. 

: by 

‘Galen 8. Beery 

IvS/ashington - 1959-1962 
IVS/NDD-Laos —- 1962-1967 

USAID/RDD-Laos — 1967-1969 

As one who has been closely involved with IVS for almost ten years, it 

has been interesting for me to witness the évetoment of International 

Voluntary Services as a not-for-profit organization working in technical 

assistance abroad, Since there is a tendency to forget the steps in the 

growth and history of such an organization unless it is put down in black- 

and-white, I here have put down a rough owtline of IVS! history in vazious 

countries. ‘his represents my memory and is nov to be considered infail- 

ible, nor is it io be considered an official history of IVS. 
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IVS! roots, anc goal of community development, may be traced back through 

time, through the antecedents for foreign technical assistance lating back 

to St. Paul's "Cane over into liacedonia and help us". The idea of assist- 

ance and construction grew up through World Wars I and II. Willian James 

‘ explored the idea of an international constructive group in his "A Moral 

Equivalent to War", And missionary work throughout the 18th and 19th ; 

centuries fostered many technical assistance programs, largely educational 

and on a siall-scale. 

; ‘ The actual organization of IVS came about as the result of a comment 

made by John Foster Dulles in a speech he iade early in the 1950's. While 

. talking about international development, he indicated that the U:S. 

government was invezested in securing the same type of dedicated
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missionary personnel which the churches iad recruited to work in mission- 

ary and chure. work overseas. .\ small group of men, representing six or 

seven church denominations, later asked wnat it was, more specifically, 

. that he was searching for, and how they could help. Delles indicated 

that, if thore was an independent organization wiich could recruit such 

personnel, the U.S. “overmient would be interested in contracting with 

the for teams of personnel, However, since contracts would be govern- 

mental, there would be no proselytizing or propagandizing. 

As a result of these discussions, the denominational representatives 

went anead and set up an organization termed International Voluntary 

Services, incorporated under the laws of the District of Columbia in 1953. 

Dre “. Harold Row, of the Church of the Srethren, and Dr, William Snyder, 

of the Mennonite Central Comittee, handled many aspects of organization 

and plaming. Dr. J. 5S. lloffsinger, a Srethren educational leader, with 

a long history of work in the International field, became the first 

Executive Director. 

The young organization relied on prececents sect up by various 

church relief organizations which had been set up to meet refugee needs 

after World War II, The IVS application form was patterned closely after 

that used by Brethren Volunteer Service, of the Church of the Brethren. 

The two major organizations of tuis type were the 3rethren Volunteer 

Service (BVS) of the Chureh of the Brethren, and the Mennonite Central 

Coumittee, Both organizations recruited and supported personnel in 

European relief construction and work camps. The majority of the IVS'ers 

for the first two years, since recruitment was largely through the churches, 

were from these two denominetions and the Seciety ef Friends (Quarkers),
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And many of the men recruited, usually those with a farm background and a 

degree in agriculture, were conscientious objectors, doing IVS wrk "in 

the national intcrest", as an alternative to military service. 

IVS "aspect curing its first seven or cight years was that of a 

small, tightly-knit organization, The Washington office was small, with 

only the Executive Director and one secretary until 1959. Recruits were 

personally contacted through local ministers! recommendations, and care- 

fully screened. Teams were small, there was little more than a two-day 

orientation in Washington before new workers were sent overseas, and in 

the field, teas worked and lived almost as family units. 

First Teams 

The first teams IVS fielded were in the Hear East, had very few 

personnel, and wore on a limited village level. 

In 1953 or 195), IVS sent two young agriculturists to Assuit, in 

Egypt, wiere they helped the Egyptian government operate agricultural! 

stations. Tieir role was that of working directly with goverment officials 

in the department of agriculture, and with villagers. When the Executive 

Director visited Egypt in 195), a high official in the Egyptian goverment 

told him that "The fame of your two boys has spread up and down the Nile. 

We could use fifty like them’, Unfortunately, the government soon suffer- 

ed a political upheavel, and was unable to fund additional personnel. The 

two IVS'ers were withdrawn later in 195): or early in 1955. 

soe 

During the same peried, IVS sent several men to work on the Jordan



Valley Development Project, in Jordan. This project, located near Jericho, 

was the work of one man, a progressive-mindedc Arab named Musa Bey Alami. 

Against others! advice, he sunk a series of wells in barren areas, struck 

water, anc instituted large-scale farming on a modern, scientific basis. 

When traditional farmers refused to learn "new tricks", he started a boys! 

training school, and adopted large number of orphans from the streets of 

Jerusalem. The boys were able to learn modern farming methods and received 

id. 
technical training by working on the land being reclaimed from the desert. 

Eut in the same year, nationalist and anti~American feeling rose high. 

Thousands of Arabs rioted and wrecked the station, killing some 20,000 

purebred Leghorn chickens being raised as a poultry project. It was felt 

by IVS that the IVS'ers could no longer work uncer the conditions, and 

they were withdrawn. One man was transferred to a new team in Iraq. 

Iraq 

The teams in Egypt and Jordan consisted of no more than two or three 

men each. The first actual IVS "team" was fielded in Iraq in 1954, to 

work in Community Development. A "Chief-of-Party" directed and coordinated 

the work of several team manbers, each of whom was a technician in a 

specific field, The Iraq team included a nurse, home economist, and 

agricultural technicians in livestock and poultry. Most of the men on 

ahiee: ‘ ‘ 2 
the team were conscientious objectors. 

eee i/ The work was foatured in an article in the Reader's Digest for May 
or June, 195), under the title "Musa Bey Fights the Battle of Jericho". 

2/ For the record, the Iraq team members included Don ami Cherrie Mitchell, 
Ed and Betty Miser, ilartha Rupel, Ed Harmon, Dr. Burke, Don Goodfelicir, 

Carl Jensen, Everett Jenning, Peter Barwick, and Rudd Hamm. Goodfellow 
was stricken with polio shortly after arriving and has been bedridden 

: at his home in the states ever since. lon Mitchell is presentiy werking 
with UG Thailand.
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The IVS contract for the Iraq team was with the U.S. International 

Cooperation .idministration (ICA), which was expanding American technical 

assistance programs, and the Iraqi Ministry of Social Affairs. The great- 

er part of the program consisted of the training of Iraqi Community 

Development personnel, These "Village Level Workers" received both formal 

training and follow vp work with the IVS'ters in rural villages. Projects 

were centered primarily in the villages of Shalaqwa, Erbil province, 

northern Iraq, in Sulimineah province, cast of Kurkuk, in eastern Iraq, 

and in Hahnawhil, Hillah Province, southern Iraq, near the barren mound 

which marks the site of the ancient city of Babylon. 

Operations ended in 1957, despite some successes, when the ICA 

contract terminated and was not renewed, The main reason for nonrenewal 

appears to have been that certain Iraqi goverment officials felt that 

tho work of the IVS team posed a threat to their own jobs, either by 

takeover or by comparison. 

A second Conmunity Development team was fielded in Nepal from 1954 

through 1957. ‘This team was stationed in what is now northern India, 

where the hot plains meet the foothills of the Himalaya mountains. The 

Nepal team also included six or seven persons, Inoperation, the team was 

left pretty much to its own devices, although there was some assistance 

from govermmental agencies, An abandoned movie threatre in a provincial 

center was secured and renovated as a community development center. 

Women team members taught sewing classes, Some agricultural projects 

were undertaken. But, as with the first three teams, work ended after 

"the two-year contract. Under a new boundary agreement signed between
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India and Nepal, the area became jart of India, and India, at that time, 

was not interested in community development work. 

Programs in Southeast Asia 

While IVS teans operated in Iraq and Nepal, IVS Executive Director 

Dr. J. S. ioffsinger, made periodic inspection tours and was also able to 

investigate other possibilitics in the lear Hast and Southeast Asia for 

IVS teams. He found that the U.S. had begun sending technical advisors to 

Laos and Vietnam under ICA programs, and was interested in IVS'ers to 

work in these two countrics. 

Two contracts were signed with ICA. That in Laos with the Rural 

Development Division of USM - United States Operations Ilission 3. the 

local country branch of ICA, In Vietnam, the USO Agriculture Division 

contracted for teans of agriculturists. 

aoe 

The IVS "RD" team in L2os was assigned to the town of Lat Houang, 

on the Plaine des Jarres, Xieng Khovang province, and team members began 

setting up an agricultural and community development station as a center 

for the cattle industry on the plain. The ag men supervised the building 

of corrals, and L20 boys were hired to help vaccinate livestock. Purebred 

Brahama cattle were imported to improve local breeds of cattle. An IVS 

nurse set up 2 dispensary and began to train Lao and Meo cirls as nurses. 

The program was isolated by transportation and location from other 

ee 

3/ ICA, under the Kennedy administration, becane in 1961 the U.S, Agency 
for International Revelopment (ATD or USAID), and local desimation of 
NUSCM" was abandoned for the term USAIN, except, for scme rassoa, in 

Thailand,
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American progrsms, and marked by the "missionary-type" relationship which 

has since been lost. Walt Coward, a memoer of whis early team and later 

a Chief-of-Party, recalled that the attiwde of many USO4 employees was 

that IVS was "a bunch of religious nuts somewhere on the Plaine des Jarres". 

As for transportation, "flights were few and far between: when an airplane 

arrivec, it was a red-letter day. If we ran low on gas for the generator, 

we'd give a pilot a five gallon can and he'd siphon some out of the wing 

tanks for us. In return, we'd give him a good meal". 

The IVS "Education Team" started under a contract signed with ICA 

in 1957, under USOM Education Division. Teachers were recruited to teach 

various technical subjects at Laos! highes educational institution, the 

Hational Education Center (now Ecole Superior des Pedagozies or Sisavang 

Vong University), being built nine kilometers outside Vientiane, A Public 

Health mirsc taught health and nursing and ran the school Ccispensary. 

An IVS'er sicillec in carventry began teaching wood shop, and a plumber 

and electrician taught and worked in their fields, An important facet of 

these operations was that, as a new university in an underdeveloped comiry, 

much of the work ad to be a "work while you learn" type. Students not 

only learned carventry, auto mechanics, plumbins, but they built and 

repaired cormitories, wired them and installed plumbing, aid repaired 

school equipment. 

While the RD and Education teams went about their work, the period 

from 1956 to 1959 was a period of growth, corruption, and change. The 

rapid increase in Aid programs led to mismanagement and corruption, with 

led to widely-reported excesses and, inevitably, to a Congressional investi- 

gaticn, IVS was not involved, but a3 a result of cherses of "American
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imperialism" and a reaction against the versonal aggradizament of local 

officials and military leaders, who were 'fightin: communism', a neutral- 

ist reaction developed and fractured the government into three paris, 

Leftist (the "Pathet Lao" or PL), iightist, and Jieutr“list. The first 

phases of IVS Work in Laos were brought to 20 abrupt end in 1960 cue to 

the changed military situation and eivil war. 

In Aucust, 1960, Neutralist troops under the comand of Captain hong 

Le took over Vientiane. The Education team continued work as usual, but 

the Xieng Khouang team was pulled in to Vientiane, where they assisted USO 

personnel in regular development activities. ‘The Lat Houang livestock 

station, turned over to goverrment officials, rapidly reverted to weeds. 

Cattle on the station were later killed and eaten by military units in 

the eee” 

In December, 1960, Pightest forces clashed with kong Le's paratroopers 

in Vienticne. lost IVS and USGI personnel were evacuated in a long convoy 

of civilian cars to the border city of Thadeua, 2nd crossed the Helkong 

River to -ong Khai, from where they were flown to Bangkok. Only two, Dayton 

Maxwell anc Edgar iM. ("Pop") Buel, remained in Laos to work in refuzee 

epenations,” 

For tne next five or six months, ma@t IVS Laos operavions stagnated 

a 

h/ Work has never been re-initiated in Lat Houang due to the political 
situation, An interesting description of the IVS headerquarters is ;iven 
in "Reported to 30 Alive", a book by an American reporter who was held 

captive there by Pathet Lao troops. 

S/n Pop” Buell shortly transferred to USAID and has continued working in 

refugee operations in Xieng Khouang province. The Saturday Evening 
Post carried a two-part article on hin in 1962 under the title "An 

American Hero", Maxwell presently works in the USAID Training Branch.
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as the morrle of people housed in Bangkok hotels and receiving a high 

per diem collapsed. Several IVS'ors transferred to the IVS team in 

Viet-llam. ‘This marked the low point of IVS/Laos work. 

IVS and the U.S. Peace Corps 

In 1959, a Congressional investigating cammittec visited Laos to 

observe America's foreign aid program in action, The success of IVS in 

working with people at the village level did not go unnoticed. The 

committee, consisting of Senator Humphrey 2nd Conzsressmen Neuss and 

Neuberger, were very favorably impressed by the work of the IVS tes. 

In =n enthusiastic report, they indicated that the IVS work was the best 

program they had seen, and recomended that the U.S. zovermment consider 

the possibility of setting up some agency to recruit and send young 

Americans overseas to do such technical assistance work. 

Senator lumphrey, in particular, promulgmmated the idea. In 1960, 

after 2 series of conferences with IVS Director Noffsinger, he sponsored 

a bill in the U.S. Senate for the sstablishment of a "Point Four Youth 

Corps". Reuss and Neuberger introduced a similar 1 bill in the house. 

So much interests was generated by this proposal, that Humphrey suggested 

to presidential candidate John F. iennedy that it be included as part of 

his platform. Kennedy did so, in a speech in San Francisco, and later at 

the University of Michigan. Jt was reported that the volume of mail he 

received regarding the Youth Corps proposal exceeded the mail on all 

other issues combined, 

While the Peace Corps, officially established in 1961, did appear 

to be similar to IVS, IVS remains a private, non-governmental, not-for- 

profit organization, While there was a joint IVS-Peace Corps project in
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1961-1963, in Liberia, this was not too successful and work has contimed 

since then along separate paths. IVS relations with the Peace Corps have 

remained cordials several IVS'ters have -one on to administrative jobs 

with the Peace Corps: far mare Peace Corps Volunteers have elected to 

return overseas after their terms ended, with IVS. This has meant a slow 

absorbtion of sane Peace Corps thinking ind terminoloyy in IVS. IVS'ers 

are now known in Laos as "volunteers" rather than team members, and the 

"Chief-of-Party" and other administrative personnel are known as the "Staff, 

There was initially sane Peace Corps interest in working in Viet—iian 

and in Inos, HUewever, working in these "War Zones" would be politically 

repercussive and the Peace Corps has not cntered these areas, leaving the 

field to IVS and a multitude of other private, voluntary agencies. 

Ghana/“Ugeria fea 

: An IVS two-man tean worked in ifigeria from 1960-1961 uncer the 

auspices of the 2ockerfeller Brothers Foundation, demonstrating the 

: "CGinva-am", an earth-block machine, The teow was originally slated to 

go to Ghana, but at the last moment was sent instead to iigeria. The 

machine, ceveloped for use in underdeveloped countries, used ordinary 

earch, with 2 small amount of cement, to be formed uncer pressure into 

strong blocks useable in quality tropical construction, : 

The IVS'ers demonstrated the machine +o goverrment and village 

leaders in rural areas throuvhout wigeria. While the machine proved 

excellent, it was found that the cost of the machine and the small amount 

of cement recuired wis still beyond the means of the villagers. The i 

contract terminated in 1961 and was not renewed.
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15 IVS teachers taught in Liberia in 1960~61, under a USO% contract, 

to assist the Liberian government solve the problem of a teacher shortage 

at the elementary level. While the orizional contract called for 27 men, 

only some 15 single men, each with 2 degree in education and teaching 

experience, were recruited and sent, over a 6-3 month period, to Liberia. 

When the contract came up for renewal, and expansion by some two 

score teachers, IVS was faced with a contiming problem of winding new 

teacher recruits. Nepresentatives contacted the new U.S. Peace Corps, 

: which was interested in moving into Liberia, 

GSS/an 
February, 1969 

+
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Office Memorandum Sdenatinal Volantany Denice, ne 
To : Walter B, Johnson, Director IVS. \N it 

; SJ : 

FROM : IVS Board meeting, November 20, 1969 : 
(Adm. #24-69) : 

SUBJECT: 
The Board of Directors on November 20th took the following action: 

"1, Rigoreus review of security conditions'mst be carried out 
continually, using USAID, RIG, and IVS sources of information, 
The COP has ultimate responsibility for decision on sites of work 
or travel for IVSers, and would be encouraged always to take a 
cautious position in any case of doubt. In general this means 
using workers in or near major population centers where security 
is more assured, Education volunteers are less affected than ..AG 

and RD men whose tasks in urban and suburban areas would have to 
be reappraised, Forward areas are out for the duration. 

"2. The USAID connection in laos would be further minimized, The 
corollary would be closer ties to the RIG. Volunteers, wherever 
possible, would be assigned to positions under the appropriate 
ministry and would be on their payroll so far as base salary is 
concerned (the amount paid a Lao counterpart). Supervision would 
naturally follow from RLG officials rather than immediately from s 
USAID. These salaries would be supplemented by a cost of living 
allowance paid by IVS in dollars in leos plus a "topping" 
supplement on salary accumulated in the States, The total amount 
received would be the same as the present. : 

"Present USAID benefits and perquisites would be drastically 
reduced, minimized and possibly eliminated. This would include 
housing, transportation, APO, PX and commissary privileges, etc, 

"Safeby and health of volunteers is a proper concern for the Board 
and this requires a connection with USAID, Medical supplies and 
services, communication facilities, and possibly customs clearances 

may be too important to drop. ; 

"3. The corollary to de-involvement with U SAID would be a more austere 
mode of life, less conspiciou s evidences of affluent American 
living, getting away from material aids into more practical services, 
and finally, closer contact with lao people, Volunteers would seek 

to avoid becoming cheap manpower for USAID programs and also try to 

escape primarily political activities sueh as USIS propaganda. 
"Advocates of this position. suggest that this more independent and 
creative role for IVS would permit greater utilization of USAID 
“resources and actually a better posture from which to help our lao 

friends and to build understanding of the American people's value," 

IVS: WBJohnson:mn 12/11/69
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Basic Survival Techniques for Leos 

Survival in laos in the event of an accident~-usually a plane or copter 

being forced down--faill. into two phases: 

1. Immediate action after survival of the crash landing 
é.e Movement to safety 

Pirst, survival in either of the above phases may depend upon your having 
a light survival kif on your person, Such kits heve been mace available to 
members of Forward 4rea Teams, ana it is anticipated that sinilar kits will be 
assembled for other IVS menbers. There have been seversl planeaccidents in the 
dest few years in wich suviveors endured unecessary agony snd privation await~ 
ing rescue because they did not heve ti.e basic means available to treat their 
injuries or sustain thouselves until naglp arrived or until they had worked 
their way to safetr. It is no fun to wander aimlessly around ti.c jungle 
attempting to make « splint for your aru while both hands have third degree burns. 

The survivel kit, small cnough to carry comfortably on your belt, should 

include: 

1. Water-proof matches (covering the tips with candlewax will do the job) 
or matches in a waterproof container 

2. Penicillin tablets 

3. Diarrhea pills 
4. Codsine sulfate or chin. painekiller* 
5. Ambiseptic 
6. Burn ointment 
7. Gauze 
8. Adhesive compresses 
9. Thin rope for use as a tourniquet 

10. Ragor-bisde or incision blede (such as an ASR Sterisharp) 
ll. Tweezers 
12. Water~purificstion tablicts 
13. Vitamin tablcts 

14. Bullion cubes 
15. Sait tablets (optionel~-bullion cubes will provide some salt; but 

should be included if you sweat profusely; may prove useful in / 
treating heat cramps, heat exheustion or sunstroke) 

16. Paper drinking cones 
a7. Nylen fishing Line and iieoks 
18, Small nylon mesh net (optional--if space permits) 
19. Insect revellent (optional--if space permits) 

Two other essentials wich are usually carried separately are (1) a knife 
and (2) a compass. 

Immediate action after surviving a crash: “Treat yourself and others that may 
be injured. Uo not move too far away from the wreckage, wiiich will be searched 
for when it is realized your piane is missing, In insecure areas it is advisable 
to move some distance from the wreckage, but stay close enough to enable you 
to use your wiite underclothes to signal 

*In dangerously insecure situations, tiese pills showld be used sparinly if 
at all, They will dull your thinking as well ac the pain.
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search planes. You cannot trust the natives that’ live beyorld the known secure 
areas of loos. If you are found by them and tuey act suspiciously don't hesitate 
to offér them a bribe to escort you to safety or in return for other kinds of 
aid. tLet them know there will be a reward for your safe delivery to friendly 

elenents, 

Moving to safety: If circumstances cause you to lave to move through the 

wilderness of Laos, the main thing is to know in which direction you will have 
to go to reach the Mekong; Routes 13, 9, or 73; or other routes or valleys 
which you personnaly my be familiar with. Your kit should contain a compass-- 
it can be a life-saver. It is a peculiar and helpful circumstance that with 
the exception of northern Sieng Khoueng and Sam Weua (or houa Phan) provinces, 
all streams in Laos ulti:mtely run to the Mekong. In southern Laos they wander 
considerably, but even tuere they eventually find tie big river. KEEP GOING 
DOWN-STHIAM, The strvems will get larger and larger end finally you will up 

on Laos! main waterway, along which most villages are frienciy. 

When travelin, by eirplane, always try to stey oriented, knowing generally 
where you are at all times, The streanus-foliowing technique can mean a long 
journey out to civilization. If you know your approximate location when you 
become lost, a compass course might save you many a mile. But you should make 
yourself a banboogantéen before you strike out away from water. Avoid villages 
and don't assume all eos and obh r hill tribes are fricndly--some aren't. 
If you can observes a ville. e froma distance and sec natives in our utility 
uniforms, you have fouad a Fal or ADC military unit and you are safe. 

General sonsiderations: Food—-The jungles cf laos de not teem with life, 
nor are edible fruits ind nuts plentiful. There are many wild banana trees, 
but few of them bear fruit, Coconut trees xbound only around inhabited areas. 
There are so meny fire aiv:s in laos and so nem lunters shooting at even the 
smallest game birds tht « person would heve a better chance of sustaining 
himself by hurtin: in tie forests in the Statics than ne would in tae wilderness 
of Laos. Snakes and fro.s, particularly froys can be found anc eaten on « 
survival basis. A bamboo spear, fashioned from a thin poje and s.uarpened to 
a long necdle point, can prove helpful here, like the Leo, you can use it to 
prod into eracks anc cranies tm a stream where frovs, fish or snakes may be 
hiding. Remember that all fur-bearing animals, birds, and snakes are edible 
but these shovld be eaten only when freshly killed and after having been ins- 
pected for signs of disease. lost mountain streams have small edible fish which 
can be trapped with 2 fine mncsh nylon net, purciased locally for your survival 
Kit. Placed across 4 shall stream, it will snare fish which you drive in its 
direction. 

A better course, however, is to depend again on your survival kit for 
food the four or five deys within which tine you should be found of have worked 
your way to friendly ielp. tec: forward Area Team kit-has four bullion cubes 
and eight vitamin tablets, For bulk there is one food that can be found almost 
anyplace in Lacs--baiboo shoots, look et the tase of most bamboo clumps and 
you will see shoots pushing up through the sround., Dig down about « foot and
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eut off the tender bottom. This underground part can be sliced in small pieces 

like tough cabbage. lux them with water and a bullion cube or a vitamin tablet 
in a cup made froma benboo joint. This will provide food with both bulk and 

vitemins, One batch a dav will keep you going. 

Protection from wild creatures: This will be a low priority on your list 
of worries, Snakes hear you coming and get out of the way. TMgers, although 

plentiful seem te prefer deer, buffalo and pigs to man, If you see bear cubs, 
get out of the way, The mama bears of Laos have mangled more. humans than tigers 

have, If it will meke you feel more secure, you can carry the pointed, baniboo 
hunting spear as a defensive weapon, leeches are plentiful anu annoyingly 

bloody, A few of them can be burned off with a cigarette or scraped off with 
a cigarette or scraped off with your knife. It is possible, however, to become 
so beset by them that your only recourse, (tinc-wise) is to pick them off and 
touch the spot up with your antiseptic, fucking your trousers into the tops of 
your boots is the best prevertative. (Wellinztor boots, which appear so 
glamorous, are open-funiel receptacles, made to assure your collecting every 

insect along the trail.) 

A final word of advice: Don't become cereless in following comuon safety 

and health precautions wiile in a tense, survival situation, At the tine, 
getting out seems to be all that is important, vt in tin: long run tne amoebas 

or blood-fiukes you pick up drinking untreated or poorly chosen water, the 
infected burns or wounds, or thepsrasites and diseases picked up through body 
filth may prove more troublesome. Sy dealing carufully unc thoughfully with 
both the common concerns and the uncomnon ones, you will keep yourself in better 
physical and, one migit adu, in better mental condition. A fow things to 
remember in this respect ars: 

i. Don't travel at nist unless you ere in a way insecure area and are 
thereby forced to take exceptional precautions, A sprained ankle, 

exhaustion, a zoused cyc, or minor cuts and bruises that can become 

major ones ney result, It's bad sense to be in tiis mech of hurry. 

2, If it has been raining, try to find shelter for the nightand dry 
out your clothes befere siseping in them, The heartwood of dead limbs 

or trees can be used to start a fire. 

3. Stop moving eerily enough to find a couferteble place to sleep at night. 

When it's cerk, it's tough to know if there are red antes around until 

they're biting you. 
4. Keep as clean as possible, Wear your clothes loose but keep as mech 

of your body protected as possible--long sleeves shoula ve rolled down-- 
to avoid sunburn, sceretches,and insects. 

Besides takin; theprscaution of preparing a survival kit ahead of time, 

you should also familiarizs yourself with the basic elements of First Aid. 
The most important (in that tiey are tie most serious) situations you should 
be ready to ceal with are:
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1, Shock 
2. Frecturvus--simpie and corpound 

E 3. Arteriel bleeding 

4. Heat - or sunstroke--distinct from and mich more serious than. 
hoat cramps or heet exhaustion 

5. Snakesites 

Sinply, then, survival in Laos depends on preperation, common sense, 
and 2 cool head. : 

|
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FIELD WORK 
F LAOS 

; FIRST AD KIT ; 

Suggested Contents: 

1 Bandage Compress 4 
f 1 Bandage Compress 2" 

1 Adhesive Absorbent Bandage ~ 1 " 
2 Triangular Bandages = 40" 

F (with eres 
1 Bye Dressing Unit 

hs 1 Tweezers 
r 1 Antiseptic Liquid Soap Unit 
. 1 Box Aspirin Tablets 

; 1 Forest Service First Aid guide 

: 7 (Duplicates of all these items included in Standard First Aid Kit.) 

Add: 1 Scissors 
; Chlorequin Tablets 

d Diarrhea Tablets 
Eye Ointment : 

% Skin Ointment 
q Bottle Boiled Water 
- Bottle Merthiolate 
q Bar Soap 

Metal spoon (or Tongue Blades) 
} : Eye Dropper 
i Gauze roller. 
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IDEAS, CUSTOMS AND PEOPLE 

I. Basic Human Characteristics 

Despite the differences in ideas and customs which we 
find among people in various parts of the world, it is 

i still true that human beings tend to share more charac- 
teristics in common than not. For example, there are no 

peoples in the world who do not want to be liked or who 

enjoy being in a position of inferiority to others. They 
may accept a position of social inferiority, but they will 
not like it. As another instance, we find that the 

institutions of marriage and the family exist everywhere, 
even though in some areas’ husbands will own the family 
property, and in others it will be the possession of the 

wives. In some areas the family will arrange the marriage, 

in others the young people will be free to choose their 
mates. In most regions the father will support his wife 
and children and yet there are places where the wife's 
brother, rather than the husband, will be the family pro- 

} vider. Again, we find that although human beings everywhere 

love children, they will bring them up somewhat differently. 

In many regions children are disciplined with a good deal of 
physical punishment; in others parents will never strike 

a child. In some areas parents will instill high expectations 

in their children; in others they will discourage any ambition 
on the part of their children. This list could be extended 
on and on. 

What are some of the basic characteristics which all 

human beings will have in common? First of all there will 
be very much the same biological equipment and the same ‘ 
physiological urges which need to be satisfied. Human 
beings all over the world have dances, music and the same 

desire for artistic forms, even though what one group will 
like will apear "outlandish" to another. We may find 
Arabic music boring to listen to, but Arabs will look upon 

our music as noisy, strange and too varied in sound. The 
waltz may appear very graceful to us, but other peoples 
may look upon it as vulgar and shocking because of the 

= ae = — o 7 = -
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close proximity of the dancing partners. People all few exceptions the individuals in the group ean change 
over the world may have the same institutions, such only if other members in it change, and this is rarely 

as social organizations and religion, but we are aware | a rapid process. If most individuals are reluctant to 
that their forms as well as their content will differ change, then those who identify themselves with us will 

considerably. The point of all this is that it is human be compelled to leave the group, thus losing an eventual 
j to have marriage, the family, economic, social and pol- opportunity to influence the others. 

itical organizations, the arts, law, religion and so on. 5 Sues WS 
Perhaps the most basic human characteristic is that 

Basic, too, for all human beings is their desire to be which is called "ethnocentrism," which is "egotism" on 
closely identified with a group. Normal human beings a group level. There are no special examples which need 
everywhere want to "belong," to be considered part of a ] to be mentioned, since it is found among all people. 
group; the non-conformist everywhere is in a minority. TEEHNOCEREr Lem x5 the common trait which assumes that no 

Individuals like to do the things the other members of group has the virtues or the specific talents and genius 
their groups do. They take their cues from what other 4 which "ours" possesses. In this situation "we" are the 
individuals feel the standardized behavior of the group truly human people, while "other" groups are a little . 
to be, and they want approval from those closely associated | less human. What "we" do is the only "normal" and "intelli- 
with them in the group. There is no greater punishment gent" way of doing things; what others do that is different 

anywhere than being exiled from the group. To be ostra- is considered as "inferior." "We" represent the forces 

cized or ignored by the other members has always been of "good;" "others" the forces of “evil." "Others" are 
considered by most people as a punishment second only to judged mainly in our terms; that is, how close they come 

death. While individuals also like to have the goodwill in approximating the way "we" do things, or the way "we" | 
of other groups, basically they prefer to receive it from think. 

their own members first. 
There are two sides to this coin of ethnocentrism. 

! What we mean by groups may differ in various parts of Others judge us the way we judge them. For example, when 
the world. In most areas it generally means the geographic Europeans first met the Chinese in the sixteenth century 
village area where most of the individuals are related their attitutde was that the latter was “a strange and 

by family ties or by common background of origin. Examples wondrou s creature, undoubtedly possessed of many human 

here would be most of the rural areas of Asia and Europe, attributes, but yet in no sense truly human," 

but not the United States, Australia or New Zealand. In . ' 
other places it might mean the class, caste or occupation The other side of this coin was a letter which a _ 

} that individuals have in common. Here we have the situa- scholarly Chinese wrote to his son after a meeting with 
tions which exist in the cities of Asia and Europe, in Jesuit friends in the same century: "These Ocean Men" 
which individuals tend to associate in groups with those as they are called, are tall beasts with deep sunken 
with whom they feel a mutual area of interest. People in eyes and beaklike noses . . . But the strangest thing 
the cities will take their cues on how to think or behave about them is that, although undoubtedly men, they seem to 
from those with whom they feel identified. Identification, possess none of the mental faculties of men. The most 
though, is a personal matter and it is the individual bestial of peasants is far more human, although these 

himself who will determine to which group he feels most ‘Ocean Men' go from place to place with the self-reliance 
closely tied. . of a man of scholarship and are in some respects exceedingly 

! clever. It is quite possible that they are susceptible to 

A point that we must remember is that few individuals training and could with patience be taught the modes of 
in most areas of the world will identify themselves with ) conduct proper to a human being."* 
our point of view or our way of doing things if these run ! 
counter to what the group considers as "right." With * Quotes from LaPiere and Farnsworth. "Social Psychology." 

NiY., 1942, 0p. 152s
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Ethnocentrism, while universal, is not considered the qualities to the flint knives, arrow heads and the stone clubs 
mark of mature, intelligent individuals. Its prevalence, which they had previously used. Consider, too, how rapidly 

| unfortunately, is more common than its absence. Primitive the gun spread even to the most primitive and backward 
tribes display it in the names they give themselves. For people. Once its use was demonstrated, the demand for it 
example, the Sioux Indians do not call themselves by that increased tremendously. 

| name. They call themselves "Nakota," or "Dakota" or "Lakota," 
all of which means just "People;" the implication being If new ways of doing things are not taken up quickly, it 
“we are the only real people." In the Southwest are found may be that others may not be able to see their possibilities 
the Zuni Indians. Zuni means "people." The Eskimo call or uses because of the social organization they have, or the 

| themselves "Innuit" which, again means "people." In , land use systems, or the fact that the new ideas or inventions 
Africa one of the largest linguistic groups is the Bantu. do not fit into the human factors as these people know them. 

| "Bantu" means "people." In reverse, the Slavic groups in Many times, too, a new and valuable idea may hit resistance 
| Europe call the Germans, "Nemetz," which means "the dumb because the people we talk to initially may be the wrong 

ones - the ones who cannot understand our human speech." One 1 ones to carry through in action, or our meeting them may 
of the prime examples of ethnocentrésm at the present time antagonize others who may be in a better social situation 
is that of Russian Communists who insist that the Russians to initiate a new development. But over a long period of 
first discovered all of the important inventions of the time one good idea will displace an inferior one. 
past two centuries. The world, too, is full of "chosen 

people" who react strongly against others using this term Human beings, then, have very much the same basic reactions. 
| since they are convinced that only their groups is the They want to belong to a group; they desire approval from 

| “chosen" one in ability and genius. their fellow humans; they want a sense of importance; they: 

judge others in terms of themselves and they are interested 
| On the more optimistic side another basic human character- in taking over any invention or any idea which demonstrably 
| istic is the tendency to utilize new inventions after they helps them enjoy life more, cuts down the amount of pain and 

have been demonstrated as convenient and valuable. Consider hardships and builds up better relationships with the people 

how little resistance there has been to the building of around them. As in the United States, human beings in other 
railroads all over the world, and how quickly it was accepted parts of the world seek "happiness," too. Their concepts of 
even b,, the most backward coolies or fellahin. Look how what is "happiness" though, are personal in the sense that 
wapidly the telephone, the telegraph, the radio, the bicycle, they want more of what they have, greater prestige and import- 
the electric light, the streetcar and the ambulance have ace within and of the group, more opportunities to enjoy the 

been integrated into the cultures of Southeast Asia. Public pleasures of adequate food, clothing and shelter and the 
health and modern medicine may hit some initial resistance, reflected glories of hospitality, ornamentation and the poss- 
but over a period of years they tend to be accepted as being ession of status-giving material possessions. Freedom from 
superior to what were had previously. Tobacco spread all want and a sense of personal well-being are as basic to 
over the world from the American Indians and resistance to human beings in the rest of the world as they are to us in 
it on religious or moral grounds was shortlived. The point the United States. 
here is that new items are accepted if there is a need for 
them, if they are readily obtainable and their practical 
values can be demonstrated. Iron, for example, was first Why People Are Different 
brought into use about 100 B.C. in Asia Minor; despite the 
difficulties of travel at that time it spread all over In going from the Unitéd States to Asia or Africa, the 
Europe and Asia by the time of Christ. Its use was quickly first thing that strikes us is that the people there not 
picked up by the American Indians because of its superior 

!
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only look different, but also that they behave and think knowledge." We can measure aptitudes, but there is little 

differently from ourselves. As we remain longer we will agreement as to what is "native intelligence" or how it can 

\ begin to notice that within each country there is a variety be measured. Let us put it this way: what the vast maj- 

of physical types and different ways of thinking and ority of Americans can do, the vast majority of people 

behaving. While the populations of southeastern Asia will elsewhere can be taught or trained to do. Even in America, 
as a whole be quite different from Americans; within no one, no matter how qualified he is in "intekligence" 
themselves they will show a good deal of variation. We and aptitudes, can do any piece of complicated work without 

should attempt to understand these différences, but not training and practice. If we want people to do certain jobs 

| condemn them because they are not closer to ourselves in we must train them, or give them the knowledge; we must 

appearance, behavior or thought. 1 help them plan or organize their jobs, and we must do a 

I good job in public relations, so that there will be recep- 

We do not know why people differ physically. The tivity, rather than resistance to us as personalities and 

causes for this go back hundreds of thousands of years \ the ideas we carry with us. The scientific proof is 

ago in hoary antiquity and are only of academic interest. aptly summed up by the statement that if all humans were 

For most of us physical differences have little or no meaning placed into superior, average or inferior groups, there would 

in terms of getting along with people. We all know that be found in each group representatives from every race. 

) intelligence and character have nothing to do with whether 

an individual is fat or thin, tall or short, brunette or Since people are fundamentally the same in intelligence, 

blonde. Within the United States our friends and relatives aptitudes and fundamental desires to get something out of 

differ considerably in physical apprearance but our liking their lives, where, then, are the differences between them, 
for them is based on other factors. other than the physical which are found everywhere? Peoplé 

j do differ in behavior and ideas about themselves, about others 

But all these physical factors are unimportant in working and the world about them. What would be considered the ideal 

| with people. Physique or skin color has nothing to do with way of bringing up children in one area would be considered 

intelligence or aptitude. Only among whites are the white as bad pedagogy in another. Asiatics generally eat noisily. 
| standards of beauty acceptable. Asiatics tend to look upon To eat silently as we do is impolite, a lack of appreciation. 

} their physical types as being closest to their ideals of The Japanese regard burping after a meal a sign of polite 

| what they consider "beauty." Whites, they feel, have too approval. What would be thought of as the best way to greet 

long noses, pasty skins, are too tall, and have the strangest a stranger in one area would be considered as rude in another. 

hair and eye colors. In the eyes of most people in the world, The Masai of East Africa spit in the visitor's face by way 
| whites are considered deviant physical types. And even among of greeting. Since there is as yet no exact science on how 
| whites there are no common standards as to what makes a man people ought to behave, think or work, there are bound to be 

"handsome" or a woman "beautiful." These are all "values" great variations in various parts of the world. 

and differ from people to people in terms of what they are 

accustomed to. On the other hand a sympathetic observer Peoples differ because their traditions tend to be dif- 
will find that after a short period, he, too, will be able ferent. Each people tends to judge others in terms of the 

to see "beauty" in their standards. He will find that "beauty" way it behaves and things. It is human to feel that we 

is relative and exists everywhere. have all the virtues, and few vices, while the other groups 
tend to have most of the vices and few of our virtues. In 

! The vast majority of people anywhere tend to have very ! terms of the way human beings are brought up, it is considered 
much the same variations in intelligence and aptitudes. natural to assume that the way we are taught to do things is 

| What we call "intelligence" is in most cases "acquired the way they should be done everywhere else. 

| 

! 

|
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This whole complex of believing, behaving, acting and 

doing, which makes peoples different from each other is Individuals are very much influenced and molded by the 

called "culture." It is the man-made part of our environ- culture they are born in, but this does not mean to say 

ment. It is transmitted by parents, schools, age-mates, that they are in the position of automations. Let us 

churches, friends, and the various media of communication. put it this way: man is influenced by his culture, but 

It deals with the role of the individual, the behavior of man can also change his culture. Whenever human beings 

group or class to ther groups or classes, goals, values, develop new concepts concerning the world about them, they 

| meanings and ideas which are part of the accepted usage in have changed their mental environment that much. New 

getting along with people, whether relatives, friends, or ideas about people, about doing things, about goals in 

strangers. It defines how individuals must behave in given life, are all part of culture change. But the changes are 

situations and from its own basis it states what is the generally slow and are most often geared to roots in the 

right way of doing things. In other words, the "culture" past. Take our own culture, for example. Lest we 

| that we are born in determines the type of human beings consider ourselves as unique and superior let us look at 

we are going to be and what our personality, in a social our debt to others in terms of what we have received from 

sense, will eventually become. | them. To illustrate this point, we can use the typical day 
! of an average American: 

"Cultures" are different because their vast experiences 

| have been different. People have various ways of dealing "Our solid American citizen awakens in a bed built on 
| with very much the same problems. They tend to codify those a pattern which originated in the Near East but which was 

ways, to give them the sanctions of law and finally come to modified in Northern Europe before it was transmitted to 

believe that the heavens would fall on their heads if America. He throws back covers made from cotton, domesti- 

they made any attempts to change them. "But it is the cated in India, or linen, domesticated in the Near East, + 

custom, Senor," is a phrase that could apply to most or wool from sheep, also domesticated in the Near East, or 

| cultures everywhere. silk, the use of which was discovered in China. All of 
these materials have been spun and woven by processes in- 

The individual human being cannot think out all aspects vented in the Near East. He slips into his mocassins, 

of how he is going to behave. He is molded by those who invented by the Indians of the Eastern woodlands, and 
launch him into life as an adult, which in an abstract goes into the bathroom whose fixtures are a mixture of 

fashion we call "culture." The molders themselves were European and American inventions, both of recent date. 

molded in very much the same fashion, for unlike animals He takes off his pajamas, a garment invented in India, 

man transmits his experiences and ideas from generation to and washes with soap invented by the ancient Gauls. He 

generation. The changes that take place are made by a few then shaves, a masochistic rite which seems to have been 

individuals over a long period of time and are slowly derived from either Sumer or ancient Egypt. 
woven into the fabric of the culture. Culture change, then, 

is a training or educational process which has taken place "Returning to the bedroom he removes his clothes from 

in the past and will continue to take place in the future. a chair of southern European type and proceeds to dress. 

With the same sort of training, people will tend to react He puts on garments whose form originally derived from the 

and behave in very much the same way. skin clothing of the nomads of the Asiatic steppes, puts 

! on shoes made from skins tanned by a process invented in 

| ancient Egypt and cut to a pattern derived from the clas- 

sical civilizations of the Mediterranean, and ties around
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{ thank a Hebrew diety in an Indo-European language that he 

| his neck a strip of bright-colored cloth which is a is 100 per cent American."* 

! vestigial survival of the shoulder shawls worn by the 

seventeenth-century Croations. Before going out for This borrowing of both ideas and material things has 

breakfast he glances through the window made of glass been going on since man came on this earth. One can im- 

invented in Egypt, and if it is raining puts on overshoes agine early prehistoric man learning how to make fire from 
made of rubber discovered by the Central American Indians his neighbors who in turn learned it from other sources, 
and takes an umbrella, invented in southeastern Asia. or fashioning arrowheads after the device had been passed 

Upon his head he puts a hat made of felt, a material in- on from primitive tribe to primitive tribe because of the 

vented in the Asiatic steppes. demonstrable merits involved. In fact the development of 

i man has always been the result of education and training, 

"On his way to breakfast he stops to buy a paper, paying even though no formal classrooms were used. Primitive 
for it with coins, an ancient Lydian invention. At the rest- fathers as always trained their sons to take their places 
aurant a whole new series of borrowed elements confront him. as hunters, herders, agriculturists or fishermen. The 
His plate is made of a form of pottery invented in China. oldest basis of training was by doing. All human beings 
His knife is of steel, an alloy first made in southern India, have had two sets of ancestors; the biological ones who 

| his fork a medieval Italian invention, and his spoon a deriv- gave us our physical bodies, aptitudes and early attitudes 
ative of a Roman original. He begins breakfast with an orange, and our spiritual ones who gave us our ideas, techniques 
from the eastern Mediterranean, a canteloupe from Persia, or and general run of knowledge. Even the most primitive 
perhaps a piece of African watermelon. With this he has tribes have learned to do things by borrowing them from 
coffee, an Abyssinian plant, with cream and sugar. Both their neighbors, who in turn borrowed them from others. 

the domesticiation of cows and the idea of milking them orig- But even though items are borrowed and used, they will , 
\ inated in the Near East, while sugar was first made in India. not be made in exactly the same way; the outer forms will 

differ. Not all dishes are made in the same fashion, nor 

“After his fruit and first coffee he goes on to waffles, clothing, nor furniture. 
cakes made by a Scandivavian technique from wheat domesticated 
in Asia Minor. Over these he pours maple syrup, invented by Ideas will endure when they have many defenders. The 
the Indians of the Eastern woodlands. As a side dish he may broader the basis of civilization, the more likely it is 
have the egg of a species of bird domesticated in Indo China, to endure. Many of the ancient civilizations fell be- 
or thin strips of the flesh of an animal domesticated in si cause their carriers and supporters were too few. An 
Eastern Asia which have been salted and smoked by a process invasion or an overturn of the government meant the end 
developed in northem Europe. to these few supporters. Intensive training and a broad 

basis of education are the best guarantors that good ideas 

“When our friend has finished eating he settles back to and techniques will surviveand be improved at the grass- 

smoke, an American Indian habit,. consuming a plant domesticated roots level. And it is upon the latter level that an 

in Brazil in either a pipe,derived fram the Indians of vir- enduring democratic life will be built. 

| ginia, or a cigarette, derived from Mexico. If he is hardy 

enough he may even attempt a cigar, transmitted to us from 

the Antilles by way of Spain. While smoking he reads the news * Ralph Linton, "Study of Man," N.¥. 1936, pp 325-27 
| of the day, imprinted in characters invented by the ancient 

Semites upon a material invented in China by a process in- 

| vented in Germany. As he absorbs the accounts of foreign 

troubles, he will, if he is a good conservative citizen, 

| 
|
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i s the inadequate knowledge we have of individual biological 

i III. Is There Such a Thing as a Superior "Race?" inheritance to group social inheritance; that we are under- 

‘ 3 nis ; ; Sie estimating biological complexities and overestimating 

Bion ee cagt potent ate Reine OF iat cies pena biological complexities and overestimating our present 
sbeurd fo. speak oF Soe ee ie agate ger et scientific knowledge of the processes of inheritance. 
there are "superior" languages. There are no standards 

See ee is wae a a See ee eae ae Men are animals, it is true. But man is a very special 

| By reer ee eneor One we aoe eueo cS ae kind of animal and it is neither scientific nor logically 

saeaduatS: puts ore Suen a eee eae valid to transfer knowledge of nonhuman beings to human 

Race beings. Social heredity is not very important to animals; 

There is a good deal of mythology in the field of "race." } it is extremely important to human beings. A diving bird 
h 2 3 a ” brought up in complete isolation from all other birds of its 

There is no doubt that "stocks" of men exist. These "stocks % i141 still di aes < i A 4 

| have been broadly classified as Caucasian, Mongoloid, Negroid Spectes: We ee EC Roe ae ee eae ene Wier, BeLenes 

| and Australoid (the aboriginal inhabitants of Australia and vee body of water. An Indo Chinese boy brought up in an 

: the Dravidian population of southern India). In the field American household will speak English, attend a Christian 
of biology the term "race" is used to describe living organ- church, read comic books and use a knife and fork rather 

isms that resemble one another physically through their than chopsti-ks. 

descent from common ancestors. There is little doubt that 

there are human "races," if we use this term in a broad In fact, the biological heredity of human beings is so 

sense. For example, there are physical differences between uniform that on American physical anthropologist has estimated 

the brown-skinned Malay who is classified as Mongoloid and that less than one per cent of the total number of genes 

the light-skinned northern Chinese, or the long-nosed species is involved in the physical differentiation between any two 

of Japanese. In Europe one can distinguish between a blond existent "races." Another geneticist expressed the differences 

Norwegian and a brunette Portuguse. But after one has made as follows: "If the time from the divergence of human and 

these distinctions can one say that a Malayan Filipino is ape stems to the present be represented by an ordinary pack 
"superior" or "inferior" to a Chinese or a Japanese?" Or of playing cards placed end to end, all racial differentiation 

that a Brazilian Portuguese is "superior" or "inferior" to would be on less than one-half of the last card." 

a dark-haired western Norwegian? 

! "Racial" thinking in terms of "superior" and "inferior" 
One can speak, then, of rough physical differentiations stocks is of comparatively recent origin. Thus although 

| among the various stocks and perhaps types which exist the Romans commented on the fact that the Gauls were as an 

among human beings in all parts of the world. But is a average taller and more blond than themselves, any Roman 

highly trained Filipino physicist less of a physicist than could find tall, blong individuals among his own neighbors 
a German one or a Japanese one? Is a Pe See while, conversely, there were plenty of short, dark types 

from Kashmir innately "superior" to an Annamite from Indo in Gaul. 

China? How can we take millions of individuals from one 

area and compare them with millions elsewhere? The varia- From the sixteenth century on Europeans were everywhere 

! tions within both groups are so great and our standards of conquering native peoples and setting themselves up as ruling 
measurement so poor that our evaluation would be next to: aristocracies. Although members of the subject groups 

meaningless. "Racial" thinking is a transference from bio- could readily adopt the language and customs of their rulers, 

logical sthtnkings) BE ine trues Chat physical Heredity Bete. they could not change their physical type, and for the first 
limits to the potentialities of individuals, but it is not 

true that the social "peculiarities" of various groups of 

individuals are the direct result of their biological 

inheritance. What are the errors involved in this type of 

thinking? Mainly these, that we are mistakenly transferring
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time in European history race became an infallible 

criterion for the determination of social status. Since psychological tests. Let us assume that a Chinese taking 
any white man was a member of the ruling group and any one of these tests is confronted with the simple problem 

brown or black one a member of the subject group, both of copying a figure within a given time. The paper on 
sides became very conscious of their physical differences. which he works will be familiar to him, but the pencil will 
This consciousness was even further stimulated by the im- be quite unfamiliar. He will not know how hard he has to 
portation of large numbers of Negroes who soon became a bear down to make a mark, and the technique for turning 
distinct caste at the bottom of the social scale. corners will be quite different from that of his accustomed 

brush drawing. Also, the design may be totally different 
There are perhaps two broad reasons for the tendency from anything with which he is familiar, requiring prelim- 

to rate biological groups as "inferior" or "superior." Ms inary study and a conscious decision where to start. He 
Almost from the first Europeans have attempted to prove oe thus handicapped at all points, and his score will be no 
to themselves that their subjugation of other racial groups i index of his real ability. We can understand this situation 
was natural and inevitable. Perhaps they have been stimu- better if we imagine our being required to copy a simple row 
lated to this by the realization that anything which has of Chinese characters with Chinese writing materials while 
been won by the sword can be lost by the sword. a Chinese psychologist held a stop-watch on us. 

The second reason has been that "racial" thinking is in But even intelligence tests, despite their inability to 
part a holdover from Darwinism. Just as the conceptions measure innate intelligence, do show that highly gifted 
of heredity among educated people have not yet caught up children turn up among all peoples. One American Negro 
with the facts and theories of present-day genetics, so child was found to have an 1.Q. of 200. Japanese and Chinese 
also most of us tend to cling to vague notions about children in California have tested a little higher than * 
straight-line evolution. We have a tendency for ranking "white" children. Even group ranges differ. Negro children 
everything in a "scale of evolution," although we are usually in Tennessee averaged 58, those in Los Angeles 105. In 
very careful to put our own group at the top of this "scale." World War I, Negroes from certain northern states had higher 

averages on Army Alpha Tests than did literate whites from 
All of us know how quickly attitudes toward different certain southern states. For example, Negroes from Ohio 

groups can change. In the early 1930's most Americans and Indiana proved superior to whites from Kentucky and Mis- 
characterized the Japanese as "progressive, intelligent and sissippi in both Alpha and Beta Tests. These figures show 
industrious." By 1942 these adjectives had given place to too closely to be mere coincidence the correlation between 
"sly" and "treacherous.", Now it is the fashion to describe education and "intelligence." In 1935-36 California expended 
them as “industrious," "law-abiding" and "democratic." During more than $115 per year per child, Mississippi spent less 
the last war the Japanese were considered "inferior" to the than $30 per white child and about $9 per Negro child. It 
Chinese. Now the roles are reversed. When the Chinese were has been proved that Negro children who move from the south 
wanted as laborers in California they were "thrifty," into the north are not superior in "intelligence" as measured 
"sober" and "law-abiding," when the Exclusion Act was by these tests, when they first come north.* And yet tests 

being advocated in the 1880's they were described as "filthy," from independent testers show that the I.Q. of migrant Negro 
"loathsome," "clannish" and"dangerous." children increases the longer they stay in the north and the 

more schooling they have. 

It is difficult to separate the social, or the acquired 

intelligence, from the "native" intelligence in any of our ' 
* Data quoted from Clyde Kluckholn, "Mirror for Man, " 

' N.Y., 1949, p. 127. 
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We Americans like to personalize. It is much more individuals who are still free from Communist domination. 
satisfying to blame "Wall Street Operators" than the "laws It is up to us to see that those who come after us do not 
of supply and demand," "Stalin's clique" than "Communist pay for any mistakes we make in not being able to get along 

| ideology," or to feel that we understand labor problems with peoples different from us and in not assisting them 
better if an unpopular labor leader can be singled out. to travel on the road which they, rather than we, want. 

} Given a personalizing psychology, we feel better if we can 
identify definite persons as our enemies. A "racial" group 

| can all too easily be identified as our opponents. There Iv. Why and How People Change 
is, to be sure, a grain of truth in the hostile sterotypes 
which are created and this helps us swallow the major portion | ‘ a 
of untruth. The motive for accepting these sterotypes is Human beings all over the world have definite standards 
that it helps us find a partial escape from confusion, but | ae EO eat ts Signe eo eae what goals are possible, what 

| it prevents us trom trying to understand how best to get along ae depute Gaetan tee beale gftt dteca® Reise i 

PiEH peoples’ dibrerent, rom .cureo ves: | to people, but all will have values of some sort which 

We must not forget that four-fifths of the world's popu- aoe een When tacy Sou ee eee frustrated: ng 
‘ 2 when contented. Inability to reach goals which they feel 

TabLOn consists of colored peoples. Nor can we eepect £0 are obtainable will make most human beings discontented 
continue to treat them a6 subordinate. We must learn to Winches ne wuniscontendican takerthreeformiads Seles 

| get along with them. This demands mutual respect. It does not | depreciation, open hostility against other individuals felt 
mean pretending that differences do not exist. It does mean to be responsible for the frustrations, or a strong desire 

mean recognizing differences without fearing, hating, or for knowledge. It is this last factor which is our best ally 
despising them. It means not exaggerating differences at in assisting others to change. 

the expense of similarities. It means understanding the 4 
true causes of the differences. It means valuing these dif- We are rarely in a position to judge what individuals 

| ferences as adding to the richness and variety of the world. | living in other countries want out of life. Only those con- 
Mere acquaintanceship does not, unfortunately, always bring | cerned are qualified to state what it is they want. We can 
friendship. Antagonisms between peoples were of theoretical | only assist them with our specialized knowledge to achieve 

interest as long as differing peoples did not need to have the day-to-day goals they have expressed. 

relationships with one another, but under contemporary con- | 
ditions the issue is vitally practical. | Let us assume that there is a good deal of discontent and 

} dissatisfaction in an area in which we will work. How do 

Even though the United States has not been a colonial power we use these dissatisfactions to bring about the changes we 

on the continent of Asia, we Americans have been identified | want to inaugurate? 

with the European administrations of native peoples there. | 5 Sins 

We are sharing the onus of European failures, and in most | Bivet of all we must see change within. the context of 
countries of Asia are paying a fairly high price at present | eae xe pose tbe wich the eae oF SE Poses Gopi ean eo 
for the previous misunderstanding of Asiatics by Europeans. | ptube aud) ereining. ~ Tt 19 far easier to) encourage «imple 

/ P . 3 ¥ P' | changes than complex ones, whether we are dealing with rural 
If we are to build a more secure world for our descendants ‘ i Loa fs 

F Ae or industrial societies. Simple changes tend to develop 
we must make certain that they become the recipients of good- | lmeaktee ec oncke Ware Hove Saanli 26 

5 a4 ; y acceptable, are more 
will, “father ‘phan hostility trom the, large-numbersso8 adjustable, and are in a better position to gather momentum, 

/ | as a snowball, than more complex ones. 

| 

| 

| | 
| 
}
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Secondly, whatever suggestions we make must be adjusted 
to the goals and aims of the people we are working with. If by playing down their fears of us. Wherever it can be done 

their expectations are low, and advantages gained are cor- without arousing antagonisms, our efforts ought to be 
respondingly low, there is little incentive for change. Put directed toward working with those who have no spokesmen 

in other words it means that poverty-stricken peasants who for themselves in court. Our interests should be in the 

do not expect to get much are not going to develop incentives common man as much as the one who has reached the top of 

to work harder in order to get more than they can ever the social ladder. 

expect. Where there is a rigid class system in which mob- 

ility is discouraged by those on top, those on the bottom Fifth, "influential" people are not always the leaders 

will be apathetic about their chances of improving their lot. who inaugurate action. The most important individual in 
Rewards are as important to Asiatics as to Americans. The any society is the informal leader, who for want of a better 

ideal situation is one in which expectations slightly exceeds term is called the "little Joe." The "little Joe" exists 

the normal rewards, but where even high expectations can be everywhere. In the United States, for example, the "little 

met occasionally. Joe" is the farmer who is watched by other farmers to see 

when he plows, plants and markets. If a "little Joe" thinks 

Third, if we work in terms of high expectations, which something is a good idea, most of his neighbors will follow 

have never been achieved for that people, there,will be a suit. In business, the “little Joe" is the one people look 

tendency on the part of the latter to give up trying and to for guidance on social and political issues. The "little 

to consider our suggestions as so many words with little Joe" is much more likely to be a clerk or teller than the 

meaning for them. People who live on the margin of economic bank president, a librarian than the mayor of the town, a 

safety have few incentives to take risks in changing the way moderately successful small farmer than the richest farmer 

they have always done things. It takes a good deal of dem- with the most land. In the United States there is one 

onstration to convince individuals with little confidence "little Joe" to each 20 to 30 persons. 
in their future to become interested in non-immediate rewards. 

An optimism which welcomes change is rare unless benefits The "little Joe" is the man who speaks up after everyone 

! are obvious. What most Asians want may not be revoluntionary else has had his say and to whom the group listens. He is 

change, but rather slightly more than they have at present neither too rich nor too poor in comparison with his fellows. 

in terms of land of their own, more food and opportunities His intelligence and talents are slightly above the average 

to avoid pain, crippling disease and early death. In helping but not so much so that people cannot identify with him. He 

people achieve significant gains against a background of is usally a little, but not too far ahead of everyone else. 

modest expectations, we are proving again the validity J 5 . 

or the old adage that nothing breeds success like success. "Little Joe" is hard to find because he does not stand 
out. He may not even know that he influences other people 

Fourth, we cannot do our best work with people who are because he is more interested in discovering the facts to 

satisfied with the "status quo." Unless hey aon willing the best of his ability. In every area he needs to be 

to see the need for change, they will feel threatened by our 4 identified; not as the formal epdegy bye a5 ene, Ole jc 

actions and will consequently do all they can to sabotage Bie Ee oe erie eny catationtily wane” ie 

our efforts and resist our ideas. We must either wi i i ¥ s i 

group over by pointing out that change is se nee po. Liked, bus they ia uenely elected ae Teaders an poe oe 

terest, or else we must neutralize them as much as possible ay chery fonction tn molding public opinion’ 1s tar 
more important. 

,
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Look for "little Joe." Listen to him. Try to tell daily life; when to shake hands and what to say when we 

him what you are doing. Work with him as much as you meet people, when and how to give tips, how to give orders 

| can. His cautions generally will be those of his group. to servants, how to make purchases, when to accept and when 
| to refuse invitations, when to take statements seriously and 

_"bittle Joe" can also be the local schoolteacher, the when not. Now these cues which may be words, gestures, 

| price cy ,or even the locally elected mayor. He can also be facial expressions, customs, or norms are acquired by all 
the cotton” teeter who seve: the path. for the ccher of us in the course of growing up and are as much a part 
"little Joes" to follow. In most cases, though, the £ Tageoag the lancuaas soos oruthe belie 

"little Joe" takes his cue from the opinion leader who OF Sureeur es Suse WeskD. 2 Be Deri Gee we 
acts as the custodian of group traditions; such as, the ageeoes All of us depend for our peace of mind and Be 

village intellectual, the schoolteacher, or the expert on efficiency on hundreds of these cues, most of which we do 
any phase of the group's life. "Little Joe" may or may not not carry on the level of conscious awareness. 

be in this category of "expert." 
| Now when an individual enters a strange culture, all or 

| At any rate, look for both the opinion leader, who fashions most of these familiar cues are removed. He er she is 

opinions, and "little Joe" who takes action on these ideas. To like a fish out of water. No matter how broadminded or full 
find these two we must spend some time in the community: of good will you may be, a series of props have been knocked 

Know how it operates and observe whom it is that others look from under you, followed by a feeling of frustration and 
to for ideas as well as action. A good rule to follow is anxiety. People react to the frustration in much the same 

} that these two most important individuals will rarely occupy way. First they reject the environment which causes the 

top positions, and will not even be known by those who are discomfort: "The ways of the host country are bad because 
above them in social rank. It will be your job to ferret them they make us feel bad." When Americans or other foreigners 

| out, and work with them as much as with those who are your in a strange land get together to grouse about the host ; 

| governmental counterparts. . f 
country and its people - you can be sure they are suffering 

from culture shock. Another phase of culture shock is 

| V. (Gilltave’ ctvek “and AS propleme Sf Adjustment tel mew cul dural regression. The home environment suddenly assumes a tremen- 

Envivonnenter dous importance. To an American everything American becomes 

ge a Fe at irrationally glorified. All the difficulties and problems 

We might almost call culture shock an occupational are forgotten and only the good things back home are remem- 
disease of people who have been suddenly transplanted abroad. bered. It usually takes a trip home to bring one back to 

Like most ailments it has its own etiology, symptoms, and reality. 

] cure. 

Some of the symptoms of culture shock are excessive 
! Culture shock is precipitated by the anxiety that results washing of the hands, excessive concern over drinking water, 
| from losing all our familiar signs and symbols of ante in- food, dishes, and beddings; fear of physical contact with 

! tercourse. . These signs or cues include the thousand ani attendants or servants; the absent-minded, far-away stare 
/ one ways in which we orient ourselves to the situation of (somethimes called the tropical stare); a feeling of help- 

* By Dr. Dalervo Oberg, Anthropologist, Health, Welfare and lessness and a desire for dependence on long-term residents 

Housing Division, United States Operations Mission to Brazil of one's own nationality; fits of anger over delays and 
other minor frustrations; delay and outright refusal to 

learn the language of the host country; excessive fear of 

being cheated, robbed, or injured; great concern over minor 

pains and irruptions of the skin; and finally, that terrible 

longing to be back home, to be able to have a good cup of 

coffee and a piece of apple pie, to walk into that corner 
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| drugstore, to visit one's relatives, and, in general, to You take refuge in the colony of your countrymen and its 

talk to people who really make sense. cocktail circuit which often becomes the fountainhead of 
| emotionally chargd labels known as stereotypes. This is a 

Individuals differ greatly in the degree in which culture peculiar kind of invidious shorthand which caricatures the 

shock affects them. Although not common, there are individuals host country and its people in a negative manner. The 

who cannot live in foreign countries. Those who have seen "dollar grasping American" and the "indolent Latin American" 

people go through culture shock and on to a satisfactory are samples of mild forms of stereotypes. The use of stereo- 

adjustment can discern steps in the process. During the types may salve the ego of someone with a severe case of 

first few weeks most individuals are fascinated by the culture shock but it certainly does not lead to any genuine 
new. They stay in hotels and associate with nationals who understanding of the host country and its people. This 

speak theit language and are polite and gracious to for- second stage of culture shock is in a sense a crisis in the 

eigners. This honeymoon stage may last from a few days or disease. If you come out of it you stay; if not, you leave 

! weeks to six months depending on circumstances. If one is before you reach the stage of nervous breakdown. 

a very important person he or she will be shown places, will 

be pampered and petted and in a press interview will speak If the visitor succeeds in getting same knowledge of 

glowingly about progress, goodwill, and international amity, the language and begins to get around by himself, he is 

! and if he returns home may well write a book about his beginning to open the way into the new cultural environment. 
pleasant or superficial experience abroad. The visitor still has difficulties but he takes a "this is 

my cross and I have to bear it" attitude. Usually in this 

But this Cook's tour type of mentality does not normally stage the visitor takes a superior attitude to people of the 

last if the foreign visitor remains abroad and has seriously host country. His sense of humor begins to exert itself. 

to cope with real conditions of life. It is then that the Instead of criticizing he jokes about the people and even 

second stage begins, characterized by a hostile and aggres- cracks jokes about his or her own difficulties. He or she 
sive attitude towards the host country. This hositility is not on the way to recovery. And there is also the poor 

evidently grows out of the genuine difficulty which the devil who is worse off than yourself whom you can help, which 
visitor experiences in the process of adjustment. There in turn gives you confidence in your ability to speak and get 
is maid trouble, school trouble, language trouble, house around. 

trouble, transportation trouble, shopping trouble, and the 

fact that people in the host country are largely indifferent In the fourth stage your adjustment is about as complete 
to all these troubles. They help but they just don't under- as it can be. The visitor now accepts the customs of the 
stand your great concern over these difficulties. Therefore, country as just another way of living. You operate within 

they must be insensible and unsympathetic to you and your the new milieu without a feeling of anxiety, although there 

worries. The result, "I just don't like them." You become are moments of strain. Only with a complete grasp of all 

aggressive and band together with your fellow countrymen the cues of social intercourse will this strain disappear. 
and criticize the host country, its ways, and its people. For a long time the individual will understand what the 
But this criticism is not an objective appraisal but a national is saying but he is always sure what the national 

derogatory one. Instead of trying to account for conditions means. With a complete adjustment you not only accept the 

as they are through an honest analysis of the actual condi- foods, drinks, habits, and customs but actually begin to 

tions and the historical circumstances which have created enjoy them. When you go on home leave you may even take 

them, you talk as if the difficulties you experienced are things back with you and if you leave for good you generally 

more or less created by the people of the host country for miss the country and the people to whom you became accustomed. 
your special discomfort. 

-
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| 
Now before going on to consider the nature of culture person with a mild or severe case of culture shock as the 

| shock, it might be well to point out that the difficulties case may be. Although I am not certain, I think culture 
| which the newcomer experiences are real. If individuals shock affects wives more than husbands. The husband has 
| come to a tropical area from a temperate one they quite his professional duties to occupy him and his activities 

often suffer from intestinal disturbances. Strange food may not differ too much from what he has been accustomed 
| sometimes upsets people. In Rio, for instance, water and to. The wife, on the other hand, has to operate in an 

| power shortages are very real. When these physical dif- environment which differs much more from the milieu in 
| ficulties are added to those arising from not knowing how which she grew up, consequently the stain on her is greater. 

to communicate and the uncertainties presented by strange 
| customs the consequent frustrations and anxieties are In an effort to get over culture shock, I think there is 

| understandable. In the course of time, however, an in- some value in knowing something about the nature of culture 

dividual makes his adjustment, you do what is essential and its relationship to the individual. In addition to 

about water, food, and the other minutiae of daily life. living in a physical environment, an individual lives in a 
| You adapt yourself to water and power shortages and to cultural environment consisting of man-made physical objects, 

traffic problems. The environment does not change. What social institutions, and ideas and beliefs. An individual 

has changed is your attitude towards it. Somehow it no is not born with culture but only with the capacity to learn 

longer troubles you, you no longer project your discomforts it and use it. There is nothing in a newborn child which 

onto the people of the host country and their ways. In dictates that it should eventually speak Portuguese, Eng- 
short, you get along under a new set of living conditions. lish, or French, nor that he eat with a fork in his left 

hand rather than in the right, or use chop-sticks. All 

Another important point worth considering is the attitude these things the child has to learn. Nor are the parents 
| of others to a person suffering from culture shock. If responsible for the culture which they transmit to their 

| you are frustrated and have aggressive attitudes to the young. The culture of any people is the product of history 

people of the host country, they will sense this hostility and is built up over time largely through processes which 
and in many cases respond in either a hostile manner or are, as far as the individual is concerned, beyond his 
try to avoid you. In other words, their response moves awareness. It is by means of culture that the young learn 
from a preliminary phase of ingratiation to aggressive to adapt themselves to the physical environment and to 

| ridicule and onto avoidance. To your own countrymen who are people with whom they associate. And as we know, children 
well adjusted you become somewhat of a problem. As you and adolescents often experience difficulties in this pro- 

feel weak in the face of the host country people you tend cess of learning and adjustment. But once learned, culture 

to wish to..increase your.dependence on your fellow countrymen becomes a way of life, the sure, familiar, largely automatic 
much more than is normal. Some will try to help you, others way of getting what you want from your environment, and 
will try to avoid you. The better your fellow countryman as such it also becomes a value. People have a way of 

| understands your condition the better he is able to help accepting their culture as both the best and the only way 
you. But the difficulty is that culture shock has not been of doing things. This is perfectly normal and understandable. 

studied carefully enough for people to help you in an organ- To this attitude we give the name ethnocentricism, a belief 

ized manner and you continue to be considered a bit queer that not only the culture but the race and nation form the 

until you adjust to the new situation. In general, we might center of the world. Individuals identify themselves with 

say that until an individual has achieved a satisfactory their own group and its ways to the extent that any critical 

! adjustment he is not able to fully play his part on the job comment is taken as an affront to the individual as well as 

or as a member of the community. In a sense he is a sick to the group. If you criticize my country you are criticizing 

me. If you criticize me you are criticizing my country.
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| 
| Along with this attitude goes the tendency to attribute all These facts indicate that it is not a simple matter 

| individual peculiarities as national characteristics. to acquaint oneself with the culture of a nation. Sim- 
| For instance, if an American does something odd or anti- ilarly the culture of one's own nation is complex. It, 

social in a foreign country which back home would be too, differs by region and class. Americans, for instance, 

| considered a purely individual act, this is now considered who go abroad in various governmental and business capa- 
a national trait. He acts that way not because he is Joe cities, are usually members of the middle class and carry 
Doak but because he is an American. Instead of being the values and aspirations of this class, some of which 
censured as an individual, his country is censured. It are an accent on the practical or utilitarian, work as 

| is thus best to recognize that ethnocentrocism is a perman- means to personal success, and suspicion of personal author- 
! ent characteristic of national groups. Even if a national ity. Accustomed to working in large hierarchical institu- 

| criticizes some aspect of his own culture the foreigner tions like business corporations, governmental agencies, 

| should listen but not enter into criticism. or scientific foundations which have a life of their own 
| and persist in time, Americans tend to become impersonal. 

I mentioned a moment ago that specific cultures are Individuals no matter how able are replaceable parts in 

| the products of historical development and can be under- these large institutions. To Americans, personalism 

| stood not by referring to the biological or psychological which emphasizes a special individual, like a political 

peculiarities of its human carriers, but to an understanding leader or a business leader or religious leader, as 

of the antecedent and concomitant elements of the culture solely responsible for the existence and success of an 
themselves. Brazil and the United States, for instance, institution is somewhat strange. To the American it is 

have different cultural origins and different culture the organization that counts and individual beings are 
histories which account for present-day differences. In judged according to their ability to fit into the mechan- 
this case, however, the differences are not great, both ism. This difference in inter-personal relationships ‘ 

cultures being parts of western civilization. It might often becomes at least a minor shock. A new pattern 

be useful to recognize here that the study of culture per has to be established which has to take into consideration 

| se is not the study of individuals. Psychology is the class society the symbols of individual status, the 

study of individual personality. Sociology is the study importance of family relationships, and the different 
of groups and group behavior. The student of culture importance given work, leisure, and the values people 
studies not human individuals but the inter-relationship strive for. 

of cultural forms like technologies, institutions, idea 
and belief systems. We are interested not so much in the The rather sketchy remarks I have made here about 

study of culture as such, but its impact upon the indivi- culture and its elements is for the purpose of showing 

dual under special conditions. how important an objective treatment of your cultural 
background and that of your new environment is for the 

Any modern nation is a complex society with corres- understanding of culture shock. There is a great dif- 

ponding variations in culture. In composition it is made ference in knowing what is the cause of your disturbance 
up of different ethnic groups, it is stratified into classes, and not knowing. Once you realize that your trouble is 

it is differentiated into regions, it is separated into due to your own lack of understanding of other peoples 

rural and urban settlements, each having its distinctive cultural background and your own lack of the means of 

cultural characteristics. Yet superimposed upon these communication rather than the hostility of an alien environ- 
differences are the common elements of official language, ment, you also realize that you yourself can gain this 

institutions, and customs which knit it together to form understanding and these means of communication. And the 

a nation. sooner you do this, the sooner culture shock will disappear.
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The question now arises, what can you do to get Although talking does not remove pain I think a great 

| over culture shock as quickly as possible? The answer deal is gained by having the source of pain explained, 
| is to get to know the people of the host country. But some of the steps towards a cure indicated, and the 

| this you cannot do with any success without knowing the assurance given that time, the great healer, will soon 
| language, for language is the principal symbol system of set things right. 
| communication. Now we all know that learning a new 

language is difficult, particularly to adults. This 

task alone is quite enough to cause frustration and REPEL EERS 
anxiety, no matter how skillful language teachers are in 

making it easy for you. But once you begin to be able 

| to carry on a friendly conversation with your maid, your 

neighbor, or to go on shopping trips alone you not only 

| gain confidence and a feeling of power but a whole new 

world of cultural meaning opens up for you. 

You begin to find out not only what and how people 

do things but also what their interests are. These in- 

terests people usually express by what they habitually 

talk about and how they allocate their time and money. 

Once you know this value or interest pattern it will be 
| quite easy to get people to talk and be interested in 

| you. When we say people have no interests we usually ‘ 

admit the fact that we have not bothered to find out. 

| At times it is helpful to be a participant observer 

| by joining the activities of the people, to try to share 

in their responses; whether this be a carnival, a religi- 

ous rite, or some economic activity. 

| Yet the visitor should never forget that he or she 

is an outsider and will be treated as such. He or she 

should view this participation as playing a role. Under- 

standing the ways of people is essential but this does 

| not mean that you have to give up your own. What happens 

| is that you have developed two patterns of behavior. 

! 
Finally, a word on what your fellow countrymen can 

do to help you get over culture shock. It is well to 

recognize that persons suffering from it feel weak in the 

face of conditions which appear insuperable; it is na- 

tural for them to try to lean heavily on their compatriots. 

| This may be irritating to the long-term resident but he 

should be patient, sympathetic, and understanding.
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